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General introduction 

An example of spatial variance in the abundance of Fennel pondweed tubers. 
These samples originate from adjacent subplots. 
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‘In the last quarter of this century, the discipline of ecology has appeared to experience a 

shift in paradigm. We have become acutely aware that the ecological world is spatially 

patterned and patchy, that it varies through time in complex and sometimes unpredictable 

ways. We have embraced the view that the world is heterogeneous and nonequilibrial. We 

have abandoned the hope of ecological meaning in some idealized, uniform and constant 

environment’ (Sparrow, 1999) 

 

The large amount of time and energy that animals devote to foraging, underlines that 

foraging is a very important aspect of an animal’s life. MacArthur and Pianka (1966) were 

among the first to acknowledge that an animal can make choices during foraging, for 

example about which prey to feed on and how long to feed in a patch, and that something 

like the best choice exists, leading to foraging in the most economical way. From here, it is 

only a small step to comprehend that optimal foraging behaviour can evolve by natural 

selection, assuming that behaviour has a genetic basis and that enhanced foraging is linked 

to a higher fitness (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). Consequently, foraging ecology can be 

considered as a subdiscipline of evolutionary ecology (Brown, 2000). 

Animals live in a heterogeneous world, as pointed out by Sparrow (1999), thus the act of 

foraging is played in a spatially heterogeneous setting. Points in space (i.e. locations) might 

be heterogeneous in for example food abundance (Wiens, 2000), food quality (Moore and 

Foley, 2005), energetic exploitation costs (Nolet et al., 2001b), food accessibility (Nolet et 

al., 2006a) or predation risk (Brown et al., 1988). Spatial heterogeneity in any such feature 

creates an opportunity for animals to make choices that can enhance the efficiency of their 

foraging activities. For example, heterogeneity in the abundance of food allows a forager to 

concentrate foraging effort in profitable areas (Valone & Brown, 1989). For this reason, 

spatial heterogeneity is considered to be, in most cases, beneficial for a forager (Sparrow, 

1999). Regardless of the value of spatial heterogeneity for a forager, acknowledgement of 

heterogeneity is a key to understanding optimal foraging behaviour (see Brown (2000) for 

an overview). 

 

Heterogeneity in the abundance of food 

Most, if not all, food distributions are spatially heterogeneous in the abundance of food 

items. But what exactly is spatial heterogeneity? I follow the classification by Li & Reynolds 

(1995) and Wiens (2000) and distinguish two basic forms of heterogeneity in the abundance 

of food items: spatial variance and spatial pattern. 

If you sample the abundance of food items at a number of locations you will see that the 

density (i.e. abundance divided by area, for example the area of the sampling device) varies 

for different locations. This form of spatial heterogeneity I will refer to as spatial variance: 

the variation in the abundance of food items at different points in space (Li & Reynolds, 

1995; Wiens, 2000). Much spatial variance means that the differences in densities are large. 
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Figure 1 A-C. Examples of random, clumped and regular spatial configurations of full (grey squares) 

and empty (open squares) food patches. The distance between the centres of two adjacent patches is 1 

m. D-F. Corresponding variograms (see text) for the random, clumped and regular spatial 

configurations. The horizontal grey line is the level of variance in food density for the whole 

environment. G-I. Corresponding structure functions (see text) for the random, clumped and regular 

spatial configurations. Black dots are the probability that a patch is full at a distance i, given that the 

current patch is full. Open dots are the probability that a patch is full at a distance i, given that the 

current patch is empty. The horizontal grey line is the equal probability that a patch is full or empty.
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Spatial variance can be described by the frequency distribution of food densities, which can 

follow a Poisson, a binomial or a negative-binomial distribution (Rodríquez-Gironés & 

Vásquez, 1997; Green, 1984; 1987). A negative-binomial frequency distribution is commonly 

observed in natural systems (Pielou, 1977) and means that most locations are poor and only 

few locations are rich in food.  

Different food densities typically do not occur randomly throughout the environment, but 

spatial pattern in the distribution of densities exists (Rossi et al., 1992). For example, high 

densities might be observed only in one corner of the area that is surveyed, rather than at 

random throughout this space. This aspect of a heterogeneous environment I will refer to as 

spatial pattern: the spatial distribution of densities throughout the environment (Li & 

Reynolds, 1995; Wiens, 2000). Spatial distributions can be random, clumped or regular (see 

figure 1 A-C for examples). Only in a random configuration no spatial relationships between 

locations exist. In a clumped configuration a positive spatial autocorrelation in food 

abundance exists, which means that high densities are found near other high densities, and 

low densities are found near other low densities (Legendre, 1993). In a regular 

configuration a negative spatial autocorrelation in food abundance exists. Many natural 

spatial patterns are clumped (Rossi et al., 1992; Rietkerk et al., 2004). Spatial pattern 

implies some repeatability or predictability in the abundance of food. 

 

Describing spatial pattern 

Spatial pattern can be depicted in a variogram, which is a model that describes the variation 

in food abundance between pairs of points, as a function of the separation distance of these 

points (after Rossi et al., 1992). A low value in the variogram means that the differences in 

food abundance are small for the pairs of points with that particular separation distance. For 

example, for a clumped configuration of food densities the variogram value is typically low 

for a small separation distance, and increases with an increasing separation distance up to 

some maximum that is related to the overall variation in food abundance (Rossi et al., 

1992). In figure 1 D-F variograms for random, clumped and regular configurations are 

presented. 

An alternative way to describe spatial pattern, more from the foragers’ perspective, is by 

structure functions, which are probabilities that a point at distance i from the current point is 

in a certain resource state, given the resource state at the current point (Mangel & Adler, 

1994). For example, for a clumped configuration of food densities the probability that the 

food density is high in a nearby patch is high if the food density in the current patch is high 

and, vice versa, low if the food density in the current patch is low. In figure 1 G-I structure 

functions for random, clumped and regular distributions are presented. 
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Discrete and continuous environments 

There are different ways in which suitable foraging habitat can be distributed throughout 

the environment. In a discrete environment, suitable foraging habitat occurs in clearly 

delimited units, called patches. Food items are only found in patches and the area in 

between patches is devoid of prey (cf. for example Charnov, 1976). A field of White clover 

flowers Trifolium repens is an example of a discrete environment for a nectar feeding 

Bumblebee (Heinrich, 1979). In a continuous environment prey can be found everywhere 

(Arditi & Dacorogna, 1988; Benhamou, 1992; Bond, 1980). No clear boundaries, except the 

boundaries of the environment itself, are present that enclose suitable foraging habitat. An 

example of a more continuous environment is a mudflat for a shorebird searching for 

invertebrate prey (for example Pienkowski, 1983). A schematic example of a discrete and a 

continuous environment is presented in figure 2.  

Figure 2 Example of a discrete (left) and continuous (right) heterogeneous environment. Grey shading 

indicates habitat where food items potentially can occur. In a discrete environment the area in between 

patches is devoid of prey. Foraging patches cannot be recognized prior to foraging in a continuous 

environment. 

 

In part, the distinction between discrete and continuous environments is a matter of 

scale. Every patch in a discrete environment can be considered as a continuous environment 

in itself, if viewed at a minute scale. The other way around, a continuous environment can 

be seen as a discrete patch if viewed at a large spatial scale, for example the landscape 

scale. Consequently, the way the environment is perceived by the forager, discrete or 

continuous, also depends on the scale at which the forager approaches the environment. 

 

Defining patches in discrete and continuous environments 

In a discrete environment it is rather straightforward to recognize foraging patches; they are 

the clearly delimited spatial units that might contain food. For example, one flower in a field 

of flowers can be considered as a foraging patch for a nectar feeding bumblebee (Heinrich, 
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1979). However, what if this forager is able to partition the patch into profitable and non-

probitable area (Schmidt & Brown, 1996), in this example if the bumblebee is able to 

distinguish between different florets in a flower head? Should we consider each floret as a 

patch? Kotliar & Wiens (1990) emphasized the idea that patchiness is hierarchical. Patches 

can be found within patches that are found within patches. The patch level relevant for 

foraging studies is the level at which the forager makes decisions. In this example 

bumblebees seem to make decisions about flower heads rather than individual florets 

(Heinrich, 1979), thus flower heads rather than florets should be considered as foraging 

patches. 

But what about defining patches in a more continuous environment? How can we think 

about spatially delimited units when boundaries are absent? In continuous environments 

foraging patches cannot be recognized a priori, but are “invented” by the foragers during 

exploitation (Kacelnik & Bernstein, 1988). Consider for example a Bison Bos bison that digs 

craters in a layer of snow to forage on vegetation (Fortin, 2003). Prior to foraging we 

cannot point out the patches the Bison will exploit. However, after foraging we can 

recognize discrete craters dug by the Bison. In accordance with discrete environments a 

foraging patch is defined as the spatial unit over which a forager makes a decision. Thus, a 

crater is a patch for a Bison (Fortin, 2003), the area exploited without moving the (front) 

legs is a patch for an ungulate (also called foraging station, Focardi et al., 1996), and the 

area probed during one step is a foraging patch for a shorebird (Van Gils, 2004). 

 

Scale 

The level of heterogeneity in the abundance of food is strongly linked to the scale of 

observation (Levin, 1992; Wiens, 1989). This can be shown in a small exercise. Imagine an 

environment that consists of 256 × 256 cells. Each cell has an equal probability to contain 1 

food item or to be empty (random spatial pattern). A portion of such an environment is 

depicted in figure 3a. Imagine that I sampled the abundance of food items in this 

environment with a square that has a width of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32 cells. Irrespective of the 

width of my sampling square, I observed an average of 0.5 food items per cell. However, 

the variation in food density that I observed is a decreasing function with an increasing 

width of my sampling square (Fig. 3b,c). 

Foragers also sample the environment at a certain scale, which consequently determines 

the spatial heterogeneity that they respond to. The smallest scale at which an animal 

responds to heterogeneity is called the grain. The lower limit of this grain is set by the 

morphological or perceptual abilities or the behaviour of the forager (Kotliar & Wiens, 1990). 

Experiments of Kawata and Agawa (1999) showed that freshwater snails did not respond to 

existing spatial heterogeneity if this was present at a minute scale, which corroborates the 

existence of a grain. The extent is defined as the largest scale of heterogeneity to which an  
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Figure 3 A. Environment consisting of 100 × 100 cells. Each cell has an equal probability to be full 

(filled squares) or empty (open squares). Consequently, no spatial pattern exists in this environment. B. 

Relative frequency distributions of food densities as observed with squares that differ in size (width, in 

number of cells). Note that the average density observed is 0.5 for all sizes of squares. C. Variation in 

observed densities if sampled with squares that differ in size (width, in number of cells). 
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animal responds. Heterogeneity is only relevant to a forager if the scale at which this 

heterogeneity occurs falls in between the limits of grain and extent (Kotliar & Wiens, 1990). 

Given the effect of the scale of observation on the heterogeneity observed, it is 

important to describe spatial heterogeneity at the same scale as the forager responds to it, 

which is in most cases at the grain. Unfortunately, in many studies the scale of 

measurement was determined by the size of the sampling device, rather than by the scale 

at which the forager responds to heterogeneity. 

 

Optimal foraging in a heterogeneous world 

Background theory 

Spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of food provides a forager the opportunity to bias 

foraging effort towards areas that are, on average, richer in food (Valone & Brown, 1989). 

Optimal foraging behaviour is the response to achieve this in the most profitable way. 

Optimality foraging models have three basic components: the decision the forager has to 

make, the currency that is optimized and the constraints to the possibilities of the forager 

(Krebs & Davies, 1993; Stephens & Krebs, 1986). In a heterogeneous food distribution, a 

forager has to decide on ‘how long to remain in a patch’ (optimal patch use) and on ‘how to 

move between patches’ (optimal movement pattern) to enhance the profitability of its 

foraging activities (Stephens & Krebs, 1986; Green, 1987). Fitness is the ultimate currency 

to maximize for a forager, but because it is difficult to measure the effect of a foraging 

decision in terms of fitness, foraging decisions are usually evaluated in terms of energy gain 

rate, in which it is assumed that an enhanced gain rate is related to a higher fitness (Pyke et 

al., 1977; Stephens & Krebs, 1986). Factors that limit the performance of a forager are 

considered to be foraging constraints. Information about the distribution of food is vital to a 

forager because a forager is dependent on information to make decisions: the better the 

forager is informed, the better it can adjust its behaviour (Dall et al., 2005; Valone & Brown, 

1989). 

 

Optimal foraging when prey are cryptic 

In many natural situations the position and quality of patches is unknown prior to foraging, 

for example because prey are cryptic or hidden (buried). Or to put it the other way around: 

possibly in all natural situations foragers are not completely informed about the position and 

content of all patches prior to foraging. Incomplete information about the food distribution 

is a severe complication for a gain rate maximizing forager. In some cases a forager might 

be able to instantaneously recognize the quality of a patch upon arrival in the patch, for 

example via olfaction, vision or other sensory cues (Valone & Brown, 1989), but this seems 

to be the exception rather than the rule. Normally, a forager can only learn the content of a 

specific patch by sampling it. 
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The knowledge about the content of a patch that a forager acquires during exploitation 

is called ‘patch sample information’ and typically includes the number of prey found in the 

time spent foraging within the patch (Valone, 1989). However, a forager might have access 

to other sources of information about the content of patches. For example, it might have 

learned characteristics of the food distribution during earlier visits to the environment. This 

might include for example the spatial variance and/or the spatial pattern of the food 

distribution. This form of information that is available prior to foraging is called pre-harvest 

information. Pre-harvest information can be used to improve the decisions on time in patch 

and movement between patches, and consequently enhanced gain rate (Valone, 1989; 

Valone & Brown, 1989). In social environments (i.e. a group of foragers) a forager 

additionally has access to so-called public information, which is information about the 

content of patches that is acquired vicariously by monitoring the successful and 

unsuccessful sampling activities of others (Valone & Giraldeau, 1993; Valone & Templeton, 

2002). Social foragers (further) enhance the efficiency of their foraging activities by 

combining (personal) patch sampling information with public information. 

Optimal foraging in a world with cryptic prey, i.e. in which the forager is incompletely 

informed about the content of patches prior to foraging, received a lot of attention in the 

literature about foraging behaviour (see Dall et al., 2005 for an overview). Two directions 

can be recognised in these studies, which are related to different forms of heterogeneity. 

Studies on patch use focussed on spatial variance and considered the problem ‘how long to 

remain in a patch’. Studies on movement pattern focussed on spatial pattern and considered 

the problem ‘how to move between patches’. 

 

1. Patch use in relation to spatial variance under incomplete information 

In his Marginal Value Theorem Charnov (1976) described the optimal use of depletable 

patches that differ in food abundance (spatial variance) for a forager that is omniscient 

about the quality of patches. A patch should be left as soon as the instantaneous intake rate 

in the current patch drops to the long-term gain rate that can be achieved in the whole 

environment. This model was a breakthrough in the field but was also criticized for 

assuming that food intake is a continuous process, where in reality food items are often 

discrete. A second criticism involved the assumption that a forager is omniscient about the 

food distribution, whereas in reality foragers are commonly constrained in the amount of 

information, as outlined above (Green, 1990; Iwasa et al., 1981; Oaten, 1977). Later 

theoretical treatments about patch use focussed on the optimal patch use behaviour if prey 

are discrete and cryptic items, for foragers with different amounts of information on the 

food distribution and for environments with different frequency distributions of food 

densities (Poisson, binomial or negative-binomial) (Green, 1984; Olsson & Holmgren, 1998). 

In general, patch use models have two important assumptions in common: it is assumed 
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that the environment is discrete (with the notable exception of Arditi & Dacorogna, 1988), 

and it is assumed that no spatial pattern exists in the distribution of food densities. 

 

2. Movement pattern in relation to spatial pattern under incomplete information 

The observation that a forger intensifies it search after it found a food item by 

modifying its foraging path (a process called area-restricted search), prompted the study of 

animal movement in environments with cryptic prey (Benhamou, 1992). Models focussed on 

the efficiency of area-restricted search in environments with different spatial distributions of 

food densities. An important assumption in these models is that a trade-off exists between 

the probability to find food and the speed of the forager (Gendron & Staddon, 1983). We 

can distinguish between one-dimensional models, in which an area-restricted search was 

modelled as a reduction in speed (Knoppien & Reddingius, 1985; Krakauer & Rodríguez-

Gírones, 1995) and two-dimensional models, in which an area-restricted search was 

modelled as a reduction in speed and an increase in the sinuosity of the foraging path 

(Benhamou, 1992). In clumped food configurations, an area-restricted search after a food 

item capture enhances the energy gain rate since more time is spent in area that is 

relatively rich in food. In the one-dimensional models this is solely the effect of the tendency 

to move slower in richer area. In the two-dimensional models this is in addition the result of 

encountering relatively rich area at a higher frequency as it is on offer. Studies on animal 

movement in relation to spatial pattern have in common that it is assumed that the 

environment is continuous. 

 

Aims and outline of this thesis 

The central research theme in this thesis is how foragers should use patches (time in patch) 

and move in between patches (movement length), in order to maximize their energy gain 

rate, in an environment that is heterogeneous in the abundance of cryptic food items. There 

is a focus on effects of spatial pattern on time spent in patches and movement between 

patches. Inspired by the pioneering studies of Van Eerden et al. (1997) we chose the 

Bewick’s swan foraging on belowground Fennel pondweed tubers as the main study system. 

Bewick’s swans search for the patchy distributed tubers upon touch, which makes this 

system very suitable for our research (see Box I). The fact that swans are gregarious 

receives a considerable amount of attention throughout this thesis. Some ideas are 

investigated in a laboratory experimental setup, but for practical reasons we used Mallard 

rather than Bewick’s swans (see Box II). 

 

I. Theory and field observations 

The first paper of this thesis (chapter 2) is a theoretical treatment about optimal 

movement in relation to spatial pattern in the distribution of cryptic food. The aim of this 

exercise was to determine the optimal movement rule (i.e. the rule that maximizes the 
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energy gain rate) in environments with different spatial patterns (random, clumped or 

regular configuration), for a forager that knows the specific spatial pattern in the distribution 

of food. Furthermore I wanted to know in which specific environments such prior knowledge 

about spatial pattern is valuable to a forager. In relation to this theoretical model I tested in 

the field whether Bewick’s swans foraging on Fennel pondweed tubers use pre-harvest 

information about spatial pattern in the distribution of tuber biomass densities, and whether 

they use this information in the most economical way (chapter 3). This required not only a 

meticulous description of the movement pattern of swans in an environment with 

manipulated food densities but also a detailed picture of the natural spatial pattern in the 

distribution of tuber biomass densities. 

Bewick’s swans are gregarious and forage in flocks. To further enhance the 

understanding of movement patterns in the field I studied the effects of social interactions 

on the movement pattern of swans in relation to the social status of swans in chapter 4.  

The fact that swans are social foragers might also affect their use of patches, since a swan 

foraging in a flock competes for food with its conspecifics. To gain insight in the patch 

leaving behaviour of flock-feeding swans I compared observed patch leaving behaviour and 

tuber exploitation patterns with predictions for foragers with a fixed critical threshold to 

leave patches (expected for solitary foragers) and for foragers that readjust their critical 

threshold during depletion of the habitat (expected under exploitative competition) 

(chapter 5). 

Given the significance of spatial heterogeneity for the foraging behaviour of swans it is 

interesting to understand where this heterogeneity comes from and how it is maintained. In 

chapter 6 I describe how different biological processes, including the foraging activities of 

swans, impinge on spatial variance and spatial pattern in the distribution of pondweed tuber 

densities, to elucidate why variance and pattern remain in the system. 

 

II. Laboratory experiments 

An important aspect of foraging in a heterogeneous environment is how an animal 

experiences its environment. In an experiment with tactile feeding Mallard, I determined 

whether ducks were able to respond to existing heterogeneity, also when this occurred at a 

very small scale (chapter 7). The aim was to illustrate that something like a foraging scale 

(grain) exists below which ducks cannot respond to existing heterogeneity, and to 

determine how this affects the duck’s food intake rate. 

In chapters 2 and 3 I investigated how spatial pattern affects movement patterns of 

swans. Apart from an effect on movement pattern, spatial pattern could also affect the 

assessment of patches (i.e. whether the next patch is expected to be good or bad). In a 

laboratory experiment I investigate how spatial pattern in the distribution of food densities 

affected patch assessment in foraging Mallard, by determining patch use in environments 

with different spatial patterns (random, clumped and regular configuration) (chapter 8).
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BOX 1. Study system I: Bewick’s swans foraging on Fennel pondweed 

The Bewick’s swan Cygnus columbianus bewickii is a long-distant migrant that has its 

breeding grounds in subarctic Russia and winters in Western Europe, mainly in Great 

Brittan and The Netherlands (Western Palaearctic flyway population). Swans cannot 

complete their impressive migratory journey in a single 3500 km flight, but make several 

stops en route to refuel (Beekman et al., 2002). Autumn migration is much faster than 

spring migration, which is related to different environmental conditions the swans face 

during the different seasons (Beekman et al., 2002). At stopover sites swans almost 

solely forage on belowground tubers of Fennel pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus 

(Beekman et al, 1991; Van Eerden et al. 1997). At the wintering grounds few swans 

retain aquatic feeding on waterplants, but the majority of swans switches to terrestrial 

feeding on agricultural harvest leftovers (beets) and grass (Dirksen et al., 1991). 

Lauwersmeer (53°N 06°E, The Netherlands) is a former estuary that developed 

into a freshwater lake after its embankment in 1969. Fennel pondweed rapidly spread 

after its colonization in 1972, and has dominated the macrophyte community up to now. 

Swans started to use the area for a stopover already in 1973. Lauwersmeer is the last 

stopover site in autumn (October), before wintering grounds are reached. When the 

pondweed tuber stock gets depleted swans switch to terrestrial beet-feeding or directly 

leave for their wintering grounds (Nolet et al., 2002). 

Fennel pondweed is a pseudo-annual freshwater macrophyte that survives the winter 

by asexually produced tubers. Tubers can differ up to eightfold-fold in size, in which 

larger tubers are buried deeper in the sediment (Santamaría & Rodríguez-Gironés, 

2002). On average, the largest number of tubers is found at an intermediate burial 

depth of 7.5 cm, whereas the largest tuber biomass is found at maximum burial depth of 

27.5 cm (Santamaría & Rodríguez-Gironés, 2002). Tuber biomass densities in the upper 

layer of the sediment are not related to biomass densities deeper in the sediment (B.A. 

Nolet, O. Langevoord, unpublished). Deeply buried tubers can be out of reach of swans, 

especially in less shallow parts of the lake, which creates spatial refuges for tubers 

against swan predation (Santamaría & Rodríguez-Gironés, 2002; Nolet et al., 2006a). 

Swans trample their feet to loosen the sediment and subsequently retrieve tubers by 

sieving sediment with their heads submerged (see figure B1). Trampling creates a 

crater, which is depleted in a series of foraging bouts (Brouwer & Tinbergen, 1939). At 

the time of exploitation in autumn, aboveground biomass and belowground roots have 

died off. Consequently tubers can be considered to be cryptic to the swans (Van Eerden 

et al, 1997). Spatial variation in tuber exploitation by swans is related to differences in 

net intake rates, in which gross gain rates are lower and energy expenditure is higher at 

clayish sites (Nolet et al., 2001b). In autumn, swans seem to maximize their daily 

energy intake rather than satisfying their daily requirements (Nolet et al., 2002; Nolet & 

Klaassen, 2005). Daily energy intake of pondweed feeding swans is limited by time 

rather than the capacity to processes food (Nolet & Klaassen, 2005). 
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Figure B1 Behavioural modes of aquatic feeding Bewick’s swans. A. Trampling: the body is slightly 

lifted and the whole swan shudders laterally. B. Up-ending: the swan is in an upright position with 

the head submerged. C. Swimming: the swan moves in a straight line to a next point of 

exploitation. 

 

Bewick’s swans are strongly gregarious and forage in groups. A strong social 

hierarchy is observed in which families with young are dominant over paired swans 

without young, whereas singletons are lowest in rank (Van Eerden et al., 1997; 

Badzinski, 2003). Swans defend their crater to other swans, except to a partner or 

young. Families forage in richer parts of the pondweed bed, and leave the bed earlier 

(i.e. give up at a higher density) than paired swans and singletons (Van Eerden et al., 

1997). 

A pondweed bed can be considered as a continuous environment for a foraging 

swan. A crater presumably represents a foraging patch, and measures about 1m2 (Van 

Eerden et al., 1997). Pondweed tuber abundance varies considerably throughout the 

pondweed bed. In part this is explained by sediment characteristics, in which tuber 

densities tend to be higher at more clayish sites. However, also within sediment classes 

a strong spatial variance in tuber biomass density is observed (Nolet et al., 2001b). 

Differences in the biomass densities are primarily caused by differences in the number of 

tubers and not by differences in the size of tubers (Nolet & Klaassen, 2005). Tuber 

biomass densities are not randomly distributed throughout a pondweed bed but 

pondweed seem to occur in clumps with a diameter of roughly 10 m (clumped spatial 

pattern) (Nolet & Mooij, 2002). Large scale movement pattern and search behaviour of 

swans seems to be causally linked to this large scale spatial pattern, where swans 

alternate between an extensive (high speed, directed) and an intensive (low speed, 

sinuous) search mode (Nolet & Mooij, 2002). 

For several reasons, the Bewick’s swan – Fennel pondweed system provides an 

excellent opportunity to study the optimal foraging behaviour of swans in relation to the 

small scale spatial heterogeneity in tuber abundance. Firstly, it is a well-studied system, 

so for example, the swans’ functional response, energy expenditures of different 

behaviours and foraging currencies are known (see Van Eerden et al., 1997; Nolet et al., 
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2001b; 2002; Beekman et al. 2002; Nolet & Klaassen, 2005). Secondly, in autumn tuber 

abundances do not change considerably, except of course due to the foraging activities 

of swans. Consequently, food abundance can be accurately mapped just before and just 

after the foraging by swans, in which changes in abundance can be fully addressed to 

swan foraging. Thirdly, the exploitation period is a relatively short period in the year (it 

lasts only a few weeks), whereas it has a large impact on the ecosystem (Jonzen et al., 

2002; Nolet 2004). Finally, tuber densities appear to be non-randomly distributed 

throughout a pondweed bed, and swans appear to respond to this spatial patterning, at 

least at a larger spatial scale (Nolet & Mooij, 2002).  

A disadvantage of this study system for foraging studies is that exact food item captures 

cannot be observed, since the swan’s head is submerged in turbid water during food 

item captures, in contrast to for example waders (Van Gils, 2003) and cranes (Alonso et 

al., 1995). Nevertheless, consumption rates can be derived from food densities 

estimates and the swan’s functional response, thus an estimate of the amount of food 

collected can be assesses per individual foraging bout. Another disadvantage is the fact 

that the sampling of tuber abundance is extremely laborious, which means that it is 

impossible to obtain a detailed picture about the tuber abundance from a very large 

area. 

BOX 2. Study system II: Mallard as a model for Bewick’s swans 

Laboratory experiments on aquatic feeding Bewick’s swans can be extremely laborious, 

given their large size and the relatively large amounts of sediment and food items 

required. In order to keep experiments feasible, we choose to investigate some ideas in 

an experimental setting using the much smaller Mallard Anas platyrhynchos. In the field, 

Mallard are frequently observed to forage on small cryptic prey buried in the sediment. 

We used commercially available husked millet or wheat seeds as prey items. Mallard 

retrieve seeds by sieving sediment through their bill (Kooloos et al., 1989). 

In general, the feeding behaviour of Mallard and Bewick’s swans is very similar, thus 

Mallard seems to be an appropriate model for the Bewick’s swan. However, there are 

two important differences between feeding Mallard and feeding Bewick’s swans that 

should be taken into account while extrapolating results obtained for Mallard to the 

ecology of swans. Firstly, Mallard can filter sediment without submerging their head, in 

contrast to aquatic feeding swans that have to up-end to reach the sediment. 

Consequently, a foraging bout of a swan closely resembles the dive of a duck (De Leeuw 

1996), rather than the filtering foraging mode of the Mallard. Secondly, Mallard to not 

create discrete craters during foraging, in contrast to swans, but exploit the environment 

in fairly continuous lines. Consequently, it might be straightforward to recognize patches 

after foraging by swans (each crater is a patch) but complicated to recognize patches 

after foraging by Mallard (the area covered during one step might be considered as a 

patch). 
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Optimal movement between patches under incomplete 

information about the spatial distribution of food items 

 

Raymond H.G. Klaassen, Bart A. Nolet, Jan. A van Gils & Silke Bauer 

Theoretical Population Biology, in press 

Feeding in a one-dimensional lineage. Oscar Langevoord, Bart Nolet and Thijs de 
Boer (from left to right). In this example each patch (soup cup) contains food. 
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Abstract 

If the food distribution contains spatial pattern, the food density in a particular patch 

provides a forager with information about nearby patches. Foragers might use this 

information to exploit patchily distributed resources profitably. We model the decision on 

how far to move to the next patch in linear environments with different spatial patterns in 

the food distribution (clumped, random, and regular) for foragers that differ in their degree 

of information. An ignorant forager is uninformed and therefore always moves to the 

nearest patch (be it empty or filled). In contrast, a prescient forager is fully informed and 

only exploits filled patches, skipping all empty patches. A Bayesian assessor has prior 

knowledge about the content of patches (i.e. it knows the characteristics of the spatial 

pattern) and may skip neighbouring patches accordingly by moving to the patch where the 

highest gain rate is expected. In most clumped and regular distributions there is a benefit of 

assessment, i.e. Bayesian assessors achieve substantially higher long-term gain rates than 

ignorant foragers. However, this is not the case in distributions with less strong spatial 

pattern, despite the fact that there is a large potential benefit from a sophisticated 

movement rule (i.e. a large penalty of ignorance). Bayesian assessors do also not achieve 

substantially higher gain rates in environments that are relatively rich or poor in food. These 

results underline that an incompletely informed forager that is sensitive to spatial pattern 

should not always respond to existing pattern. Furthermore, we show that an assessing 

forager can enhance its long-term gain rate in highly clumped and some specific near-

regular food distributions, by sampling the environment in slightly larger spatial units. 
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Introduction 

Food items tend to be heterogeneously distributed throughout the environment (Sparrow, 

1999; Wiens, 2000). This patchiness in resource abundance allows a forager to concentrate 

foraging effort in areas which are, on average, richer in resources (Pyke, 1984; Valone and 

Brown, 1989). Optimal foraging theory investigates the problem of how to exploit patchily 

distributed food in order to maximize long-term energy gain rate (MacArthur and Pianka, 

1966; Schoener, 1971; Stephens and Krebs, 1986). This is not a trivial problem to solve, 

especially since a forager is usually incompletely informed about the content of patches prior 

to exploitation (Clark and Mangel, 1984; Valone and Brown, 1989; Valone, 1991). Animals 

can optimize resource use by modulating patch use and/or inter-patch movement (Walsh, 

1996). In this study we are interested in the optimal solution to move between patches 

while maximizing long-term gain rate, for various amounts of information about the spatial 

distribution of food. 

When a forager is omniscient about the content of all patches (full or empty), optimal 

movement becomes a “travelling salesman problem”: what is the shortest path that leads 

along full patches only (Anderson, 1983)? A simple near-optimal solution of this problem is 

to always move to the nearest full patch (Gross et al., 1995). When a forager is totally 

uninformed about the content of patches, the optimal movement policy is to minimize 

movement costs by always travelling to the nearest unexploited patch. In many natural 

situations it is not likely that a forager is omniscient because food items are hidden or 

cryptic (Oaten, 1977). However, it is also unlikely that a forager is totally uninformed about 

surrounding patches because normally food items are not randomly distributed, but a spatial 

pattern exists (Li and Reynolds, 1995; Wiens, 2000). In a spatially patterned environment, 

information about the content of a given patch provides information about the content of 

nearby patches (Mangel and Adler, 1994; Fortin, 2003). Incompletely informed foragers that 

know the spatial characteristics of the food distribution (e.g. the degree of aggregation of 

prey), but not the exact position of full and empty patches before exploitation, should be 

sensitive to spatial pattern. The optimal movement pattern for such incompletely informed 

forager is more complex. 

Models on animal movement pattern show that a forager should achieve a higher long-

term gain rate if movement is related to the forager’s recent foraging experience (Knoppien 

and Reddingius, 1985; Benhamou, 1992). In these models foragers move in an intensive 

searching mode (also referred to as an area-restricted search) or in an extensive searching 

mode. Intensive search is triggered by an encounter with a food item, whether extensive 

search is triggered by a period without any encounter with food. In spatially one-

dimensional models (Knoppien and Reddingius, 1985; Krakauer and Rodríguez-Gironés, 

1995), intensive search is represented by a slow, and extensive search by a fast movement, 

assuming a trade-off between movement velocity and the probability to detect a food item 

(Gendron and Staddon, 1983). In two-dimensional models also the sinuosity of a path (i.e. 
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the degree of turning) is different for intensive and extensive search (high and low, 

respectively) (Benhamou, 1992; Fortin, 2002; Hill et al, 2003; Nolet and Mooij, 2002). The 

fundamental difference between these models is that in one-dimensional models foragers 

encounter high and low food densities in proportion to their availability, whereas in two-

dimensional models strategically moving foragers encounter high densities more often, and 

low densities less often, than the proportions at which these densities are available (Fortin, 

2002). 

In this study we investigate the benefit of (pre-harvest or prior) information about 

spatial pattern in environments with different spatial configurations of food, ranging from 

highly clumped to random and regular ones. For each configuration we establish the optimal 

movement rule (i.e. the rule that maximizes long-term gain rate), for foragers that differ in 

the level of information about the content of all patches (uninformed, pre-harvest 

information on spatial pattern, and fully informed). Subsequently, we compare the best 

performance of the differently informed foragers for each configuration, to evaluate in which 

food distributions prior knowledge about spatial pattern is beneficial to a forager, or in other 

words, in which food distributions there is a benefit of assessment. In order to generalize 

these results we consider foragers with different foraging scales. 

We model the decision on how far to move between patches, in linear environments 

with different spatial patterns in the distribution of full and empty patches. Movement 

consists of steps with certain lengths, in which the length of a step depends on the forager’s 

recent foraging experience. The shortest possible movement is to an adjacent patch. Longer 

movements, to more distant patches, pass over (skip) one or several patches. 

Consequently, the frequency in which a forager encounters full patches can be higher than 

the frequency in which full patches occur throughout the environment, in contrast to other 

one-dimensional models (Knoppien and Reddingius, 1985; Krakauer and Rodríguez-Gironés, 

1995) and in agreement with two-dimensional models (Benhamou, 1992; Fortin, 2002). Our 

model is not parameterized on a certain study system but represents the situation that a 

forager moves between distant patches without sampling the patches in between. Examples 

include a Grey plover Pluvialis squatarola on a mudflat hunting for invertebrate prey 

(Pienkowski, 1983), a bumblebee Bombus sp. nectar feeding in a field of flowers (Pyke, 

1974; Heinrich, 1979) and a Tundra swan Cygnus columbianus bewickii searching for 

pondweed tubers in a shallow lake (Nolet and Mooij, 2002). 

 

The model 

Characteristics of the environment 

We consider a one-dimensional environment consisting of cells arrayed in a linear sequence 

that are either full (containing 1 food item) or empty (containing 0 food items). Food items 

are distributed according to a first order Markov process: the probability that the adjacent 

cell x+1 contains a food item (nx+1=1) depends on the content nx of the current cell x only 
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(Krakauer and Rodríguez-Gironés, 1995). Consequently the distribution can be characterized 

by two transition probabilities: probability P(0|1) that the next cell is empty given that the 

current cell is full and probability P(1|0) that the next cell is full given that the current cell is 

empty: 

)1|0()1|0( 1 === + xx nnPP
 
and  )0|1()0|1( 1 === + xx nnPP  (1) 

Accordingly, the probabilities that the content of the current cell equals the content of the 

neighbouring cell are P(1|1) for full cells and P(0|0) for empty cells. Therefore: 

1)1|1()1|0( =+ PP
 
and 1)0|0()0|1( =+ PP    (2) 

Note that P(0|1) and P(1|1) are independent of P(1|0) and P(0|0) (and vice versa). Food 

distributions differ in the proportion of filled f1 and empty cells f0: 
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Furthermore, food distributions differ in their spatial pattern. A food distribution is 

clumped if both P(0|1) and P(1|0) < 0.5, because series of adjacent filled cells (food 

clumps) alternate with series of adjacent empty cells (gaps). The average size of a food 

clump equals 1/P(0|1) and the average size of a gap equals 1/P(1|0). Thus, small values of 

P(0|1) and P(1|0) result in food distributions with large food clumps and large gaps, 

respectively (Fig. 1a). Slightly larger values for P(0|1) and P(1|0) (but still < 0.5) 

corresponds to a food distribution with smaller food clumps and smaller gaps (Fig. 1b). In 

case both P(0|1) and P(1|0) > 0.5, filled and empty cells tend to alternate and the 

distribution is regular (Fig. 1c). For distributions with P(0|1)=P(0|0) the food distribution is 

random and contains no spatial pattern (Fig. 1d). A useful tool to describe spatial pattern is 

a structure function, which gives the probability that a spatial point some distance away 

from the current point contains resources (or not), given the resource state of the current 

point (Mangel and Adler, 1994). The probability that a future cell at distance i  is full, given 

that the current cell is full, is (cf. Mangel and Adler, 1994): 

( )( )i
xix PPffnnP )0|1()1|1(1)1|1( 11 −−+===+    (4a) 

The probability that a cell at distance i is empty given that the current cell is full, is: 

)1|1(1)1|0( ==−=== ++ xixxix nnPnnP     (4b) 

Similarly we can calculate the probabilities that a cell at distance i is empty or full, given that 

the current cell is empty: 

( )( )i
xix PPffnnP )1|0()0|0(1)0|0( 00 −−+===+   (5a) 

and 

)0|0(1)0|1( ==−=== ++ xixxix nnPnnP     (5b) 

Structure functions for the distributions depicted in Fig. 1 are presented in Fig. 2a-d. 
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Figure 1 Examples of one-dimensional distributions, consisting of 100 cells that contain one food item 

(grey) or are empty (white). Cells are filled according to a first order Markov process; the content of a 

cell depends on the content of the (left) neighbouring cell. Food distributions differ in their spatial 

pattern, as transition probabilities P(0|1) and P(1|0) are varied. For each type of food distribution three 

(independent) examples are shown. (a) highly clumped (P(0|1)=0.1, P(1|0)= 0.05), (b) slightly 

clumped (P(0|1)=0.5, P(1|0)= 0.25), (c) regular (P(0|1)=0.9, P(1|0)= 0.45), (d) random food 

distribution (P(0|1)=P(1|0)= 0.5). In the first three distributions ⅓ of cells is filled whereas the random 

distribution ½ of cells is filled.  

 

Characteristics of the forager 

A forager either harvests food items in patches or moves between patches. Movement 

between patches is directional, which excludes re-visitation of patches. The size of a patch 

is equal to the foraging scale, which consists of one or multiple cells. First we consider 

foragers with a foraging scale of one cell, whereas in a later stage we consider foragers with 

larger foraging scales (multiple cells). Food items are cryptic to non-prescient foragers. We 

assume that a food item is always encountered when a forager is exploiting a patch and 

never when it skips a patch. The patch-residence time while exploiting is the same for filled 

and empty patches, since we assume that the time to handle a food item is negligibly small. 

The time tf to exploit one cell is typically longer than the time tm to travel a distance of one 

cell (Arditi and Dacorogna, 1988). Under this restriction, we chose arbitrary values for tf and 

tm (2 and 1 time unit per cell, respectively). 

a

b

c

d

100 cells
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We evaluate the performance of three types of foragers that have different levels of 

information (not-, incompletely- and fully-informed) about the position of full and empty 

patches throughout the environment. We assume that the energy costs per time unit for 

foraging equal those for travelling. Consequently, ignoring energetic costs, we can evaluate 

different movement strategies by considering gross gain rate estimates only (Kacelnik and 

Houston, 1984; Stephens and Krebs, 1986). 

Figure 2 Left panels (a-d) depict structure functions (P(b|a): the probability that a patch contains b 

food items, given that the current patch contains a food items). Middle and right panels depict the 

expected gross gain (e-h) and the expected gain rate (i-l), respectively, in patches at distance i from 

the current patch, given that the current patch is full (filled circles) or empty (open circles). Different 

panels refer to distributions with different spatial patterns: highly clumped (a,e,i), slightly clumped 

(b,f,j), regular (c,g,k) and random (d,h,l) (see Fig. 1 for parameter values). Note that series completely 

overlap for the random distribution. 
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Long-term gain rates of differently informed foragers 

Ignorant forager 

An ignorant forager is uninformed about the content of patches prior to exploiting them. In 

order to maximize gain rate an ignorant forager should minimize time costs by always 

moving to the adjacent patch x+1, irrespective of the food density in the current patch (Fig. 

3d). Ignorant foragers visit all patches (they never skip a patch) and thus encounter full and 

empty patches in proportion to their availability (Fig. 3h). Hence, we can calculate their 

long-term gain rate Gignorant from the frequency in which filled patches occur in the 

environment and the total time it takes to exploit and to move between patches: 
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=       (6a) 
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this can also be expressed as: 
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         (6b) 

 

Prescient forager 

A prescient forager instantly knows the content of a patch upon arrival in a patch (Valone 

and Brown, 1989). If the patch contains a food item, a prescient forager will exploit it but if 

the patch is empty the prescient forager moves on. Consequently, prescient foragers only 

exploit full patches. The length of a movement between two patches depends on the 

location of the nearest full patch. The long-term gain rate of a prescient forager is 

calculated by dividing the frequency in which full patches occur in the environment by the 

time it takes to exploit these full patches and to move between patches: 
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Bayesian assessing forager 

The Bayesian assessing forager knows the parameters of the structure functions of the 

environment (for example learned during earlier visits, i.e. pre-harvest information). This 

knowledge is combined with information about the current patch (sample information; 

Valone, 1991) to derive an estimate of the quality of nearby patches (hence the term 

Bayesian). The assessor is thus incompletely informed about the content of (nearby) 

patches. 

For every patch at distance i from the current patch, we calculate the expected number 

of food items (or expected gross gain n̂ ), given the number of food items a in the current 

patch (a=0 or 1): 
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where the probability that patch x+i contains a food item, given that the current patch 

contains a food items, can be derived from the structure functions. For clumped food 

distributions the expected gain decreases with distance if the current patch is full and 

increases with distance if the current patch is empty (Fig. 2e,f). For regular food 

distributions the expected gain fluctuates around the gain expected at an infinitely large 

distance (Fig. 2g). The expected gain is constant for all distances i for random distributions 

(Fig. 2h). 

Figure 3 Left panels (a-d): Optimal movement rules of assessing and ignorant foragers, represented as 

the optimal length of the movement to the next patch if the current patch contains 0 or 1 food items. 

Right panels (e-h): Relative frequency in which empty and full patches are encountered by foragers that 

move optimally. Different panels refer to distributions with different spatial patterns: highly clumped 

(a,e), slightly clumped (b,f), regular (c,g) and random (d,h) (see Fig. 1 for parameter values). Note that 

the movement rules for assessing and ignorant foragers are equal for the slightly clumped and the 

random food distribution (dots overlap), and that in these cases both the assessing and ignorant 

forager encounter full patches at the frequency as available. 
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The expected short-term gain rate ĝ  is calculated by dividing the expected gain n̂  by 

the total expected time it̂ , which comprises the time to move to a patch at distance i (equal 

to i·tm) and the time to exploit a patch (tf). Total expected time equals: 

fmi ttit +⋅=ˆ         (9) 

The expected short-term gain rate ixg +ˆ  for every next patch x+i, given the number of 

food items nx in current patch x equals: 
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For a highly clumped food distribution, the highest (short-term) gain rate is expected in 

the adjacent patch if the current patch is full and in a more distant patch if the current 

patch is empty (Fig. 2i). For a slightly clumped and a random food distribution the highest 

gain rate is always expected in the nearest patch, irrespective of the content of the current 

patch (Fig. 2j,l). For a regular food distribution the maximum expected gain rate is found in 

a distant patch (x+2) if the current patch is full and in the adjacent patch (x+1) if the 

current patch is empty (Fig. 2k), which is in qualitative sense opposite to the best 

movement rule in a highly clumped distribution! The strategy applied by the Bayesian 

assessor is to opt for the maximum short-term gain rate (which in most cases maximizes 

long-term gain rate as we will show below). Consequently, the length of a movement 

depends on the spatial pattern in the food distribution and the content of the current patch 

(see Fig. 3a-d). 

The assessor encounters full patches at a higher and empty patches at a lower 

frequency than the frequency in which these patches occur throughout the environment as 

long as movement of the assessor is different from movement of the ignorant forager (Fig. 

3e-h). Those encounter frequencies are calculated by equation 3, in which the transition 

probabilities P(1|0) and P(0|1) are derived from the structure functions. Long-term gain rate 

G for an assessor is calculated by dividing total gain by total time: 
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where fa equals the frequency at which a patch with a food items is encountered, and at̂  

equals the total time associated with a patch containing a food items, which is the time to 

exploit the patch plus the time to move to the next patch (which is a function of the number 

of prey in the patch). 

The optimal movement rule for the assessor can also be found graphically, analogous to 

the graphical solution of the Marginal Value Theorem (Charnov, 1976) (Fig. 4a). We derive 

the optimal travel time by plotting the expected gain n̂  as a function of travel time tm, and 
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Figure 4 (a) Graphical solution of the problem ‘how long to remain in a patch’ (based on  Charnov, 

1976). The tangent from the (fixed) travelling time to the gain curve gives the optimal patch residence 

time. (b) Graphical solution of the problem ‘how to move between patches’. Two gain curves are 

shown: one for the case that the current patch is empty and one for the case that the current patch is 

full. The tangent from the (fixed) patch residence time to the gain curve gives the optimal travelling 

time. In this example the food distribution is highly clumped P(0|1)=0.10, P(1|0)=0.05. 

 

plotting the (fixed) patch residence time tf at the negative part of the x-axis (Fig. 4b). The 

line starting at (tf, 0) and tangent to the gain curve maximizes short-term gain rate and 

hence reveals the optimal tm. In the example of Fig. 4b this is found for a travel time of 4 

time units (patch x+4) if the current patch is empty and for a travel time of 1 time unit 

(patch x+1) if the current patch contains a food item. 

 

Larger foraging scales 

So far we have assumed a foraging scale equal to one cell. However, the foraging scale 

(and consequently the size of a patch) might consist of multiple cells. A forager with a larger 

foraging scale samples the environment in larger spatial units, and thus obtains more 
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information about the food distribution per patch. On the other hand might a forager with a 

larger foraging scale be less efficient in exploiting patchy resources, especially if patchiness 

occurs at a small scale (Schmidt and Brown, 1996; Klaassen et al., 2006). A forager with a 

larger foraging scale might thus be more or less efficient in resource use. The optimal 

movement rules and long-term gain rates for foragers with foraging scales consisting of two 

to six cells are worked out in Appendix A. 

 

Results 

Comparing differently informed foragers 

Compared to ignorant foragers, prescient foragers achieve a higher long-term gain rate 

when food items are scarce (small clumps and large gaps). When food items are abundant 

(distributions with large clumps and small gaps) the advantage of the prescient over the 

ignorant forager is marginal, i.e. there is no penalty of being ignorant (Fig. 5a). 

Compared to ignorant foragers, Bayesian assessors achieve a substantially higher long-

term gain rate in clumped environments with large average gap and intermediate average 

food clump sizes as well as in regular distributions (Fig. 5b). Interestingly, the assessor does 

not perform better in near-random distributions, and in relatively rich (small gaps, large 

clumps) and relatively poor (large gaps, small clumps) environments. In these distributions 

there is no benefit of assessment! In some specific regular environments the assessor 

surprisingly achieves a lower long-term gain rate than the ignorant forager. 

Compared to prescient foragers, Bayesian assessors perform (nearly) as well as the 

prescient forager in food distributions with large average clump sizes (Fig. 5c). However, in 

poor environments with smaller average clump sizes, the assessor achieves a much lower 

gain rate than the prescient forager, except if the average gap size is also small (regular 

distributions). 

 

Larger foraging scales 

The optimal movement rules for assessors with larger foraging scales are qualitatively 

comparable to the movement rules for assessors with a small foraging scale. For most food 

distributions the same step length is predicted from patches containing 1 and several food 

items, i.e. no distinction is made between the different number of food items in a patch, but 

only whether the patch contains a food item or not. The performance of an assessor in 

comparison to the ignorant and prescient forager is very comparable across different 

foraging scales, except for regular distributions. When having a large foraging scale, regular 

distributions are observed as homogeneous and thus Bayesian assessors cannot achieve 

higher gain rates than ignorant foragers. 

To evaluate whether a larger foraging scale is advantageous or disadvantageous for 

different food distributions we compared for each food distribution the best performance of 

foragers with different foraging scales. For food distributions where the best movement rule  
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Figure 5 Comparison of the long-term gain rates achieved by foragers with three different levels of 

information about the food density in the next patch, for food distributions with different spatial 

patterns. (a) The advantage of a prescient over an ignorant forager, (b) The advantage of an assessor 

over an ignorant forager, (c) The advantage of a prescient over an assessor forager. Note that the z-

axis is different for (b) than for (a) and (c). 
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of the assessor was equal to the ignorant rule (i.e. always move to adjacent patch), the gain 

rate is equal for assessors with different foraging scales, and no optimum scale could be 

determined (Fig. 6). For most other food distributions, the maximum long-term gain rate is 

achieved by the smallest foraging scale (1 cell) (Fig. 6). However, at clumped food 

distributions with large average clump and large average gap sizes and at some near-

regular distributions, the highest long term gain rate is achieved by intermediate foraging 

scales (Fig. 6). Relatively large foraging scales (4-6 cells) never achieve the highest long 

term gain rate in the large range of food distributions considered. 

 

Discussion 

Advantage of prior knowledge about the spatial distribution of food 

In environments with a strong spatial pattern in the distribution of food, for example highly 

clumped and regular distributions, an incompletely informed forager that has prior 

knowledge about the spatial distribution of food items (Bayesian assessor) is able to lift its 

long-term gain rate by regulating the length of inter-patch movements. However, both in 

environments with a less strong spatial pattern and in environments that are very rich or 

very poor in food an assessor cannot achieve a higher gain rate than a forager that is not 

sensitive to spatial pattern (ignorant forager). In other words, there is not always a benefit 

of assessment. The presence of spatial pattern does not mean that an assessor must always 

respond to it. 

 

 

Figure 6 The foraging scale (ranging from 1-6 cells) yielding the maximum long-term gain rate for 

different environments. The environments where all foraging scales yielded the same long-term gain 

rate are indicated by “all”. 
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In environments with a less strong spatial pattern, for example a slightly-clumped 

distribution, information about the content of the current patch still provides some 

information about the content of nearby patches. For the slightly-clumped distribution this 

means that the probability that the adjacent patch is full is slightly higher if the current 

patch is full and slightly lower if the current patch is empty. However, due to high 

unpredictability in the distribution of food items, this information is valueless since the 

highest short-term gain rate is always expected in the adjacent patch, irrespective of the 

content of the current patch. If spatial pattern is less strong, we consequently expect that 

Bayesian assessors act like ignorant foragers, i.e. always move to the adjacent patch. In 

these environments there might be a more important role for remembering rich patches, at 

least when the location of rich patches is constant and food is renewed at a high rate (Gill 

and Wolf, 1977). 

Also in environments that are very rich or very poor in food, a Bayesian assessor is 

unable to achieve a (substantially) higher long-term gain rate than an ignorant forager, 

despite the presence of a clear spatial pattern. In rich environments (large food clumps, 

very small gaps) this is caused by the fact that there is not much to gain from a 

sophisticated movement rule, since already the ignorant strategy achieves a gain rate very 

close to the maximum achievable rate (the rate achieved by the prescient forager). In other 

words, in rich environments there is no problem to solve, i.e. there is no penalty of 

ignorance (Olsson and Brown, 2006). In contrast, in poor environments (very small food 

clumps, large gaps) a large potential benefit from a sophisticated movement rule exists, i.e. 

there is a large difference in performance between the prescient forager and the Bayesian 

assessor. In this case the assessor fails to achieve a higher gain rate, despite spatial pattern 

in the distribution of food, presumably due to large unpredictability about the location of the 

few small food clumps. Being sensitive to spatial pattern does not seem to be an adaptive 

trait for a forager in environments that are very rich or very poor in food. 

Assessors were assumed to always move to the patch with the highest expected gain 

rate. In order to investigate whether this short-term rate maximizing strategy also 

maximized gain rate in the long run, we ran iterative Monte-Carlo simulations. These 

simulations (data not shown) confirmed that foragers nearly always maximized their long-

term gain rate by applying this short-term maximizing strategy. This was not the case in 

some specific near-regular distributions. In these distributions the ignorant forager 

surprisingly achieved a higher long-term gain rate than the assessor! These distributions 

have in common that the (maximum) expected gain rate in the subsequent patch is much 

lower if the current patch is full, than if the current patch is empty (see example in Table 1). 

The assessor visits a higher number of filled cells than the ignorant forager, but in order to 

do so it spends more time traveling, which more than outweighs the advantage of trying to 

visit full cells (Table 1). Hence, for these near-regular distributions the long-term optimal 

movement rule for an assessor would be the ignorant rule. 
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Table 1 Parameter values for an ignorant and an assessing forager in a near-regular food distribution 

where the ignorant forager achieves a higher long-term gain rate than the assessor. The movement 

rule for the ignorant forager is to always move to the adjacent patch (x+1). The movement rule for the 

assessor is to move to the adjacent patch (x+1) if the current patch is empty, and to patch x+2 if the 

current patch is full. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Applying the model to natural systems 

Recently we applied the model described in this paper to predict lengths of inter-patch 

movements of Tundra swans feeding on Sago pondweed (Potamogeton pectinatus) tubers 

(Klaassen et al., in press). Swans have to dig craters to reach tubers that are buried in the 

sediment, and thus their movement path consists of craters (that we considered as patches) 

and movements in-between craters. In accordance with model assumptions for an assessing 

forager, swans could only assess the quality of a (potential) patch by sampling the patch, 

and not during a movement (swim) between patches. Furthermore, swans had relatively 

straight foraging paths, which corroborates the use of a one-dimensional model. 

The spatial pattern in the distribution of tuber densities was recorded just before swans 

arrived at the site and described by structure functions. Net rather than gross energy gain 

rates were calculated by incorporating extensive details on the swans’ behaviour, such as 

energy expenditures of different behaviours, time spent in patches as a function of initial 

food density, the swans’ functional response, and velocity of movement. Rate-maximizing 

swans were predicted to move to adjacent patches if the food density in the current patch 

had been high, and to a more distant patch (at 7-8 m) if the food density in the current 

patch had been low, which reflects the clumped fashion in which tuber densities are 

distributed. There was a rather good quantitative agreement between these predictions and 

Parameter Ignorant forager Assessor
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distances swans moved in the field, with swans moving long distances from a low density 

and short distances from high density patches. 

A number of other studies also provide qualitative support to our model predictions. 

Here we focus on two of such studies to illustrate how our model results can help to 

understand movement patterns observed in the field. Heinrich (1979) studied movements of 

nectar-feeding Bumblebees Bombus terricola in a field of White clover Trifolium repens. He 

observed that bumblebees successfully avoided areas with flower heads containing little 

nectar by making longer movements from flower heads with few or no nectar. For this 

situation our model would also predict longer movements from poor patches, because a 

positive spatial autocorrelation in the amount of nectar in flower heads was observed. 

Pienkowski (1983) studied movements of Grey plovers feeding on invertebrate prey at a 

mudflat. Plovers try to detect prey while standing still and move variable distances between 

‘waiting points’. The area scanned for prey during a wait can be considered as a foraging 

patch. Plovers moved a short distance from a patch if a large prey was caught and a longer 

distance if a small or no prey was caught. Given that these prey items are thought to be 

distributed in a clumped fashion, also these results are in qualitative agreement with our 

model predictions. 

Although abovementioned examples point out that our model is potentially applicable for 

different biological systems, they do not allow us to put the model to the test. A rigorous 

test of the model would involve quantifying movements of foragers in environments with 

different (contrasting) spatial configurations of food densities, for example the four 

configurations used as examples throughout this paper. This might only be achievable in an 

experimental setup, which would allow for the forager to learn the spatial pattern of the 

food distribution. In such experiment it is important that the assessment of the content of 

patches comes at a (time) cost to ensure there is a penalty of visiting all patches. 

 

Different foraging scales 

The scale of foraging is an important feature of a forager since it determines how the 

environment is perceived (Schmidt and Brown, 1996; Klaassen et al., 2006). A food 

distribution with intermediately sized food clumps may be observed as (highly) clumped for 

a forager with a small foraging scale, but may be observed as slightly-clumped, or even as 

random or regular by a forager with a larger foraging scale. In comparison to ignorant 

foragers, assessors perform best in clumped distributions with large gap and intermediate 

food clump sizes (Fig. 5b). What is an intermediate food clump for a forager with a small 

foraging scale might be a small food clump for a forager with a larger foraging scale. It is 

consequently not surprising that in environments with large food flumps the highest gain 

rates are achieved by foragers with larger foraging scales (Fig. 6). Interestingly, for most 

other food distributions the smallest foraging scale performs best, underlining the 

importance of a response to small-scale heterogeneity. We conclude that the scale of 
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foraging is an adaptive character of a forager, except for near-random distributions. Due to 

the costs associated with sampling we might expect that in environments where food always 

occurs in large spatial units also the foragers sample the environment in large spatial units. 

 

Models on movement 

The one-dimensional movement model introduced in this paper is applicable for situations 

where (1) prey are cryptic, (2) the foraging path consists of patches and movements in 

between patches, (3) the length of inter-patch movements is variable, (4) the foraging path 

is relatively straight (i.e. no revisitation of patches), and (5) the environment is not sampled 

during movement. Although specific, this is not an uncommon situation at all for natural 

systems and examples include insects (Heinrich, 1979), fish (Hill et al., 2003), birds 

(Pienkowski, 1983; Nolet and Mooij, 2002; Klaassen et al., in press), and mammals (Fortin, 

2003). 

Other models on moving animals treat different situations, and consequently highlight 

other aspects of animal movement. Benhamou (1992) for example focussed on path 

sinuosity, i.e. the degree of turning between movements. In his simulations foragers did not 

regulate the length but the turning angle of individual movements. This two-dimensional 

model is applicable for Blackbirds Turdus merula feeding on earthworms that naturally occur 

in clumps (Smith, 1974). Blackbirds respond to this spatial pattern by increasing the 

sinuosity of their movement path after a prey capture (Smith, 1974). The length of 

individual movements did not change in relation to a prey capture indicating that our model 

is not applicable for this situation. 

Some foragers neither regulate the length of movements nor the sinuosity of their path, 

but the velocity of their movement in response to spatial pattern. Red Knot Calidris canutus 

and Great Knot Calidris tenuirostris feeding in a clumped food distribution for example 

intensified search (lower speed; more pecks per step) after a prey capture (Van Gils, 2004). 

The further away the birds came from their capture point the faster they moved (fewer 

pecks per step). Again, since those birds did not regulate the length of their movements, 

our model would not be applicable here. A model that does describe this way of movement 

and the response to spatial pattern is provided by Knoppien and Reddingius (1985) and 

Krakauer and Rodríguez-Gironés (1995). 

The three types of aforementioned models find their application in specific study 

systems. The foragers in these models respond in different ways to spatial pattern in the 

distribution of food, but in all cases the result of this response is that the forager biases its 

effort to areas that are rich in food. Benhamou (1992) only considered a very limited 

number of clumped distributions in which a response to pattern was favourable in all 

distributions. In accordance with our results, Knoppien and Reddingius (1985) and Krakauer 

and Rodríguez-Gironés (1995) identified distributions in which a response to pattern was not 

valuable. Benhamou (1992) advocated that a large range of values of movement 
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parameters lead to near-maximal efficiency. However, in our model and in the models of 

Knoppien and Reddingius (1985) and Krakauer and Rodríguez-Gironés (1995) small 

deviations from optimal parameter values sometimes caused a substantial decrease in 

foraging performance, indicating that there is not something like a robust movement rule 

that is near-optimal for a large range of distributions. An important advancement of our 

approach in comparison to the other theoretical investigations is that we defined both an 

upper (prescient forager) and a lower limit (ignorant forager), which allowed us to evaluate 

the efficiency of the performance of the Bayesian forager. 
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Appendix A: Calculations on foragers with larger foraging scales 

Here we formulate the optimal movement rules and long-term gain rates for different food 

distributions, for differently informed foragers with foraging scales consisting of two to six 

cells. 

Foragers are not able to respond to spatial heterogeneity that exists at a smaller scale 

than the foraging scale (grain) (Kotliar and Wiens, 1990). We therefore assume that 

foragers observe the number of food items in a patch, but are not informed about the exact 

position of these food items within the patch. The probability that a patch at distance i (if 

patch is adjacent: i=1, if one cell is located between patches: i=2, etc) contains b food 

items, given that the current patch contains a food items can be calculated by combining 

two different probabilities: 

1. the probability that the last cell of the current patch is full (or empty), given that the 

patch contains a food items: P(nlast cell = 1 | mx = a) 

2. the probability that a patch, at a distance i from a cell, contains b food items, given that 

this cell is full (or empty): P(mx+i = b | nx = 1) 

where m is the number of food items in a patch. These probabilities can be derived from 

structure functions and are combined by: 
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Subsequently we can calculate the expected gain for a patch at distance i, given the number 

of food items mx in the current patch: 
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in which S is the foraging scale (number of cells), which is equal to the maximum number or 

food item in a patch, since one cell can contain one food item at most. 

The expected total time it̂ invested in moving to and exploiting a patch at distance i equals: 

fmi tStiSt ⋅+⋅+−= )1(ˆ       (14) 

The expected short-term gain rate ixg +ˆ  for a patch at distance i from the current patch, 

given the content of the current patch, now can be calculated by dividing the expected gain 

by the total time (similar to equation 10). 

A matrix of all transition probabilities from a certain density a in the current patch to a 

certain density b in the next patch is an alternative way to characterize the movement of an 

ignorant and an assessing forager. Transition matrices for ignorant and assessing foragers 

for an environment with P(0|1)=0.10 and P(1|0)=0.05 are (S=3 in this example): 
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Assessor:  

 

 

 

 

The scaled leading eigenvector of these transition matrices provide the frequencies at which 

different food densities are encountered by ignorant and assessing foragers. 

The expected total gain is calculated by summing the products of the frequency at 

which a certain food density is encountered and the number of food items. In a similar way, 

we calculate the expected total time by summing the products of the frequency at which a 

certain food density is encountered and the total time T associated with that food density. 

The long-term gain rate now can be calculated for ignorant and assessing foragers by 

dividing the total gain by the total time: 
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in which fm is the frequency in which a patch containing m food items is encountered by the 

forager (for the ignorant forager this is equal to the frequency at which these patches are 

on offer), and mt̂ the total time related to a patch with m food items. 

A prescient forager knows the content of a cell prior to actual exploitation, and 

consequently can decide whether to exploit a patch or not. If the foraging scale consists of 

multiple cells a prescient forager can employ different threshold densities c (number of food 

items per patch), below which a patch is rejected and not exploited. We calculate the long-

term gain rate of a prescient forager for different threshold density c (ranging from 1 to S) 

according to: 
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in which mt̂  equals S·tm if m < c and S·tm+S·tf if m ≥ c. Subsequently we select c that 

corresponds to the maximum long-term gain rate. 
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Chapter 3 

 

 

 

Movement of foraging Tundra swans explained by  

spatial pattern in cryptic food densities 

 

Raymond H.G. Klaassen, Bart A. Nolet & Daniëlle Bankert 

Ecology, in press 

Daniëlle Bankert sieving a sediment core to retrieve pondweed tubers. On the right the 
position of an up-ending swan is being recorded using a total station range finder. 
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Abstract 

We tested whether Tundra Swans use information on the spatial distribution of cryptic food 

items (belowground Sago Pondweed tubers) to shape their movement paths. In a 

continuous environment, swans create their own food patches by digging craters, which 

they exploit in several feeding bouts. Series of short (<1m) intra-patch movements alternate 

with longer inter-patch movements (>1m). Tuber biomass densities showed a positive 

spatial auto-correlation at a short (< 3 m), but not at a larger distance (3-8 m). Based on 

the spatial pattern of the food distribution (which is assumed to be pre-harvest information 

for the swan) and the energy costs and benefits for different food densities at various 

distances, we calculated the optimal length of an inter-patch movement. A swan that moves 

to the patch with the highest gain rate was predicted to move to the adjacent patch (at 1 

m) if the food density in the current patch had been high (>25 g/m2) and to a more distant 

patch (at 7-8 m) if the food density in the current patch had been low (<25 g/m2). This 

prediction was tested by measuring the response of swans to manipulated tuber densities. 

In accordance with our predictions, swans moved a long distance (>3m) from a low density 

patch and a short distance (<3m) from a high density patch. The quantitative agreement 

between prediction and observation was greater for swans feeding in pairs than for solitary 

swans. The result of this movement strategy is that swans visit high-density patches at a 

higher frequency than on offer and consequently achieve a 38% higher long-term gain rate. 

Swans also take advantage of spatial variance in food abundance by regulating the time in 

patches, in which they consume more food from rich than from poor patches. We can 

conclude that the shape of the foraging path is a reflection of the spatial pattern in the 

distribution of tuber densities and can be understood from an optimal foraging perspective. 
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Introduction 

Heterogeneity in the abundance of food items is a widespread phenomenon in natural 

ecosystems (Sparrow 1999). Spatial variance (Li and Reynolds 1995) in food density has a 

direct effect on the instantaneous intake rate of a forager, as depicted by the functional 

response (Holling 1959). Optimal foraging theory predicts that foragers adjust the time in a 

patch (“patch residence time”) to the food density in order to maximize their long-term 

energy gain rate (Charnov 1976, Stephens and Krebs 1986). A less acknowledged aspect of 

a heterogeneous food distribution is spatial pattern (Li and Reynolds 1995). For example, a 

positive spatial autocorrelation will result in high-density patches found close to other high-

density patches and low-density patches found close to other low-density patches (Legendre 

1993). In a large range of food distributions it is beneficial to a forager to respond to spatial 

pattern by regulating the shape of the foraging path, since this results in more visits to high 

density patches and, consequently, a higher energy gain rate (Benhamou 1992). It is 

commonly observed that animals intensify search by regulating movement after a prey 

encounter, a phenomenon called area-restricted search or area-concentrated search (Bovet 

and Benhamou 1988, Walsh 1996). When a forager is omniscient about the quality and 

position of patches, movement becomes a “traveling salesman problem”: what is the 

shortest path that visits (high density) patches (Anderson 1983)? When a forager is not 

omniscient, for example because prey are cryptic, the optimal movement rule is more 

complex. However, a forager can estimate the quality of nearby patches by combining 

current-patch sample information with pre-harvest information about the spatial pattern of 

the food distribution (Mangel and Adler 1994, Valone 1991), and might try to move to the 

patch where the highest gain rate is expected. This idea is especially valid for non-discrete 

environments, where patches cannot be recognized beforehand but are defined by the 

behavior of the forager (patches are invented by the forager, cf. Kacelnik and Bernstein 

1988). 

A foraging path can be represented as a series of movements with a certain length and 

turning angle between subsequent movements (Turchin 1998). Usually paths exhibit non-

random features, like a skewed distribution of movement lengths or a strong sinuosity, 

which are thought to be related to the distribution of food items. The movement pattern of 

animals in relation to the spatial distribution of food has been studied intensively by 

simulating movement patterns by biased random walks and correlated random walks (f.e. 

Kareiva and Shigesada 1983, Bovet and Benhamou 1988, Focardi et al. 1996, Nolet and 

Mooij 2002, Fortin 2003, Morales et al. 2004). The simulated movement patterns can 

describe observed movement patterns well, but these models lack an important feature, 

since individual movements are not related to the food distribution. Consequently this 

approach does not help us to understand what factors shape a foraging path, or in other 

words why a movement has a certain length or turning angle. In order to fully understand 
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the shape of a path we should relate the length and the angle of turn of individual 

movements to the distribution of food items. 

Here we study movements of the Tundra Swan Cygnus columbianus bewickii in relation 

to the small-scale spatial pattern in distribution of food densities (tubers of Sago Pondweed 

Potamogeton pectinatus). Earlier studies in this system focused on intake rates during 

pondweed feeding (Nolet et al. 2001), energetic costs of foraging (Nolet et al. 2002), and 

large scale movements during pondweed foraging (Nolet and Mooij 2002). In this study we 

determine the spatial pattern in the distribution of food and subsequently establish 

quantitative predictions about the optimal lengths of inter-patch movements for this spatial 

pattern. These predictions were tested in the field by measuring lengths of inter-patch 

movements in subplots where the abundance of food was manipulated experimentally. 

 

Methods 

Study system 

Lauwersmeer is a shallow freshwater lake situated in northern Netherlands (53°22’N, 

06°13’E). In Lauwersmeer, Sago Pondweed occurs in large and dense stands and survives 

the winter as tubers that are buried within the top 30 cm of the sediment (Santamaría and 

Rodríguez-Gironés 2002). In late autumn the Lauwersmeer serves as a last stopover site for 

the migratory Tundra Swans before they arrive at their wintering grounds. Swans almost 

exclusively forage on pondweed tubers during a relatively short period of about three 

weeks, before they leave the area or switch to harvest leftovers on nearby farmlands 

(Beekman et al. 1991, Nolet et al. 2002). Tuber stocks are not renewed during this period, 

but are heavily depleted (biomass reduction of 25-80%; unpublished data B.A. Nolet). A 

flock of swans moves systematically through a pondweed bed (Beekman et al. 1991, Van 

Eerden et al. 1997), and consequently swans encounter an unexploited part of the 

pondweed bed every time the flock progresses. 

Swans loosen the sediment by trampling with their legs, which creates craters, and 

subsequently retrieve tubers by sieving the loosened sediment with their heads submerged. 

A foraging bout consists of a sequence of trampling, feeding, and surfacing. A crater is 

depleted in a series of foraging bouts. The size of a crater is about 1 m2 (personal 

observation; Van Eerden et al. 1997). 

We assume that tubers are cryptic to swans, since they are buried in the sediment and 

since aboveground parts and belowground rhizomes have died off and disappeared at the 

time of swan exploitation. Swans have access to different sources of information about the 

density of food. We distinguish between patch sample information (food density and time in 

current patch), pre-harvest information (distribution of food densities), and public 

information (knowledge shared by individuals foraging in a flock) (Valone 1991). Pre-harvest 

information can further be divided into the frequency and spatial distribution of food 

densities. 
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Figure B1 Overview of the study area and the study design. In the upper left corner a map of the 

study area is provided (Lauwersmeer). A rectangle indicates the location of the Sago Pondweed bed 

where the study was conducted. The lower panel provides a map of this pondweed bed (light gray: 

pondweed beds, dark gray: land, white: water without pondweed). Stars indicate the position of the 

hides from which foraging Tundra Swans were observed. The upper right panel shows the location of 

the grid (G, see text) in relation to the plot with 32 sub-plots (see text) that were arranged in a 4 x 8 

array. The different treatments for the sub-plots are indicated (a: aboveground pondweed biomass 

removed in June, b: idem in July, c: idem in August, d: no biomass removed). 

 

Food distribution 

In early October, prior to the arrival of swans, we sampled the tuber densities by taking 40-

cm deep cores (∅ 10 cm) and filtering the sediment through a 3-mm sieve. Tubers were 

dried at 70 °C for 72 h before weighted to the nearest 0.001 g. Biomass densities are given 

in dry weight per area. 

(a) Small-scale spatial heterogeneity 

In order to determine the spatial pattern in the distribution of tuber densities, we 

sampled tuber densities in a 10 x 10 grid of (adjacent) 1 m2 squares by taking 12 cores per 

square (see Appendix B, Fig. B1). Densities were deliberately measured at this detailed scale 

(i.e. per 1 m2) since this is equal to the foraging scale of swans. The fact that sampling is an 

extremely laborious procedure precluded sampling of a larger area at this minute scale (it 

takes 6 people 3 days to sample the grid). We assume that the spatial pattern observed in 

this grid is representative for a sandy-shallow site (see below). 

As a measure of spatial autocorrelation in tuber biomass density, Moran’s I was 

calculated under the randomization hypothesis using the Rookcase add-in, with adjacency 

defined as Queen’s (Sawada 1999). In addition, spatial pattern was described by structure 

functions, which give the probability that a point some distance i away from a given point is 

in a certain resource state, conditioned on the resource state in the current point (Mangel 

and Adler 1994). Tuber biomass densities were categorized in 4 classes D (1: <15 g/m2, 2: 
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15-25 g/m2, 3: 25-35 g/m2, 4: >35 g/m2). We subsequently determined the frequency in 

which different density classes occurred at different distances i from focal squares of the 

same food density class. For example, the upper left panel in Fig. 1 shows the frequencies 

in which different density classes were encountered at distances i from focal squares with 

food density class 1. Second order polynomials were fitted to these observed frequencies 

(lower panels in Fig. 1) to form the structure functions, i.e. the probability that a square (or 

patch from the swans' perspective) with density a is found at a distance i from a current 

patch with density b. The average R2 of fits of modeled structure functions equaled 0.64. 

(b) Food manipulation 

We manipulated pondweed densities in a plot consisting of 10 x 10 m sub-plots, aligned in a 

4 x 8 array, by removing aboveground biomass at different stages during the growing 

season (treatment: June, July, or August, or not removed (control)), according to a random-

block design (8 sub-plots per treatment, see Appendix B, Fig. B1). Aboveground biomass 

was removed by dragging a 54 cm broad knife-blade through the sub-plot. In October, we 

took 24 cores per sub-plot to determine average tuber densities. Water depth and sediment 

type did not differ substantially between sub-plots. Sub-plots were located near transects 12 

and 13 from Nolet et al. (2001) and can be characterized as sandy-shallow (see Nolet et al. 

2001 for details).  

 

Measuring foraging paths 

In order to determine the responses of foraging swans to different tuber densities, we 

measured their behavior and movement paths in the sub-plots where food densities had 

been manipulated. The range of food densities observed in the sub-plots was comparable to 

the range of densities observed in the grid. We assumed that the food density a swan 

observed in a patch located in a given sub-plot is equal to the average food density in that 

sub-plot. The actual density that a swan encounters might be slightly different because of 

small-scale heterogeneity. However, we believe that this effect is negligible since the 

removal of aboveground biomass is expected to substantially homogenize biomass 

abundance within sub-plots. The spatial pattern in the manipulated plot is not equal to the 

spatial pattern in the un-manipulated part of the pondweed bed. As the manipulated plot 

was only 1.5% of the pondweed bed as a whole, we assume that swans did not learn the 

experimentally induced pattern in the distribution of tuber densities, but that they moved in 

response to encountered tuber densities as if they were in an un-manipulated environment. 

Foraging Tundra Swans were observed from two hides located on the shore adjacent to 

the pondweed bed (hides stood 40 m apart; minimum and maximum distance to a swan in 

a plot was 44 and 120 m respectively). About 250 swans visited the study area. A focal 

swan was selected haphazardly from swans foraging in or close to experimental plots. We 

could not recognize individual swans, so we could not fully prevent observations on the 

same individuals. However, we have a strong impression that the vast majority of 
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Figure 1 A description of spatial pattern in the distribution of food densities from the perspective of the 

forager. Upper panels illustrate the frequencies in which different density classes D are found (y-axis) in 

squares (patches from the forager’s perspective) at distance i from the current square (x-axis), given 

the density class of the current square (different panels). Densities were categorized into 4 classes 

(<15, 15-25, 25-35 and >35 g/m2). Lower panels provide the probability that a square of a certain food 

density class is encountered at different distances from the current square, for different food densities 

in the current square. These functions are called ‘structure functions’, and are second order polynomials 

fitted to observed frequencies (upper panels). 

 

observations were made on different birds. We mapped the foraging path of a focal swan by 

taking a triangular fix of the position of the swan every time it submerged its head, by 

simultaneously measuring the angle to the swan from the two hides using two total station 

range finders (TCR307, Leica Geosystems AG, St. Gallen, Switzerland). Angles are measured 

with great accuracy (divergence maximal 7" (=2 mgon), which equals an error of 3.8 mm at 

120 m). The inaccuracy of a measurement is mainly the result of a difference in the exact 

placement of the cross hairs of the range finders on the target swan. This difference would 

result in a divergence from the actual position of maximally 0.23 - 0.67 m for a 

measurement of a swan at 44 - 120 m from the hides, respectively (if we assume that both 

rangefinders were aimed at a spot  10 cm from the middle of the swan, which equals 1/3rd 

of the body width of an up-ending swan). In addition, we continuously recorded the 

behavior of the swan on audiotape. Afterwards, the timing, duration, and type of all 

behavior were determined to the nearest 0.1 s using the Observer software (Noldus 

Information Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands). 
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For each focal swan, the social status (single, pair or family) was recorded. Furthermore, 

we recorded all disturbances, especially interactions with other swans. A focal swan was 

followed for 30 minutes, or until it was out of sight of a total station (a swan foraging in the 

plot was never out of sight). Measurements were conducted from 16-31 October 2003, 

which covered the complete period of swan exploitation of the pondweed bed. Observations 

were conducted from dawn to dusk. 

 

Defining patches and movements 

A pondweed bed is a clear example of a non-discrete environment where foraging patches 

cannot be recognized a priori. In this system, we define a patch as the crater dug by a 

trampling swan and exploited in several foraging bouts (see study system). A movement of 

a swan is defined as the distance between two fixes (positions where the swan submerged 

its head). Since a patch is exploited in several bouts, series of (relatively small) intra-patch 

movements alternate with (relatively large) inter-patch movements. It is not straightforward 

to distinguish intra- and inter-patch movements by their length since an inter-patch 

movement can sometimes be smaller than an intra-patch movement (i.e. there is overlap in 

the frequency distribution of intra- and inter-patch movement lengths, see Results), for 

example if a new patch is initiated adjacent to the previous patch. Consequently, we 

distinguished intra- and inter-patch movements based on the spatial separation of series of 

fixes. This method is founded on the observation that the first half of fixes in a patch 

typically has an overlap of >80% with the second half of fixes. We defined that a swan 

exploited two adjacent patches rather than one larger patch if the series of fixes showed 

less than <5% overlap (1 out of 20 fixes was allowed to coincide with the previous series of 

fixes). By using this definition, we could even distinguish between adjacent patches, i.e. no 

distance between craters, which was in accordance with observations in the field (personal 

observation). Intra- and inter-patch movements were recognized after all individual fixes 

were assigned to different patches. The position of a patch is the average of the fixes in 

that patch. 

 

Calculations and statistics 

For every inter-patch movement we determined whether it was “free” or related to a social 

interaction. In this analysis we only considered free movements because we are only 

interested in the response of the swan to spatial pattern (76% of all movements in this 

study). For each patch we determined the patch residence time and the length and turning 

angle of intra- and inter-patch movements. These were linked to the food density at the 

patch location (i.e. the average density in the sub-plot in which the patch is located, as 

measured prior to swan arrival), categorized into four density classes D. The effect of 

aboveground biomass treatment on tuber density in October was analyzed by a one-way 

ANOVA. The effect of food density class and social status on patch residence time, duration 
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of one foraging bout, number of bouts per patch, and length of an inter-patch movement 

was analyzed by two-way ANOVAs. Analyses were conducted using the STATISTICA 

software (version 6.1, Statsoft 2004). The effect of tuber density class on turning angle was 

analyzed by the non-parametric Mardia-Watson-Wheeler test (Batschelet 1981). 

A swan that moves systematically or randomly through the environment encounters food 

density classes in the same frequency as they are on offer. We compare the frequencies 

that density classes are on offer in our sub-plots to the frequencies with which the swans 

encounter different classes in our sub-plots by calculating the Ivlev-index I (Krebs 1989) for 

every density class D: 

in which fu is the frequency of density class D encountered by the swans and fo the 

frequency of density class D on offer in our sub-plots. 

 

Model predictions  

Expected gain rate 

First we calculated for every density class D the gross amount of biomass gD (g) that a swan 

consumes from a patch, given the swan’s functional response and the observed time 

foraging for that density class (cf. Kotler and Brown 1990). The initial food density is equal 

to the midrange density for that class. The expected gross energy gain Dĝ (J) for density 

class D is subsequently calculated by multiplying gD with the energy density of tubers (J·g-1) 

and the assimilation efficiency. Second we calculated for every density class D the expected 

energetic costs iDc ,ˆ (J) for a patch. This includes the cost to move to that patch, and since 

this is a function of distance i, the expected energetic costs is also a function of distance i 

(m):   

in which t is the observed duration (s) and e the energy expenditure (J·s-1) of a behavior. 

The time moving is a function of distance i: 
1)( −⋅= movingmoving Vit , in which Vmoving is the 

velocity of movement (m·s-1). Third we calculated for every density class D the expected 

time iDt ,
ˆ  (s) related to patch, which includes the time to move to that patch, by summing 

the observed durations of the different behaviors. Finally, we calculated the expected net 

energy gain rate iDn ,ˆ  (J·s-1) for every density class D for a patch at distance i from the 

current patch: 
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Parameter values in these calculations are estimated in this study or derived from Nolet et 

al. (2002) (see Appendix A, Table 1). 

The net gain rate that a swan expects in a patch at distance i from the current patch c, 

given the density in the current patch, can be predicted from the expected gain rates iDn ,ˆ  

for the different density classes D and the probabilities that these density classes are 

encountered, according to: 

 

 

 

Here, b is the density class of the current patch and a is the density class of the patch at 

distance i. P(Di = a | Dc = b) is equal to the structure function (see above). In Fig. 2a, we 

illustrate how the expected net gain rate n̂  varies over distance i, for different food 

densities in the current patch. 

 

Length of inter-patch movements 

We predict that a swan always moves to the patch where the highest gain rate is expected. 

As a result of the positive spatial autocorrelation in the distribution of food densities (see 

Results), the highest gain rate is expected in a nearby patch if the food density in the 

current patch is high, and in a more distant patch if the food density in the current patch is 

low (Fig. 2). Consequently, we predict that a swan makes a large movement from a patch 

that was poor in food (predicted length of a movement is 7 and 8 m from a patch with a 

food density class 1 and 2, respectively) and a small movement from a patch that was rich 

in food (predicted length of a movement is 1 m from a patch with food density classes 3 

and 4) (Fig. 2b). We assume that the decision on the length of an inter-patch movement is 

based on the density in the current patch only (“instantaneous decision”), rather than based 

on a number of patches. 

 

Long-term gain rate 

The long-term gain rate G that a swan achieves depends on the frequency in which different 

density classes are encountered f(D). A swan that always moves to the patch where the 

highest gain rate is expected encounters high-density patches at a higher frequency than 

they are on offer and low-density patches at a lower frequency. The long-term gain rate is 

calculated according to: 
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sensitive to spatial pattern moves randomly throughout the environment and consequently 

encounters food densities in the same frequency as they are on offer. For simplicity, we 

assume here that such a forager always moves to the adjacent patch (i=1) to minimize 

movement costs. The long-term gain rate is calculated according to the same formula in 

which bDn =|ˆ  now is equal to Dni |ˆ 1=  (for example 1ˆ =in  for density class 1). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 (a) The net gain rate a Tundra Swan should expect in a patch at different distances from the 

current patch, given that the current patch is of a certain density class. Arrows indicate the distance 

where the highest gain rate is found. (b) Median length of inter-patch movements from patches with 

different food densities, separated for single and paired swans. Error bars denote confidence limits 

(Q25-Q75). Triangles are the inter-patch movements predicted for a swan that always moves to the 

patch where the highest gain rate is expected (see text). 
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Figure B2 The left panel depicts Sago Pondweed tuber biomass densities per m2 in a 10 x 10 m grid, 

prior to the exploitation of Tundra Swans. Different gray intensities indicate different tuber densities 

(g/m2). Biomass densities are also shown in the right panel, but now the densities are categorized in 

classes D: 1:<15 g/m2, 2: 15-25 g/m2, 3: 25-35 g/m2 and 4: >35 g/m2. 

 

Figure 3 Representative examples of small parts of the foraging path of Tundra Swans. The position of 

a swan was measured with a triangular fix every time it submerged its head. Squares measure 1x1 m. 

Lines connect subsequent measurements but do not necessarily correspond to the true path a swan 

traveled. (a) Typical path with very short inter-patch movements. Gray intensities indicate bouts 

belonging to different patches (first patch in white). (b) Typical path with intermediate inter-patch 

movement lengths. (c) Typical part with long inter-patch movements. 
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Results 

Spatial pattern in food distribution 

Tuber densities varied considerably within the grid (average 30.8, stdev 12.6, range 9.0 – 

85.9 g/m2; see Appendix B, Fig. B2). Densities were not randomly distributed, but rather 

showed a highly significant positive autocorrelation in tuber biomass densities (Moran’s 

I=0.160, P=0.0002). The frequency in which different densities are encountered is different 

for different distances from the current patch, and depends on the food density in the 

current patch (Fig. 1). The frequency of low-density patches (class 1 and 2) was highest 

close to a low-density patch, and decreased with an increasing distance. Similarly, the 

frequency of high-density patches (class 3 and 4) was highest close to a high-density patch, 

decreased with an increasing distance. However, at a relatively long distance (>8 m) from a 

low or a high density patch, the frequency of respectively low and high density patches 

increased again (Fig. 1). 

 

Foraging paths of Tundra Swans 

We measured the foraging path of 137 individual swans, from which the social status could 

be determined in 124 cases. Three representative examples of a part of the foraging path 

are provided in Fig. 3. The frequency distribution of the lengths of all recorded movements 

(no distinction between intra- and inter-patch movements) was bi-modal (Fig. 4a). The fit of 

a mixture of two normal distributions with a probability density of q · N(μ1,σ1) + (1-q) · 

N(μ2,σ2), where q is a coefficient between 0 and 1, was compared with that of a single 

normal distribution N(μ,σ) with mean μ and standard deviation σ. Taking the difference 

between the number of estimated parameters into account, the bi-modal distribution fitted 

significantly better than the uni-modal distribution (log-likelihood ratio test: χ2
3=1364, 

P<0.0001; Sokal and Rohlf 1995). We assume that the first normal distribution (μ=0.13, 

σ=2.4; back-transformed values) is related to intra-patch movements, whereas the second 

normal distribution (μ=5.5, σ=3.2) is related to inter-patch movements. The large overlap 

between these distributions confirms that we cannot simply use step length to distinguish 

between intra- and inter-patch movements. The frequency distribution of turning angles (Fig 

4b) was different for intra- and inter-patch movements. Within a patch, swans frequently 

conducted large turns (mean vector direction: 174°, mean vector length: 0.29, angular 

deviation: 68°, cf. Cain 1989), i.e. they most frequently turned back in the direction they 

just came from. Between patches, however, they usually conducted small turns (average -

2.5°, mean vector length: 0.21, angular deviation: 72°), i.e. they moved forward. 

 

Observed responses to different tuber densities 

Removal of aboveground biomass during different stages of the growing season had a clear 

effect on the average tuber biomass in October (F3,28=24.2, P<0.001, Appendix B, Fig. B3). 

The lowest biomass density was observed in sub-plots that were ‘mowed’ in June, whereas 
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the highest density was observed in the control plots where biomass was not removed. 

Treatment had an effect on tuber number (AVOVA: F3,28=27.4, P<0.001) and on average 

tuber size (ANOVA: F3,28=3.2, P=0.039). Linear regression revealed that differences in the 

number of tubers in isolation already explained 86% of the observed variance in biomass 

density, whereas differences in tuber size only explained 39% of observed variance. 96% of 

the variance in biomass density was explained in a multiple regression analysis, in which 

both tuber number and tuber size were incorporated. Thus, much of the effect of the 

mowing on food availability is expressed as differences in tuber numbers. 

Figure 4 (a) Frequency distribution of (log-transformed) movement lengths (distance between two 

foraging bouts) of Tundra Swans foraging on Sago Pondweed tubers (bars, left axis). This distribution is 

best described by a mixture of two overlapping normal distributions (lines, right axis, see text). (b) 

Frequency distributions of turning angles between subsequent movements, for intra-patch movements 

(upper panel) and inter-patch movements (lower panel). A turning angle of 0° corresponds to a forward 

movement, whereas an angle of +180 or -180° corresponds to a backward movement (see inset). 
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Figure B3 The average Sago Pondweed tuber density (in g/m2) for plots in which the aboveground 

biomass was removed during different stages of the growing season (June, July, August) or not 

removed (control). Black bars: densities in October, prior to the exploitation by Tundra Swans, gray 

bars: densities in November, after the exploitation by swans. Error bars denote 1 standard deviation. 

 

 

Figure 5 The amount of Sago Pondweed tuber biomass consumed by Tundra Swans from 10 x 10 m 

sub-plots, as a function of the initial tuber biomass density in October. Line is the least square 

regression (y = 0.733x -6.79, n=32, r2=0.69, P<0.001). Consumption was calculated by subtracting 

biomass in October from biomass in November. Consequently the y-variable is not completely 

independent from the x-variable (see text). 
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Swans spent significantly more time in high- than in low-density patches (F3,105=4.4, 

P=0.006). This was manifested through a larger number of bouts (F3,105=3.1, P=0.03), 

rather than a longer bout duration (F3,105=1.6, P=0.19). More biomass was removed from 

high-density patches than from low-density patches, i.e. consumption by swans was a 

function of initial biomass density (Fig. 5). Note that in this regression, the y-variable is not 

entirely independent of the x-variable. If biomass densities were measured with error, a 

spurious negative correlation would result. By simulation, we estimated that the results 

depicted here are significant (i.e. P< 0.05) as long as we assume that the relative 

measurement error is smaller than 52%. The observed skew in foraging effort and the 

density dependency of biomass consumption indicates that swans assess the quality of 

patches and leave patches at some constant quitting harvest rate (Valone and Brown 1989). 

From the relationship between the biomass on offer and the biomass removed by the swans 

(Fig. 5), we can infer that the proportion of pondweed biomass within reach of the swans 

equals 0.733, and that swans would deplete the pondweed bed to a biomass of 6.79 g⋅m-2 if 

all tuber biomass were within reach of the swans. 

In accordance with our quantitative predictions, the length of an inter-patch movement 

was long (>3m) if the food density in the former patch was low, whereas such movement 

was short (<3m) if the food density in the former patch was high (Fig 2b) (F3,105=4.8, 

P=0.003). Movements of single swans were longer than movements of paired individuals 

(Fig. 2b) (F1,105=6.0, P=0.016), and the quantitative agreement between predicted and 

observed lengths of movements was greater for paired than for single swans. The turning 

angle of inter-patch movements was not different for different tuber density classes 

(W=6.612, P=0.358). 

 

Figure B4 The average Sago Pondweed tuber biomass density (g/m2) that a Tundra Swan encountered 

when it made a short (>3m) or a long (>3m) movement from patches with different initial density 

classes Dc (1-4). We did not observe that swans made long movements from patches of density class 4. 
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Swans encountered a relatively low food density if they moved a short distance from a 

low-density patch (class 1&2), and a higher density if they moved a longer distance 

(Appendix, Fig. B4). For a movement from a high density patch (class 3), the opposite is 

true: a swan encountered a patch with a relatively high density if the movement from that 

patch was short, and a relatively low density if this movement was long. No long 

movements were observed from a class 4 density patch (Appendix, Fig. B4). The result of 

the observed movement policy was that food densities were encountered at a different 

frequency than on offer (Fig. 6), with the highest densities being visited most frequently. 

This is related to a higher long-term gain rate G: swans that move according to the 

observed policy achieved a 38% higher long-term gain rate than swans that encountered 

food densities at the frequency as on offer. 

 

Discussion 

Adaptive responses to spatial heterogeneity in food abundance 

Tundra Swans seem to take advantage of heterogeneity in the abundance of pondweed 

tuber biomass in two different ways. Firstly, swans are sensitive to spatial variance and 

regulate the time in a patch in such a way that more time is spent in rich than in poor 

patches. The observation that more food is consumed from rich than from poor patches 

(Fig. 5) indicates that swans harvest patches down to a constant quitting harvest rate 

(Valone and Brown 1989). Pondweed tubers are expected to be cryptic to the swans. 

Consequently  swans  cannot  instantaneously  recognize  the  quality of  a patch, but rather  

Figure 6 Ivlev index that compares the frequency in which a patch type is encountered with the 

frequency it is on offer, for different densities, for paired swans (a) and singletons (b). If this index is 

positive, the food density is encountered in a higher frequency than it is on offer. If this index is 

negative, the food density is encountered in a lower frequency than it is on offer. 
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assess the quality of a patch during foraging. The optimal patch use policy for such 

assessing forager is to leave a patch as soon as the estimated (potential) encounter rate 

with prey drops to a certain critical encounter rate (see Green 1988, Olsson and Holmgren 

1998). Olsson et al. (1999) and Van Gils et al. (2003) showed that foragers leave patches at 

a constant optimal estimated encounter rate. Whether Tundra Swans feeding on Sago 

pondweed use the aforementioned rule remains to be assessed. 

Secondly, swans are also sensitive to the positive spatial autocorrelation in the 

abundance of pondweed biomass. Swans responded to this spatial pattern by making small 

movements from high density and large movements from low-density patches (Fig. 2b). The 

length of inter-patch movements was in accordance with movement lengths predicted for 

swans that move to the patch where the highest net gain rate is expected (Fig. 2). The 

result of this strategic movement is that swans encounter high-density patches at a higher 

and low-density patches at a lower frequency than the frequencies these patches are on 

offer (Fig. 6), which results in a 1.4 times higher long-term gain rate. The result that a 

forager adjusts its movement to its recent foraging experience to enhance its long-term gain 

rate is not new (see f.e. Smith 1974 (Thrushes foraging on earthworms), Zach and Falls 

1976 (Ovenbirds foraging on mealworms), Pienkowski 1983 (Plovers foraging on 

invertebrate prey), and Fortin 2003 (Bison foraging on vegetation). However, in none of 

these examples was the distribution of food mapped in sufficient detail to be able to explain 

the length and/or direction of individual movements. The novelty of our study is that we use 

an economic approach and provide quantitative predictions that are tested in the field. 

 

Movement length and path sinuosity 

Movement between patches can be regulated by adjusting the length of movements, by 

adjusting the sinuosity of the path, or a combination of these. Swans only regulated the 

length of movements and not the sinuosity of the path. In contrast, thrushes only regulate 

sinuosity and not movement lengths (Smith 1974). In both examples, the effect of the non-

random movement is that foraging effort is concentrated in profitable area. The question is 

whether the adjustment of movement length and the adjustment of path sinuosity are two 

sides of the same coin, i.e. are just different possible ways to achieve the same goal? There 

is no indication that thrushes cannot make smaller movements. One possible explanation for 

their constant move length might be that prey (earthworm in this example) perceive a 

nearby catch and respond to it by a retreat that decreases the probability that they are 

caught (Charnov et al. 1976, Stillman et al. 2000). Consequently it makes no sense for a 

thrush to search the direct surroundings of the location where a prey was caught, although 

it remains beneficial to intensify search nearby. The food of the swans (pondweed tubers) is 

immobile, thus foraging in a patch does not depress food availability in the adjacent area. 
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Why do swans not increase the sinuosity of their path after a rich patch was found, since 

this would furthermore concentrate foraging effort in area that is rich in food (Benhamou 

1992)? One explanation could be that a directional path avoids revisitation of previously 

exploited area. A pondweed bed is an example of a continuous environment in which it 

might be very difficult to keep track of the position of exploited patches since these are 

hidden under the water surface. The directionality of the movement path of the swans can 

also be an effect of the fact that swans forage in a flock that moves systematically through 

a pondweed bed. In this light it would be interesting to see whether the movement of a 

swan depends on the position of conspecifics. 

 

Other factors that shape a foraging path 

The length of inter-patch movements was well predicted for movements from high-density 

patches, whereas a small discrepancy between prediction and observation existed for 

movements from low-density patches. This discrepancy might be the result of a shortcoming 

in the calculation of the expected gain rates functions. Structure functions that are used in 

these calculations are derived from the data from the 10x10 grid, which limited our 

calculations on the expected gain rate to a maximum inter-patch distance of 9 m, whereas 

the median inter-patch distance of a single swan after a visit to a low density patch was 17 

m (note that the maximum gain rate in our model was found at a distance <9 m). 

Furthermore, we do not know how representative our 10x10 grid is for spatial pattern in the 

whole study area and for parts of the study area with different sediment-water depth 

characteristics. 

Alternatively, we can argue that the discrepancy between prediction and observation 

indicates that other factors might be important and influence the length of a movement, 

especially after encountering a low-density patch. For example, we should acknowledge that 

the pondweed bed has a limited size, and consequently swans encounter borders which 

they avoid crossing by making shorter movements, or by changing the direction of a 

movement. Secondly, the habitat is not homogeneous in sediment composition and water 

depth over larger spatial scales, which affects the net energy gain rates of swans (Nolet et 

al. 2001), and probably also the shape of the foraging path. Finally, in this study we focused 

on movements related to spatial pattern, and ignored that Tundra Swans are gregarious and 

that individuals frequently interact. We can imagine that social interaction can have subtle 

effects on the shape of the foraging path apart from the direct interactions that were 

excluded from the analyses. That effect could be very different for pairs and singles, with 

singles, the subordinate social class in the flock (Badzinski 2003), presumably paying more 

attention to the positions of other swans when choosing a new foraging patch. Interestingly, 

solitary swans move twice as far as predicted. They seem to move not to the next rich 

patch, but to the one after that (8.5 m + 8.5 m). 
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Extrapolating to larger spatial scales 

Due to the laborious character of the tuber sampling procedure we could only study the 

distribution of tuber densities on a limited spatial scale. Nolet and Mooij (2002) investigated 

the distribution of tuber densities at a much larger spatial scale, though in less detail. Nolet 

and Mooij (2002) concluded that food resources occur in clumps with a diameter of roughly 

10 m, and hypothesized that swans responded to this large scale pattern by moving in an 

intensive mode (low speed, sinuous paths) while within a clump and in an extensive mode 

(high speed, directed paths) while searching for a food clump.  

These results fit with ours, where most of the swans we observed were probably 

foraging in a food clump and consequently in a low-speed intensive foraging mode. We can 

recognize different hierarchical levels at which spatial heterogeneity occurs (Kotliar and 

Wiens 1990). Viewed at a large scale, we recognize large food clumps (Nolet and Mooij 

2002), where the size and location of a clump is probably related to habitat characteristics 

(sediment type, water depth). Within clumps, we observe small-scale heterogeneity in the 

distribution of food densities. The foraging path of swans is a reflection of this hierarchical 

structure: swans move in an extensive mode between clumps and switch to an intensive 

mode if a clump is found. In the low-speed mode, swans adjust the length of an inter-patch 

movement to local food densities in order to profit from small-scale spatial pattern. We 

conclude that the shape of the foraging path of a Tundra Swan is a reflection of the spatial 

pattern in the distribution of tuber densities and can be understood within an optimal 

foraging framework. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Table 1. Parameter values used in the calculations on the expected net gain rate over 

distance. 

Parameter Value Unit Source 

Functional response type II: handling time 1.82 s/g (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Functional response type II: attack rate 0.00102 m2/s (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Energy density of tubers 16866 J/g (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Assimilation efficiency 0.90 - (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Energetic costs: Surfacing 30.8 J/s (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Energetic costs: Trampling 50.9 J/s (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Energetic costs: Feeding 38.6 J/s (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Energetic costs: Swimming 28.2 J/s (Nolet et al. 2002) 

Time: Surfacing per bout 0.79 s This study 

Time: Trampling per bout 2.2 s This study 

Time: Feeding per bout 14.8 s This study 

Velocity Swimming 0.42 m/s This study 

Midrange density class 1 10 g/m2 This study 

Midrange density class 2 20 g/m2 This study 

Midrange density class 3 30 g/m2 This study 

Midrange density class 4 40 g/m2 This study 

Bouts/patch: density class 1 10 - This study 

Bouts/patch: density class 2 17 - This study 

Bouts/patch: density class 3 17 - This study 

Bouts/patch: density class 4 18 - This study 

 

 

APPENDIX B 

The figures of appendix B (Fig. B1-B4) are presented throughout the text.
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Chapter 4 

 

 

 

 

The influence of social interactions on the foraging path  

of Bewick’s swans 
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Bewick’s swans exploiting the pondweed bed in the Babbelaar, Lauwersmeer, in October 
2001. Note that several swans are paired. 
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Abstract 

The efficiency in which high-density patches are found is determined by the way foragers 

move between patches. In this study we explore the effect of social interactions on the 

foraging path, in particular the distance moved between patches. We studied Bewick’s 

Swans Cygnus columbianus bewickii that foraged on belowground tubers of Fennel 

Pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus. We accurately mapped the foraging path of individual 

swans and determined the distances between visited patches. 24% of inter-patch 

movements are associated to social interactions. When a swan retreats from a patch 

because it is chased away by another swan, it moves a significantly larger distance to a 

patch than if the movement is not associated to a social interaction. Such longer movements 

is thought to deteriorate the efficiency in which high-density patches are encountered, and 

thus the energy gain rate a swan can achieve. We observed a strong social hierarchy in 

which families are dominant over pairs and singletons, and pairs are dominant over 

singletons, which represents a producer-scrounger model. Singletons are most frequently 

retreated from patches and are consequently thought to achieve the lowest gain rates, and 

in connection to that the slowest speed of migration. However singletons might partly 

compensate for more frequent retreats from patches by moving larger distances to arrive at 

the front edge of a flock where they encounter unexploited resources. 
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Introduction 

Heavy birds like geese and swans have relatively small maximum flight ranges (Klaassen 

1995, Hedenström & Alerstam 1998) and consequently rely on stopover sites to refuel to be 

able to complete their migratory journeys. In order to understand and predict the use of a 

stopover site, and in relation to that the speed of migration, we should understand the 

spatial and temporal distribution of resources and the birds’ foraging behaviour. Basically 

foraging behaviour consists of foraging in patches and movement between patches. We see 

a foraging patch as a discrete spatial entity of the environment (e.g. a branch for a foraging 

woodpecker; Olsson et al. 1999) or as a spatial entity that is exploited in the time the 

forager does not move (e.g. the part of the field that is grazed without moving the legs for a 

grazing goose, also called ‘foraging station’; Focardi et al. 1996). Foraging patches are 

depleted over time if prey are renewed at a lower rate than consumed by the forager. A 

forager that maximises its long-term gain rate is predicted to leave a patch well before all 

food items are found (Charnov 1976), and consequently to move frequently between 

patches. 

Movement between patches is an important aspect of foraging, because the way animals 

move through the environment affects the frequency in which high-density food patches are 

encountered (Benhamou 1992, Nolet & Mooij 2002, Hill et al. 2003). Animals regulate 

movement between patches in relation to the spatial distribution of food items to enhance 

their energy gain rate. Grey Plovers Pluvialis squatarola for example successfully 

concentrate their foraging activities in clumps of high food density by making a short 

movement  from a patch where a large prey was caught (area-restricted search) and 

making a long movement from a patch where no or a small prey was caught (Pienkowski 

1983). 

In most natural situations a forager is not alone but interacts with conspecifics. This is 

especially obvious for geese and swans that typically occur in large and dense groups. In 

such crowd foragers frequently socially interact about food patches (Giraldeau and Caraco, 

2000). Individual members of a group differ in their dominance rank, which has important 

implications for the foraging opportunities of an individual. Dominant individuals on average 

occupy the best foraging patches and gain from social interactions with subordinates 

(Sutherland 1983, Beauchamp et al. 1997). In a group of foragers we can recognize 

subordinate birds that search for high-density patches (‘producers’) and dominant birds that 

exploit these high-density patches that they take-over from the subordinates (‘scroungers’) 

(Barnard & Sibly 1981, Beauchamp & Giraldeau 1996). For species of swans and geese it 

has been described that the dominance hierarchy is largely based on the family size 

(Lamprecht 1986, Loonen et al. 1999). For example for the Bewick’s Swan Cygnus 

columbianus bewickii it was observed that families with young are dominant over pairs 

without young, and that singletons are lowest in rank (Van Eerden et al. 1997, Badzinski 

2003). 
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It is not well understood how social interactions affect the movement path of foragers. 

Possibly, social interactions hamper foragers in their response to spatial pattern in the 

distribution of food, which would have a negative effect on their energy gain rate. It is 

consequently interesting to determine the effect of social interactions on the way a forager 

moves between patches, and also to quantify the proportion of inter-patch movements 

related to social interactions. Given the social hierarchy we might expect that the influence 

of social interactions on the foraging path is different for individuals of a different social 

status (singleton, pair or family). 

Here we study the effect of social interactions of the movement pattern of Bewick’s 

swans, foraging on belowground tubers of Fennel Pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus. In 

particular, we study the effect of social interactions on the length of inter-patch movements 

by comparing the lengths of movements that are and that are not related to social 

interactions. Furthermore we are interested in how inter-patch movements are affected for 

individuals that differ in their social ranking. 

 

Methods 

Study system 

Lake Lauwersmeer is situated in the north of The Netherlands. After its embankment in 

1969 it has developed from a saline tidal area into a shallow freshwater lake. Fennel 

Pondweed was recorded for the first time in 1972 (Beekman et al. 1991). Nowadays 

pondweed occurs in large and dense beds, where it dominates the macrophyte community. 

Aboveground biomass dies off in late summer and pondweed survives the winter via 

asexually produced tubers that are buried within the first 30 cm of the sediment 

(Santamaría & Rodríguez-Gironés 2002). In late autumn the Lauwersmeer is the last 

stopover site for the migratory Bewick’s Swans before they arrive at their wintering sites in 

The Netherlands and Great Brittan. Swans almost exclusively forage on pondweed tubers 

during a relative short exploitation period of about three weeks, before they leave the area 

or switch to harvest leftovers on nearby farmlands (Dirksen et al. 1991, Nolet et al. 2002). 

Tuber stocks are not refreshed but strongly depleted. 25-80 % of the initial biomass is 

removed by the swans (Nolet et al. 2001; unpublished data). Swans cannot know the 

content of a patch without sampling the patch, i.e. tubers are cryptic to the swans. In order 

to obtain the deeply buried tubers, swans loosen the sediment by trampling their legs, 

which creates craters. Swans retrieve tubers by sieving the loosened sediment with their 

heads submerged (Brouwer & Tinbergen 1939). A crater is here defined as a foraging patch. 

A patch is depleted in a series of foraging bouts, consisting of surfacing, trampling and 

feeding (by head-dipping or up-ending). All observations were carried out in the Babbelaar, 

which is a small part of the Lauwersmeer that is closed for the public and has a pondweed 

bed of about 20 ha. 
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Figure 1 Two examples of the foraging path of a Bewick’s Swan feeding on Fennel Pondweed tubers. 

Dots are the positions where the swan submerged its head below the water surface. Lines connect 

subsequent measurements but do not obligatory correspond to the true path the swan travelled. 

Encircled clumps of dots indicate positions where a patch was exploited in a series of foraging bouts. 

Each grid square equals 1m2. All movements between patches are free movements, i.e. not related to 

social interactions in example A. In example B the focal swan retreated a patch three times (R) as the 

result of a social interaction and once moved freely (F) between two patches. 

 

Measurements 

A focal swan was haphazardly selected from the flock of foraging swans. We mapped the 

foraging path of a focal swan by taking a triangular fix of the position of the swan every 

time it submerged its head, by simultaneously measuring the angle to the swan from the 

two hides, using two total station range finders (TCR307, Leica Geosystems AG, St. Gallen, 

Switzerland). Hides were located on shore next to the pondweed bed (40 m apart). Since 

swans exploit patches in a series of bouts, series of intra-patch movements are alternated 

with inter-patch movements. We defined that a swan left a patch and started to exploit 

another patch when a series of measurements was spatially separated from a previous 

series (a 5% overlap in recorded positions was allowed). The reason why a swan left a 

patch was determined in the field and classified into “free” (the focal swan moves away 

from a patch without another swan taking its place and starts to dig a new crater at an 

empty spot), “chase” (the focal swan moves to another swan which it chases away from the 

patch) and “retreat” (the focal swan is chased away from its patch and starts to dig a new 

crater at another location). The behaviour of the focal swan was recorded continuously on a 
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tape and was classified into categories (interacting, surfacing, trampling, feeding, 

swimming, flying, preening, sleeping, drinking, and other, see Nolet et al. 2001 for details). 

A focal swan was followed for 30 minutes or until it was out of reach of one of the 

measuring devices. The social status of each focal swan was determined in the field 

(singleton, pair or family). Measurements were conducted from 16-31 October 2003, which 

covers the complete period of exploitation of the pondweed bed by the swans. Peak 

numbers of Bewick’s Swans (> 300 birds) were present from 24-30 October. Observations 

were conducted from dawn to dusk. 

 

Statistics 

The effect of ‘social status’ and ‘reason for a movement’ on the length of an inter-patch 

movement was evaluated in a factorial ANOVA, with ‘movement length’ as the dependent 

variable and ‘social status’ and ‘reason’ as categorical predictors. Families could not be 

included in the analysis because the sample size was too small for this group. Distances 

were log-transformed to meet model assumptions. Analyses were conducted using the 

STATISTICA package (Statsoft 2004). 

 

Results 

We measured the foraging path of 137 swans. Two representative recordings of the 

foraging paths of swans are presented in figure 1. There were no birds in the area that were 

marked with neck-collars, thus we could not distinguish between different individuals. 

Although we could not fully prevent observations on the same individuals we have a strong 

impression that the vast majority of observations was made on different birds. We based 

our analyses on observation from 124 birds from which the social status could be 

determined. 54% of these swans appeared to be paired, 44% was single and only 2% of 

the swans was observed with one or more young (family). A strong social dominance 

hierarchy was observed: interactions between families and pairs or singles were always won 

by families, and interactions between pairs and singles were always won by pairs. The 

probability that an interaction was won or lost between birds of the same social status was 

50%. 

24% of all movements were related to social interactions (Fig. 2a). If we only consider 

these movements related to social interactions, we see a clear difference in the proportion 

of chases and retreats for individuals that differ in their social rank (Fig. 2b). Most 

interactions that families were involved in concerned chases (however this is based on only 

4 observations). The majority of interactions that pairs were involved in concerned retreats. 

For singles this proportion was even higher, as they rarely chase away birds from a patch 

(Fig. 2b). 

Both the social status of the individual (F1, 416=8.5, p=0.004) and the reason for a 

movement  (F2, 416= 34.1, p<0.001)  had  a  significant  effect  on  length  of  an inter-patch 
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Figure 2 A. Proportions of different causes of inter-patch movements, for individual Bewick’s Swans of 

different social classes. Retreat refers to a movement that is the result of an interaction in which the 

focal swan is chased away from its patch. Chase relates to a movement in which the focal swan moves 

to a patch where it chases away another swan. Free refers to movements that are not related to social 

interactions. B. Proportion of only retreat and chase movements for individuals of different social 

classes. Sample sizes are denoted.  

Figure 3 Mean log-transformed inter-patch distances (m) for pairs and singles, for movements that are 

not related to social interactions (free), movements in which the focal swan chases another swan away 

(chase) and movements in which a focal swan retreats its patch because it is chased away (retreat). 

Error bars denote 95% confidence limits. 
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movement. The interaction term was not significant (F2, 416=1.4, p=0.25). On average 

singles move larger distances between patches than individuals that are paired (Fig. 3). A 

Tukey post hoc test for unequal sample sizes revealed that the length of a movement was 

significantly shorter for free movements than for retreats. The length of movements related 

to chases did not differ significantly from the length of free movements and retreats (Fig. 

3). 

 

Discussion 

The observations that families of Bewick’s Swans are dominant over singletons and pairs, 

and that pairs are dominant over singletons, corroborates the existence of a social hierarchy 

in this species (Van Eerden et al. 1997, Badzinski 2003). In this study system, singletons 

can be considered as being the ‘producers’ that search for and initiate the exploitation of 

patches, whereas families and pairs can be considered as being the ‘scroungers’ that profit 

from the activities of singletons by taking over the patches the singletons started. 

A retreat is expected to deteriorate the energy gain rate of a forager for three reasons. 

(i) A retreat implies that a feeding opportunity is lost. This negative effect is amplified by the 

fact that most of the tuber biomass is found in deeper sediment layers (Santamaría & 

Rodríguez-Gironés 2002), thus most of the energy is gained during later stages of the 

exploitation of a patch. (ii) The length movements related to retreats are longer than free 

movements. Thus, the energetic costs of movements are higher for retreats than for free 

movements. (iii) The length of a movement related to a retreat is longer than the length of 

a free movement. In other words, a retreated swan does move to the patch it would have 

moved to in a situation without a retreat. We expect that a retreat has a negative effect on 

the efficiency in which high-density patches are encountered, and consequently on the 

energy gain rate. 

The frequency of retreats was higher for singletons than for paired swans (Fig. 2a). 

Families were hardly ever chased away from a patch. Consequently, the negative effects of 

retreats on the energy gain rate, in part mediated by changes in the foraging path, is 

expected to be most pronounced for singletons. Singletons are expected to achieve the 

lowest energy gain rates, which is linked to lower speeds of migration (Hedenström & 

Alerstam 1998). In this line of reasoning it would be expected that especially families 

achieve the highest speeds of migration, also since they mainly profit from social 

interactions since this mainly concerns chases. However, the speed of migration of families 

was much lower than birds without young, which was explained by the cygnets being 

unable to sustain long migratory flights (Ely et al. 1997, Beekman et al 2002). Whether pairs 

realize a higher speed of migration than singletons remains to be established. 

All in all it seems disadvantageous for a singleton to join a group of swans that (partly) 

consists of pairs. Nevertheless, singletons could profit from information about the content of 

patches vicariously shared by others (called public information; Valone 1989), or from a 
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decreased predation risk (Brown 1988). Furthermore, singletons could partly compensate for 

the negative effects of retreats by remaining at the front end of the flock where unexploited 

resources are encountered, as had been observed for geese. Typically the highest energy 

gain rates are achieved at the front edge of the flock (Drent & Van Eerden 1980, Prop & 

Loonen 1989, Rowcliffe et al. 2004). Prop and Loonen (1989) showed that sub-dominant 

singletons enhanced their walking speed in order to arrive at the front edge of the flock 

where food stocks were still unexploited. The same could hold for the Bewick’s swans, for 

movements of singletons are longer than movements of paired swans, both for movements 

related to social interactions and free movements. Longer movements would singletons also 

allow to escape from local high densities of swans, which would decrease the number of 

social interactions. Singletons have more reasons to escape from social interactions than the 

dominant pairs, for the simple reason that singles lose a large part of interactions they are 

involved in. In this light, a study in which movements of subordinate and dominant birds are 

related to the position of other swans would be very valuable. 

To conclude, we can state that social interactions have a noticeable effect on the 

foraging path of swans. A substantial proportion of movements (24%) is related to social 

interactions, which underlines the impact of social interactions on the movement patterns of 

swans. Retreats are thought to have a negative effect on the energy gain rate since they 

are expected to deteriorate the efficiency in which high-density patches are encountered. 

Singletons face the highest proportions of retreats and consequently are expected to 

achieve the lowest gain rates. Based on these results we predict that singletons achieve a 

lower speed of migration than pairs and families. 
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Abstract  

Learning animals are predicted to use a flexible patch-leaving threshold (PLT) while foraging 

in a depletable environment under exploitative competition. This prediction was tested in 

flock-feeding Bewick's swans (Cygnus columbianus bewickii) depleting hidden tubers of 

fennel pondweed (Potamogeton pectinatus) in a two-dimensional, continuous environment. 

The swans’ patch residence time was measured by combining recordings of the foraging 

behaviour and movement paths. The tuber biomass density was measured before and after 

the period of exploitation, using the presumable foraging window of the swans as the scale 

of measurement. Swan foraging was simulated in order to predict the effects of flexible and 

fixed PLTs, respectively, on the patch residence time and the spatial heterogeneity of the 

tuber biomass density. Flexible PLTs were predicted to lead to short and decreasing patch 

residence times and a decrease in the coefficient of variation in tuber biomass densities, 

whereas the reverse was generally the case for fixed PLTs. Observed patch residence times 

did not decrease with time and were intermediate between those predicted for swans with 

flexible and fixed PLTs. Furthermore, an increase of the coefficient of variation in the tuber 

biomass density was observed. Given the observed giving-up biomass densities the most 

likely model was one with swans with a fixed rather than a flexible PLT. These results point 

at factors that may affect the spacing behaviour or constrain the use of a flexible PLT in 

swans.  
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Introduction 

The study of foraging in a spatially heterogeneous environment has progressed by gradually 

incorporating more and more realism into the models. In the classical model of Charnov 

(1976), a solitary forager moves successively between equidistant, discrete patches. It 

assumes no patch re-visitation and random search within patches, with prey captures being 

so frequent that it can be described as a continuous, deterministic process. The model 

predicts that the forager should leave a patch when the current intake rate in the patch 

drops to the average intake rate for the habitat. This has become known as the marginal 

value theorem. Provided that the functional response is the same in all patches, a forager is 

thus predicted to equalise resource densities among visited patches (with higher initial 

resource densities than the giving-up density). 

The notion of discrete patches may be realistic in some settings, for example flowers in a 

meadow visited by nectar-feeding insects or trees visited by larvae-eating woodpeckers. 

However, in many environments such as the savannah grazed by antelopes, patches cannot 

be distinguished a priori. Theory predicts however that animals partition such continuous 

environments in parts with a food density above or below a critical threshold, thus creating 

their own food patches (Arditi and Dacorogna 1988). The parts with higher initial food 

densities should be grazed down to the critical density. In this way, the effect of the forager 

on the remaining biomass density will be similar to the situation with discrete patches.  

The above models deal with animals foraging alone, but the optimal patch-leaving 

behaviour may be different when competitors are around, in particular when there is 

interference. When competitors do not interfere with each other, the gain rate of animals that 

stay in the patch does not increase after one of the other animals in the patch has left. This 

implies that all individuals should leave at the time predicted by the marginal value theorem 

(Sjerps and Haccou 1994, Haccou et al. 1999). Still, under exploitative competition, so when 

competitors are competing for access to patches varying in quality, the best tactic is 

presumably to "catch as catch can", in analogy with optimal prey choice under these 

circumstances. Considering diet choice between two prey types, a solitary forager is predicted 

to either always accept only the best prey or to always accept both prey types, regardless of 

the level of depletion, whereas under exploitative competition the predator is predicted to 

switch from accepting only the best prey to accepting both prey types during the process of 

depletion (Mitchell 1990, Visser 1991). Analogously, when competitors are simultaneously 

depleting the environment, the best patch-leaving tactic is to deplete patches down to the 

current average intake rate of the environment rather than down to the final quitting intake 

rate. Partly exploited patches are later revisited, so in effect patches are predicted to be 

depleted in a few visits in succession. 

Bernstein et al. (1988) applied this tactic of animals using a marginal value like patch-

leaving threshold (PLT) when modelling depletion under exploitative competition. The 

foragers instantly knew their capture rate and hence the quality of the local patch, but 
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learnt the quality of the environment as a whole, and left patches as soon as their current 

intake rate fell below the intake rate expected for the environment. Because the 

environment changed due to depletion, their PLT also changed and was thus flexible. 

Several studies have used this model as a basis, investigating the effects of model 

assumptions on the distribution of foragers relative to the distribution of the resources 

(Beauchamp et al. 1997, Tyler and Hargrove 1997, Ward et al. 2000). To our knowledge, no 

study has yet tested the prediction of the model that animals use a flexible PLT while 

foraging in a depletable environment under exploitative competition. Our objective was to 

test this prediction. 

The study system consisted of Bewick's swans (Cygnus columbianus bewickii) feeding on 

fennel pondweed (Potamogeton pectinatus.) In temperate regions, fennel pondweed is a 

pseudo-annual, which reproduces mainly asexually by means of below-ground tubers (Van 

Wijk 1988). Bewick's swans preferably feed on these tubers during migration (Beekman et 

al. 1991, Nolet et al. 2001a). At the time of swan foraging, the above-ground plant matter 

has been washed away, so no visual clues are present to guide the swans, and patches are 

not identifiable as such. However, the swans dig pits by trampling with their feet and by 

doing so create their own food patches (Brouwer and Tinbergen 1939, Beekman et al. 

1991). The size of these pits is c. 1 m2 (Van Eerden et al. 1997). Swans forage in flocks, and 

defend their pits against other swans (Van Eerden et al. 1997), but otherwise interference is 

not apparent (Nolet et al. 2002). The mortality of tubers from other causes than swan 

foraging is negligible during the short period (2-4 weeks) of swan exploitation (Jonzén et al. 

2002). After exploitation of the pondweed beds, the swans switch to harvest leftovers of sugar 

beets on the surrounding fields (Beekman et al. 1991). 

Our study system is thus a typical example of one in which foragers with learning 

capabilities are foraging under exploitative competition in a two-dimensional, continuous 

environment with hidden prey. Prey items are very small compared to the consumer 

(biomass ratio in the order of 1:50 000), and the resource intake can be described as a 

continuous, deterministic process. The study system further has a hierarchical patch 

structure with exclusive access to small patches (pits) within a pondweed bed, and a 

shared, large patch in the form of the pondweed bed. The PLTs were studied at the pit-

level, assuming a fixed PLT at the bed-level (Nolet et al. 2002). Swan foraging was 

simulated based on previous work (Nolet et al. 2002, Nolet et al. 2001b, Nolet and Mooij 

2002), contrasting two patch-leaving rules at the pit-level: a fixed and a flexible PLT. 

Foragers with a fixed PLT grazed down each part of the habitat until their energy gain 

dropped to a fixed critical level. In contrast, foragers with a flexible PLT grazed down each 

part to the current estimate of the critical energy gain, readjusting their PLT during 

depletion of the habitat. An invasibility analysis confirmed that as expected foragers with a 

flexible PLT were superior to foragers with a fixed PLT. 
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In order to test whether swans use a flexible PLT, simulation models that assumed either a 

fixed or flexible PLT were confronted with field data on swan foraging and tuber depletion. 

Firstly, residence time in foraging pits was predicted to be longer and more constant for 

swans using a fixed PLT than for swans using a flexible PLT, for which it was predicted to be 

shorter and to decrease with resource depletion. Secondly, the coefficient of variation in the 

prey density biomass was predicted to increase or decrease depending on whether swans 

used a fixed or flexible PLT, respectively.  

 

Methods 

Study area 

The field study was performed in the Lauwersmeer (53o22’ N, 06o13’ E; the Netherlands) in an 

area closed to the public (the Babbelaar). The Lauwersmeer is a shallow freshwater lake (2000 

ha) of which the parts <0.7 m deep are largely covered with fennel pondweed (total 

coverage c. 270 ha). The lake is an important stopover of Bewick's swans during their autumn 

migration (Beekman et al. 1991). 

 

Swan foraging behaviour 

Foraging behaviour of Bewick’s swans was observed in October 2001. Observations were 

made during day-light hours from one of two small hides on the bank at the edge of the 

pondweed bed. Movement pattern and foraging behaviour of a focal swan were 

simultaneously recorded until the swan stopped foraging or the distance between the hide 

and the swan exceeded 100 m (the range of the measuring device). Every time a focal swan 

submerged its head, the angle and distance to the swan was measured using a total station 

range-finder (reflectorless type TCR307, Leica Geosystems BV, Rijswijk, the Netherlands). 

The behaviour was classified (trampling, head-dipping, up-ending, surfacing, swimming, 

various non-foraging behaviours, see Nolet et al. 2001b) and recorded on a handheld 

microcomputer (Organiser II Model LZ64, Psion plc, London, UK) using The Observer 

software (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, the Netherlands). The behaviour 

was grouped into foraging bouts, one bout consisting of one sequence of trampling, 

underwater feeding (head-dipping and/or up-ending), and surfacing. 

In one foraging pit, more than one foraging bout can take place. In order to determine 

pit residence times, the movement pattern between foraging bouts was analysed in terms of 

step lengths l (the distance between two subsequent foraging bouts) and net distance 

moved Di (sometimes termed net displacement, i.e. the linear distance between the location 

of the initial foraging bout and the foraging bout i steps later) (Turchin 1998). The 

frequency distribution of all recorded log-transformed step lengths was bi-modal. The fit of 

a mixture of two normal distributions with a probability density of q ⋅ N(l, μ1, σ1) + (1 - q) ⋅ 
N(l, μ2, σ2), where q is a constant between 0 and 1, and N is the normal distribution with 

mean μ and standard deviation σ was compared with that of a single normal distribution 
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N(l, μ, σ). Taking the difference between the number of estimated parameters into account, 

the bi-modal distribution fitted significantly better than the uni-modal one according to the 

log-likelihood ratio test (Sokal and Rohlf 1995): 
2
3χ = 133, p < 0.0001. The bi-modal 

distribution was subsequently split at the intersection of the two comprising distributions 

(back-transformed l* = 0.62 m). For the left part (the small step lengths), the average 

observed net distance moved was smaller than the size of a foraging pit (1 m2
 ) up to at 

least 19 subsequent steps (average D19 = 0.25 m). In contrast, for the right part (the large 

step lengths), the average net movement was larger than the size of a foraging pit already 

after 1 step (average D1 = 5.1 m). Thus, based on the step length between foraging bouts, 

the foraging behaviour of swans was split into feeding inside a pit (l < l*) and searching 

between pits (l > l*). For pits for which both the start and end of the pit visit were 

recorded, the number of subsequent foraging bouts per pit and the total underwater feeding 

time per pit (Pit Residence Time PRT) were determined. Data were averaged per focal 

swan.  

Swan exploitation of the 10×10 m grid sampled for tubers (see Tuber depletion pattern) 

was recorded by four automatic photo-cameras around the grid, yielding a total of 2-3 

pictures per day between 5 October and 19 November 2001. 

 

Tuber depletion pattern 

Tubers were sampled by taking sediment cores which were washed through a 3-mm sieve, 

and the tubers were subsequently dried for a minimum of 48 h at 70 oC. First, the maximum 

tuber burial depth was determined by extracting 40 cm sediment, which was sliced into 5 

cm parts. In a total of 192 cores (7 cm in diameter) no tubers were found below 35 cm. 

Based on this finding, at least 35 cm deep cores (10 cm in diameter) were used in the 

remaining sampling programme. 

Tuber biomass density was measured in quadrats of 1 m2. In order to obtain an estimate 

of the variance within a quadrat, the tubers were collected per quarter quadrat (0.25 m2). 

The number of cores taken was a compromise between the accuracy of the estimate of the 

tuber biomass density (which should be great) and the area sampled (which should be small 

because of destructive sampling). In order to determine the accuracy of the estimate, a 

100×100×60-cm high frame with 8×8 cells was pushed 40 cm deep into the sediment. 

Hereby it was possible to take cores close together, one core per cell, extracting half of the 

sediment in the cell. The tubers were weighed per core. It was subsequently determined 

how the estimate of the tuber biomass density was dependent on the number of cores. 

From each quarter quadrat, a core result was randomly drawn (without replacement), and 

after each complete draw (i.e., from all four quarter quadrats) the percent absolute 

deviation of the current average from the grand average (i.e. of the 64 cores) was 

calculated. This procedure was repeated 100 times. Based on the results, 3 cores were 

taken per quarter quadrat (equivalent to 12 cores per quadrat), yielding a median absolute 
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deviation of 12.8% of the actual tuber biomass density in the quadrat by sampling 9.4% of 

the area. 

Sampling was performed at two scales. First, 100 quadrats in a grid of 10×10 m were 

sampled (1200 cores in total). This grid was marked with poles placed 12 m apart. Second, 

33 quadrats were sampled (396 cores in total) in a lattice pattern with quadrats 20 m apart 

over an area of 60×200 m. This inter-quadrat distance was chosen because tuber biomass 

densities ≥20 m apart can be regarded as independent (Nolet and Mooij 2002). The 

sampling site was sandy and shallow. The water depth, which was measured relative to the 

usual water level in October (-83 cm, expressed relative to the Netherlands’ standard), 

varied in space between 40 and 47 cm. 

Sampling took place in the first week of October 2001 (before the swans arrived) and 

mid-November 2001 (after the period of swan exploitation). Both the tuber biomass 

densities before and after swan grazing were ln-transformed, and unbiased estimates of the 

(proportional) variance among and within quadrats were obtained by ANOVA (Sokal and 

Rohlf 1995: 215). As a measure of spatial autocorrelation in tuber biomass density, Moran’s 

I was calculated under the randomisation hypothesis using the Rookcase add-in, with 

adjacency defined as Queen’s (considering the four cardinal plus four diagonal neighbouring 

cells) (Sawada 1999). 

 

Model 

In order to predict the pit residence times and the depletion patterns for the two contrasting 

PLT tactics, swan exploitation was simulated with an individual-based foraging model, 

described in detail in Nolet and Mooij (2002). 

The pondweed bed was modelled as a grid consisting of 40×40 cells. The cell size of the 

grid (1 m2) was equal to the size of a foraging pit. This was assumed to be equal to the 

foraging window of the swans (Kotliar and Wiens 1990); in other words, the swans were 

assumed not to respond to variation in biomass density within a cell. A focal part of 10×10 

cells contained the same initial biomass densities as observed in the field grid (28.9 g m-2 ± 

12.1 SD, n = 100), after correction for the tubers extracted during the sampling in early 

October (i.e., multiplied by 1-12 π 0.052) (Fig. 2a). The distribution of tuber biomass 

densities of the lattice sampling did not differ significantly from normal (30.6 g m-2 ± 12.2 

SD, n = 33, Kolmogorov D = 0.1242, p > 0.1). Thus, in the remaining 10×10 m parts of the 

virtual grid the tuber biomass densities were distributed in the same spatial configuration as 

in the field grid, but scaled to an average tuber biomass density drawn from a normal 

distribution with the same mean and standard deviation as the lattice sampling data. 

Under exploitative competition, 16 swans were simultaneously introduced to 16 

randomly picked cells on the 40×40 m grid, simulating peak densities (0.01 birds m-2) 

observed in the field. The grid had wrap-around margins so that a swan swimming out of 
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the grid on one side reappeared on the opposite side. This represents foraging on a large 

pondweed bed and in a large flock.  

The model swans foraged in bouts consisting of a fixed sequence of trampling, 

underwater feeding and surfacing. The duration of the underwater feeding phase was 

calculated based on optimal use of oxygen over the foraging bout as described by Nolet et 

al. (2001b). The swans had perfect knowledge of the cell quality after one foraging bout, 

but learnt the quality of the whole bed, which constantly changed due to the depletion by 

the swans. Learning was modelled by a linear operator model which has been demonstrated 

to perform well in various contexts in comparison to other learning rules (Beauchamp 2000). 

In the linear operator model outdated information is devaluated at a rate depending on the 

memory factor μ (Bernstein et al. 1988): 

γx+1 = μ × gx + (1-μ)γx 

where γ is the expected gain rate, and g is the actual gain rate. The gain is the net energy 

intake, so the gross energy intake minus all energetic costs. The time step x was 1 s. 

The model swans differed in the rules they used to decide to leave or stay in a cell. 

Swans had either a flexible or a fixed PLT at this cell level. A swan with a flexible PLT swam 

to another cell when the gain rate that it expected to obtain in the next foraging bout (of n 

time steps) in the current cell was less than its current expected gain rate for the bed as a 

whole, so when: 

In contrast, a swan with a fixed PLT swam to another cell when the expected gain rate 

in the next foraging bout in the current cell was less than its giving-up gain rate γGU: 

While swimming to another cell, all model swans alternated between extensive, directional 

search and intensive, random search, depending on whether they had decided to leave the 

current cell after one foraging bout or not (Nolet and Mooij 2002). Only one swan per cell 

was allowed, so patches were not shared at the cell level. This introduces some interference 

at the bed level, but this effect was small because only 1 in 100 moves were hampered by 

the presence of other swans in which case another optional cell was chosen. The swans 

entered the pondweed bed with an a priori expectation γprior equal to the gain rate 

achievable on 30 g m-2, and flew away (to an alternative habitat, i.e. a sugar beet field) as 

soon as the expected gain rate for the bed as a whole was less than its γGU: 
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Table 1 Parameter values of the simulation model. 

Parameter Value Unit Refa 

Assimilation of tubers (q)b  0.90 - 3 

Energy density of tubers (e) 16.9  kJ g-1 3 

Handling time (th) 1.82  s g-1 3 

Attack rate (a) 0.00102  m2 s-1 3 

Exponent of depletion (θ) 0.83 - 1 

Duration of trampling phase (τ) 1  s 1 

Duration of recovery phase (s) 2  s 1 

Duration of feeding phase (t) 5-12c s 1 

Duration of swimming phase (-) 2d, 14e  s 2 

Metabolic rate during tramplingf (m1) 50.9  J s-1 3 

Metabolic rate during feedingf (m2) 27.4  J s-1 3 

Metabolic rate during recoveryf (m3) 30.8  J s-1 3 

Metabolic rate during swimmingf (-) 28.2  J s-1 3 

Oxygen storage capacity (K)  180  ml O2 1 

Exponent of oxygen replenishment (α) 0.5 - 1 

Prior expected gain rate (γprior)  243.7  J s-1 4 
aReference: (1) Nolet et al. (2001), (2) Nolet & Mooij (2002), (3) Nolet et al. (2002), (4) This study 

bAs used in referred publication 

cOptimised (see text); din intensive mode; ein extensive mode; fcalculated assuming 20.0 J mlO2
-2 

 

The model was parameterised using field and laboratory data collected in previous years 

(Nolet et al. 2002, Nolet et al. 2001, Nolet and Mooij 2002) (Table 1). The memory factor μ 

and the giving-up gain rate γGU are unknown, but a model swan had a given combination of 

μ (varying between 0.1 and 0.001) and γGU (expressed in tuber biomass densities varying 

between 3 and 11 g m-2). 

During sampling in the field the boundaries of swan pits could not be reliably 

distinguished. As a result, after swan foraging a quadrat in the field may, in contrast to a 

cell in the model, consist of a combination of a grazed and non-grazed part. In order to 

account for this, the boundaries of the model cells were afterwards shifted one half cell 

length to the right and one half cell length downwards (shifting was performed in these 

directions as the boundary cells of the focal part of the grid had neighbouring cells to the 

right and/or below). Summing the biomasses in the four quarter cells that make up the 

shifted cell without accounting for the within-cell variation would lead to a considerable 

reduction in the between-cell variance. Therefore tuber biomass in the shifted cells B'i,j was 

calculated as: 

B'i,j = u1 (0,0.5) Bi,j + u2 (0,0.5) Bi,j+1 + u3 (0,0.5) Bi+1,j + u4 (0,0.5) Bi+1,j+1 
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where u1(0,0.5) ... u4(0,0.5) are numbers drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 

0.5, so that each of the four donating cells contributed on average 25% of the biomass. By 

applying it to the ungrazed situation it was confirmed that this procedure retained between-

cell variance while not affecting the mean. 

For each scenario (i.e., swans having one of the two contrasting PLT tactics and a given 

μ, γGU-combination) the depletion of the model pondweed bed was obtained by simulating 

exploitation of the model pondweed bed by 16 identical swans until all swans had left the 

bed. After applying the shift described above to obtain grazed and ungrazed parts within 

model cells, the degree of agreement between these modelled final tuber biomass densities 

and the observed ones were measured with the log-likelihood ratio test (Sokal and Rohlf 

1995). For this analysis the final tuber biomass densities (g/m2) were again ln-transformed 

and classified in six classes (<1.6, 1.6-2.0, 2.0-2.4, 2.4-2.8, 2.8-3.2, >3.2). Because two 

parameters were used to calibrate the model (μ and γGU), the test had 6 - 2 - 1 = 3 degrees 

of freedom. 

In addition, the performances of swans with different PLT tactics were compared by 

investigating the exploitation with and without exploitative competition. First, one swan at 

the time was introduced in the model grid and gain curves of these solitarily foraging swans 

were obtained for both PLT tactics. Second, a game analogous to an invasibility analysis was 

simulated. One invader with the one PLT tactic was foraging simultaneously on the model 

pondweed bed with 15 residents with the alternative PLT tactic. Swans with a fixed of 

flexible PLT either had the same μ and γGU, or those specific μ, γGU-combinations that yielded 

the maximum likelihoods as described above. 

Figure 1 Observed and predicted pit residence time PRT against total time spent foraging and swimming 

by Bewick’s swans on a pondweed bed. Observed PRTs (from two hides; dots) were intermediate between 

those predicted (mean ± 1 SD) according to the best-fitting scenarios for swans using a flexible or fixed 

patch-leaving threshold, respectively (lines). 
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Results 

Swan exploitation 

Swans were present in the Babbelaar from 18 to 24 October. During this exploitation period 

the swans were recorded in the direct neighbourhood of the field grid by the automatic 

cameras on two days (18 and 19 October 2001), with on average 1.0 ± 0.7 SE (n = 4) 

swans photographed whilst inside the poles (equivalent to 0.007 ± 0.005 swans m-2). On 

four subsequent days swans were visible on the photographs foraging elsewhere on the 

pondweed bed, with high water levels being noted on one of these days. Swans were 

directly observed foraging in front of hide A on 18 to 20 October, and in front of hide B on 

20, 23 and 24 October. On the photographs swans were recorded standing on the shore on 

24 October, suggesting the depletion of the pondweed bed. On the next day the water level 

rose again and the swans disappeared. 

The results from the direct observations of the foraging behaviour of the swans did not 

differ per hide (hide effect on mean pit residence time PRT: t14 = -1.37, p > 0.1; hide effect 

in ANCOVA of PRT with co-variable foraging and swimming time after accounting for one day 

of interruption at hide B due to high water levels: F1,13 = 0.91, p > 0.3). The data of the two 

hides were therefore pooled. The number of bouts per pit was 22 ± 11 (mean ± SD, n = 16 

swans) and the pit residence time PRT was 273 ± 147 s (Fig. 1). PRT did not decrease 

significantly over time (the slope B of the linear regression was not significantly different 

from zero (and positive): 72.7 ± 46.2 s/d (B ± SE), t14 = 1.57, p > 0.1). 

In order to be able to compare the observed PRTs with predicted ones, we determined 

for both swan types the μ,γGU-combination that yielded the best-fitting tuber depletion 

pattern (see Tuber depletion pattern). For these most-likely μ, γGU-combinations, the 

observed PRTs were shorter than those predicted for swans using a fixed PLT, and longer 

than those predicted for swans using a flexible PLT (Fig. 1). Interestingly, the latter did not 

show the expected decrease in PRT in the course of exploitation (as opposed to swans using 

a flexible PLT with the same γGU but smaller μ; not shown) because these model swans had 

left the pondweed bed before a decrease in PRT became apparent (Fig. 1). The observed 

foraging and swimming time on a bed (i.e., clock time multiplied by 0.7 to account for 70% 

of the time spent foraging and swimming; B.A. Nolet and M. Klaassen, submitted) was with 

1.9 to 2.5 days closer to that predicted for swans with a fixed PLT (1.7 days) than for swans 

with a flexible PLT (1.0 days) (Fig. 1).  

 

Tuber depletion pattern 

The spatial pattern in tubers revealed that there was a weak but highly significant positive 

autocorrelation in tuber biomass densities before swan grazing (Fig. 2a; Moran’s I = 0.125, 

p < 0.005). The average ln-transformed tuber biomass density was 3.175 (back-

transformed 23.9 g m-2) and the variance 0.191. After swan grazing the spatial 

autocorrelation had disappeared (Fig. 2b; Moran’s I = -0.035, P > 0.3). The average had 
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been reduced to 2.492 (back-transformed 12.1 g m-2), but the variance had increased to 

0.362. Both the variance within and among quadrats roughly doubled due to the swan 

grazing, a highly significant change (Table 2). 

 

Figure 2 Observed and modelled (ln-transformed) pondweed tuber biomass density in 10×10 m grid (in 

both cases as part of a larger pondweed bed). (a) Observed before grazing by Bewick's swans, corrected 

for extracted tuber biomass during sampling. (b) Observed after swan grazing. (c) Predicted after grazing 

by swans using a flexible patch-leaving threshold (PLT) (according to the best-fitting scenario among those 

for swans with a flexible PLT: with swans with a memory factor μ = 0.01 and giving-up gain rate γGU, 

expressed as tuber biomass density, = 11 g m-2). (d) Predicted after grazing by swans with fixed PLT 

(according to the most likely scenario: with swans with μ = 0.005 and γGU = 5 g m-2).  

 

Table 2 Unbiased estimates of the variance in ln-transformed tuber biomass density among and within 

quadrats (1 m2), both before and after swan grazing, calculated using ANOVA. p1 gives the significance 

level of the test for differences among quadrats, and p2 gives the significance level of the test for 

differences in the variance before and after swan grazing. The results indicate that there is spatial 

heterogeneity in tuber biomass density in the field grid both before and after swan grazing (p1), and that 

the coefficient of variation has significantly increased due to swan grazing (p2). 

 Formula Before After F99,99 p2 

Among Varamong = (MSamong - MSwithin)/n 0.111 0.207 1.871 0.001 

Within Varwithin = MSwithin 0.776 1.809 2.331 0.0002 

 F99,300 1.571 1.458   

 p1 0.002 0.008   
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Figure 3 Predicted final (ln-transformed) pondweed tuber biomass densities for different combinations of 

the swans’ foraging traits. (a) Average and (b) variance for swans with a flexible patch-leaving threshold 

(PLT). (c) Average and (d) variance for swans with a fixed PLT. The darkness of the shading is a 

measure of the fit with the observed giving-up (ln-transformed) tuber biomass density distribution 

(average 2.492, variance 0.362). Note that the shading fades both when the predicted values become 

smaller and when they become larger than the observed ones. For the flexible PLT the variance was 

smaller than observed for all combinations of the memory factor μ and the giving-up gain rate γGU 

tested, whereas for the fixed PLT both the average and variance were about equal to the observed 

ones for μ = 0.005 and γGU (expressed as tuber biomass density) = 5 g m-2. 

 

Model swans were predicted to graze down the pondweed bed to the observed average 

(ln-transformed) tuber biomass densities over a whole range of μ,γGU-combinations, with μ 

and γGU in the right combination being inversely related (Fig. 3a,c). This held for both swans 

with a flexible and a fixed PLT. When swans used a flexible PLT the variance however 

always decreased relative to the initial variance (Fig. 3b), whereas the variance increased 

when swans used a fixed PLT (provided that not all cells were grazed; Fig. 3d). When swans 

used a fixed PLT both the average and variance of the prediction were in accord with the 

observation in a small parameter space, i.e. for swans with μ = 0.005 and γGU = 5 g m-2 (in 

tuber biomass density equivalents). This was also the most likely scenario given the 

observed giving-up biomass densities, i.e. the scenario with the smallest log-likelihood ratio 

G (G = 18.9). The best-fitting scenario among those for swans using a flexible PLT was that 

for swans with μ = 0.01 and γGU = 11 g m-2, but the fit to the observed data (G = 38.8) was 
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significantly less (
2
1χ  = 19.9, p < 0.0001) than that of the most likely scenario (i.e., swans 

using a fixed PLT with μ = 0.005 and γGU = 5 g m-2). 

These best-fitting scenarios among those for swans using a fixed and flexible PLT, 

respectively, still yielded significant differences with the observed giving-up biomass 

densities (
2
3χ  = 18.9, p < 0.001, and 

2
3χ  = 38.8, p < 0.0001, respectively) (Fig. 4). 

Swans with a fixed PLT were predicted to either graze cells down to a low biomass density 

or to leave them untouched, leading to a platykurtic frequency distribution, whereas swans 

with a flexible PLT grazed down many cells to intermediate biomass densities, leading to a 

leptokurtic frequency distribution. The observed frequency distribution was in between 

these extremes (cf. also Fig. 2b with 2c-d). 

 

Swan game 

In order to test whether a flexible PLT was indeed superior to a fixed PLT under exploitative 

competition, the performances of the two foraging tactics were compared. 

First, the swans only differed in their patch-leaving rule, and not in their μ and γGU. While 

foraging alone, swans with a flexible PLT achieved a higher final cumulative gain than swans 

with a fixed PLT (Fig. 5a). This difference was due to the early departure from the 

pondweed  bed by swans with a fixed PLT, which was in turn due to the greater fluctuations 

in their expected gain rate (Fig. 5b). The cumulative gain would have been the same if 

swans with a fixed PLT would have stayed in the pondweed bed as long as the swans with a 

flexible PLT (because swans with a flexible PLT attained a greater rate of gain than swans 

Figure 4 Frequency distribution of final ln-transformed tuber biomass densities per m2, observed in a 10 

× 10 m grid and predicted according to the best-fitting scenarios for swans using a flexible or fixed patch-

leaving threshold, respectively. The distribution is either more leptokurtic (for flexible PLT) or platykurtic 

(for fixed PLT) than observed.  
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with a fixed PLT in the first half of their stay but a lower rate of gain in the second half). As 

a consequence of this asymmetrical gain rate, swans with a flexible PLT also achieved a 

higher gain than swans with a fixed PLT in the game (Fig. 6a,b). Particularly as invaders they 

benefited from the low performance of the residents with a fixed PLT early in the exploitation 

(Fig. 6b). 

 

 

Figure 5 Comparison of the gain of swans using a flexible or fixed patch-leaving threshold (PLT) while 

foraging solitarily on a pondweed bed. (a) Cumulative gain of swans. The slope of the thin solid line is 

equal to the γGU and the dashed line is the extrapolated linear regression through the data for swans with a 

fixed PLT. (b) Expected gain rate. Upper lines are the averages and lower lines the minima (number of 

swans > 7) of 15 simulations. The swans leave the pondweed bed when the expected gain rates fall below 

γGU (the thin solid line). If the bed would be effectively depleted until the tuber biomass at which the gain 

rate is γGU, no difference in cumulative gain would exist between swans with a flexible or fixed PLT, but 

swans with a fixed PLT leave the bed prematurely due to the larger fluctuations in their expected gain 

rate. Memory factor μ = 0.005 and giving-up gain rate γGU (expressed as tuber biomass density) = 5 g 

m-2. 
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Second, the swans were allowed to differ in their μ and γGU (those belonging to the best-

fitting scenarios for swans with a fixed and flexible PLT, respectively; Fig. 6c,d). In that 

case, swans with a flexible PLT still performed better despite their early departure from the 

pondweed bed due to their relatively high γGU; the lead taken at the pondweed bed was 

largely or even fully retained after their switch to the less profitable alternative habitat 

(arable land with harvest remains of sugar beets). 

 

 

Figure 6 Comparison of the gain of swans using a flexible or fixed patch-leaving threshold (PLT) while 

foraging simultaneously on a pondweed bed with one invader among 15 residents. Given are the 

average and SD (error bars) (number of swans > 7) of one simulation with 15 residents, and of 15 

simulations with one invader (marked with asterisk). Swans with a flexible PLT gain more energy than 

swans with a fixed PLT, both (a,b) when they have the same memory factor (μ = 0.005) as well as 

giving-up gain rate (γGU = 5 g m-2), and (c,d) when they have μs and γGUs according to their best-fitting 

scenarios (for flexible PLT μ = 0.01 and γGU = 11 g m-2, and for fixed PLT μ = 0.005 and γGU = 5 g m-2). 

The dashed lines indicate the gain in the alternative habitat (sugar beet fields), where the observed 

gain rate is equivalent to that at a tuber biomass density of 14 g/m2 (see Fig. 5 in Nolet et al. 2002). 
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Discussion  

Our model swans updated their expected gain rate every time step. Because pit residence 

time (PRT) varied with pit quality, this means that not every pit was weighted equally. The 

swans therefore did not build up an expectation of the habitat quality as such, but rather an 

expectation of the gain they could achieve in that habitat (accounting for their strategy to 

stay longer in rich pits than in poor ones). The expected rate of gain at the moment of pit 

initiation was a correct reflection of the past history of the actual gain rates. Because the 

memory factor determined the rate at which the expected gain rate was adjusted after a 

change in actual gain rate, pit residence time was inversely related to the memory factor. 

For swans with a flexible pit leaving threshold (PLT) the expected rate of gain at the 

moment of pit initiation decreased in the course of the habitat exploitation (as did average 

pit quality), whereas for swans with a fixed PLT the expected rate of gain at the moment of 

pit initiation (and therefore PRT) remained fairly constant (as did average non-grazed pit 

quality; grazed pits were left nearly instantaneously).  

The game analysis confirmed that a flexible PLT would perform better than a fixed PLT 

under exploitative competition, also in our specific situation. The swans with a flexible PLT 

were better in exploiting the rich patches in the first half of the exploitation. Swans with a 

fixed PLT could generally not make up for this back-log during the second half of the 

exploitation because the rich patches had been partly depleted then. In addition, swans with 

a fixed PLT had often already left the pondweed bed by then. For a given combination of 

memory factor and giving-up threshold, swans with a fixed PLT tended to stay shorter at 

the model pondweed bed than swans with a flexible PLT because the former were more 

susceptible to a series of bad luck. Swans with a fixed PLT stayed long in cells that they 

accepted and consequently moved little, whereas swans with a flexible PLT tended to stay 

short in a cell and moved a lot between cells. As a result swans with a flexible PLT built up a 

more or less correct estimate of the gain achievable in the habitat, which decreased in time 

due to the depletion. In contrast, the expectation of swans with a fixed PLT fluctuated more 

strongly but did, on average, not change much, apart from the fluctuations increasing with 

time in the habitat. Since the model swans left the habitat as soon as the expected gain 

dropped below a giving-up gain, this happened, after a few runs of bad luck, much sooner 

in swans with a fixed PLT than in swans with a flexible PLT (provided they did not differ in 

memory factor and giving-up gain rate). 

Contrary to our expectation, the observations were not consistent with the use of a 

flexible PLT. Simulations with swans with either a fixed of flexible PLT revealed that use of a 

fixed PLT was more likely given the observed giving-up biomass densities. In fact, use of a 

flexible PLT could be falsified because it predicted a decrease in the coefficient of variation 

in tuber biomass density whereas an increase (i.e., a doubling of the variance on the log-

transformed scale) was observed (Table 2). However, although the data were more in 

accord with the use of a fixed PLT, the most likely scenario still did not explain the data very 
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well. In particular, the fixed PLT tactic predicted a too broad (i.e., platykurtic) frequency 

distribution of giving-up tuber biomass densities (Fig. 4). In fact, the observed frequency 

distribution was in between those predicted by the fixed and flexible PLTs. Similarly, the 

observed PRT was in between those predicted by the two PLTs (Fig. 1).  

The question arises why swans would not use the best tactic, a flexible PLT, under 

exploitative competition. First, however, we have to consider the possibility that the swans 

were using a flexible PLT, but that the model failed to correctly predict their behaviour and 

consequent depletion patterns because of incorrect assumptions or overlooked constraints. 

Competitors were assumed to be equal and behave independently, but this may not be 

the case. Earlier work with swans already revealed that differences in competitive ability 

between adult and subadult birds cause the subadult birds to exploit a poorer patch (Milinski 

et al. 1995). In contrast to such distraction, foragers may aggregate because they benefit 

from being in a group or because they use the presence of conspecifics to assess the quality 

of certain parts of the environment. This aggregation, or conspecific attraction, leads to 

more extreme patterns of prey depletion, similar to what we found (Beauchamp et al. 

1997). It is also conceivable that under certain conditions foragers with different PLT tactics 

might co-exist. Studies on snails have suggested that foragers with different foraging traits 

related to the resource acquisition can co-exist as long as there is a trade-off between the 

ability to utilise the resource and finding the resource (Chase et al. 2001). In our case, it is 

however hard to imagine how such a trade-off could apply. In any case, co-occurrence of 

swans with either PLT tactic would not lead to the observed increase in the coefficient of 

variation, because the depletion pattern would still be heavily affected by swans with a 

flexible PLT (because they tend to stay longer in the habitat than swans with a fixed PLT). 

Alternatively, swans may be constrained in one way or another that prevents them from 

using the flexible PLT. The swans may for instance not be able to take their past foraging 

experience into account during foraging, but instead base all their decisions on current 

intake rates. Although we cannot exclude this possibility, this seems unlikely in the light of 

experimental evidence for memory effects on foraging behaviour in other bird species 

(Plowright and Shettleworth 1991, Cuthill et al. 1994). Or, contrary to what was assumed, 

the instantaneous intake rate may not be a good proxy for the tuber biomass density. Field 

data indicate that tuber biomass density increases with burial depth (Santamaría 2002, 

Santamaría and Rodríguez-Gironés 2002). Tuber biomass density in the 0-15 cm burial 

depth layer is furthermore not correlated with that in the 15-30 cm layer (B.A. Nolet and O. 

Langevoord, unpublished). This means that the swans have to dig a pit to considerable 

depth before they obtain reliable information about the local quality. Thus, the intriguing 

possibility exists that swans superficially behave as foragers with a fixed PLT, although they 

are in fact using a constrained version of a flexible PLT. The third dimension has been taken 

successfully into account to explain intake rates and diet choice of waders Charadriiformes 

feeding on benthic prey. Because prey profitability decreases with burial depth due to an 
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increase in prey handling times, these birds modify probing depth with prey density (Wanink 

and Zwarts 1985, Zwarts et al. 1996). 

In conclusion, although a flexible PLT is predicted to be the best tactic under exploitative 

competition, the observations on patch use and prey depletion were more in accord with a 

model with foragers using a fixed PLT. On the whole, however, the observations were 

somewhere in between the predictions of a model with a fixed PLT and those of a model 

with a flexible PLT. This might point at hithero ignored aspects such as social behaviour and 

the third spatial dimension which may have a large effect on the spatial pattern in prey 

depletion by foraging swans. 
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Swan consumption maintains variance but not pattern  

in the abundance of pondweed tubers 

 

Raymond H.G. Klaassen & Bart A. Nolet 

submitted 

Sampling the 10 x 10 m grid to assess spatial pattern in the distribution 
of pondweed tuber densities was always a social event. 
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Spatial heterogeneity in resource abundance (i.e. patchiness) provides a forager with an 

opportunity to bias foraging effort towards areas that are on average, richer in resources 

(Valone and Brown, 1989). Taking advantage of small-scale patchiness allows a forager that 

strategically regulates time in patches as well as movement between patches to achieve a 

higher energy gain rate (Klaassen et al., in press). Patchiness at the landscape scale allows 

mobile foragers to compensate for local and temporal variability in resource abundance, 

facilitating long-term population persistence (Fryxell et al., 2005). Accordingly, for 

conservation of animal populations it is vital to understand the origin and persistence of 

spatial heterogeneity in their resources, especially where this does not simply reflect 

heterogeneity in habitat characteristics (i.e. a heterogeneous template) (Bascompte & Sole, 

1998). We investigated within-year spatio-temporal patterns in a monoculture of a 

submerged plant experiencing heavy exploitation by migratory swans, with the novelty that 

we distinguished between different forms of heterogeneity: spatial variance i.e. the 

frequency distribution of densities, and spatial pattern, i.e. the spatial distribution of 

densities (Li & Reynolds, 1995; Wiens, 2000). We conclude that variance and pattern each 

have their own temporal dynamics, and are maintained by different biological processes. 

This contrasts to the traditional view that heterogeneity is maintained by a single process 

(Hutchins, 1997). Our results stress the need to distinguish between these different forms of 

heterogeneity when trying to understand the functioning of an ecosystem. 
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Introduction 

Heterogeneity in the abundance of resources (i.e. spatial variance and spatial pattern) is the 

rule rather than the exception in natural ecosystems (Stewart et al., 2000; Wiens, 2000). 

The general notion is that foragers benefit under heterogeneous conditions (Sparrow, 1999; 

Fryxell et al., 2006; Klaassen et al., in press). It is thus important to understand how 

heterogeneity is maintained in the ecosystem, especially since foraging itself can have an 

enormous impact on the degree of heterogeneity (Adler et al., 2001). Variance and pattern 

are linked by the fact that pattern cannot exist without variance, but on the contrary there 

can be variance without pattern (i.e. a random configuration) (Tenhumberg et al., 2001). 

Obviously, variance and pattern can only develop and persist if supporting effects are 

stronger than counteracting effects (Adler et al., 2001; Hutchings, 1997). 

Fennel pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus is a pseudo-annual macrophyte that survives 

the winter via belowground tubers (Santamaría & Rodríguez-Gironés, 2002; Van Wijk, 

1988). In autumn (September) the distribution of tubers is strongly heterogeneous, despite 

the fact that pondweed occurs in a near-monoculture and on a template that is relatively 

homogeneous regarding abiotic conditions (own unpublished data). This marked spatial 

variance and spatial pattern in tuber abundance allows the migratory Bewick’s swan Cygnus 

columbianus bewickii, that feeds on tubers in October, the season covered by our 

observations in the Netherlands, to achieve a higher energy gain rate (Klaassen et al, in 

press), and consequently a higher speed of migration (Hedenström & Alerstam, 1998). 

Potamogeton tubers are exploited by swans in other areas during spring migration (Nolet & 

Drent, 1998) and both systems are characterized by repeatability: the swans return to the 

same tuber beds every year. 

 

 

March

SeptemberNovember

1

3

2
 

Figure 1 Scheme of the life cycle of Fennel Pondweed, emphasizing processes that affect spatial 

heterogeneity in the distribution of pondweed tubers. 1. Plant growth (April-August), 2. Swan grazing 

(October), 3. Winter mortality (December-February). 
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Here we are interested in how variance and pattern in the abundance of tubers develop 

throughout the year, and whether three important biological processes in the pondweed’s 

life cycle act in the same direction on variance as on pattern. These processes are (i) “plant 

growth”: the production of tubers in summer, (ii) “swan foraging”: the feeding on tubers by 

swans in autumn, and (iii) “winter loss”: the decomposition and displacement of tubers in 

winter (Fig. 1) (Jonzén et al., 2002; Nolet, 2004). 

 

Methods 

Study site Data were collected in the Lauwersmeer, The Netherlands (53°22’N, 06°13’E), a 

shallow freshwater lake. In parts less than 0.7 m deep (750 ha) Fennel Pondweed grows 

from April to August. Tubers are mainly formed in August (Santamaría & Rodríguez-Gironés, 

2002). In October the lake is visited by 500-6500 Bewick's swans (Beekman et al., 1991; 

Nolet et al., 2002). 

 

Sampling Tubers were sampled by taking 40-cm deep cores (diameter 10 cm) and sieving 

the sediment through a 3-mm sieve. Tubers were dried at 70 °C for 72 h and weighed 

individually to the nearest 0.001 g. Biomass densities are given in dry weight (g·m-2). 

 

Small-scale spatial variance Tubers were sampled in 33 squares (1x1 m, 12 cores·m-2), 

arranged in a regular 3 x 11 array (20 m between squares) in September (2001-2004), 

November (2001, 2003-2004) and March (2002-2004). 20 m between squares ensures that 

tuber biomass densities are independent (Nolet & Mooij 2002). Data were ln-transformed to 

normalize frequency distributions. For every period we calculated the average and the 

coefficient of variation (CV) of tuber biomass density. 

 
Small-scale spatial pattern We sampled biomass densities per 1x1 m squares (12 cores·m-2) 

within a 10 x 10 m plot in September (2001, 2003), November (2001, 2003) and March 

(2002, 2004). Spatial relationships between tuber densities were investigated for different 

periods by calculating omni-directional standardized variograms (see Appendix A) (Rossi et 

al., 1992). The sum of the absolute Moran’s I index (Moran, 1950) for lag distances 1-6 m 

was used to describe the degree of local spatial autocorrelation, i.e. the strength of spatial 

relationships. 

 

Large-scale spatial variance We enhanced large-scale variation in tuber biomass density by 

removing all aboveground biomass at different moments during the growing season (June, 

July and August 2003) in 24 plots (10 x 10 m). These plots were intermingled with 8 control 

plots according to a random-block design spread over 40 x 80 m. We measured the average 

tuber density by taking 24 cores·plot-1 in September (2003, 2004), November (2003) and 

March (2004). 
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Figure 2 The effects of plant growth (P), swan grazing (S) and winter mortality (W) on the relative 

changes between seasonal sampling occasions in A. the average tuber biomass density, B. the 

coefficient of variation in tuber biomass density and C. the degree of spatial pattern in the distribution 

of tuber biomass densities. Error bars denote ranges. 

 

Results and discussion 

Plant growth increases whereas winter loss and particularly swan foraging decreases tuber 

biomass densities (Fig. 2a). Tuber biomass production is constant for different initial (March) 

densities, indicating that growth rate is depressed at higher densities (Fig. 3a). In contrast, 

swan exploitation rate is a function of density (Fig. 3b). From the exploitation pattern we 

can infer that swans exploit patches to a threshold density of 8.5-13.0 g/m2 (regression 

intercept) and that 88-96% (regression slope) of tuber biomass is available to the swans 

(Nolet et al., 2006a). Winter losses (Fig. 3c) are similarly a function of density in which a 

higher proportion is lost of an initial high biomass than of an initial low biomass. 

Within-year temporal fluctuations in variance and pattern were studied at two spatial 

scales because effects of processes might be scale dependent (Levin, 1992; Wiens, 1989). 

At a small spatial scale, equal to the foraging scale or grain (Wiens, 1989) of swans, we 

monitored the natural development of variance and pattern (sub-plots measured 1 m2, Fig. 

2). Plant growth decreased the degree of variance, whereas it increased the degree of 

pattern. In contrast, swan foraging increased the degree of spatial variance, whereas it 

decreased the degree of spatial pattern. Winter mortality enhanced both variance and 

pattern, which demonstrates that effects on variance and pattern are not always inversely 

related. Variance is maintained in the ecosystem by swan foraging, whereas pattern is 

maintained by winter mortality. 

At a large spatial scale, equal to the natural size of a pondweed clump (10 m in 

diameter, see Nolet & Mooij, 2002), we monitored how natural variance developed over 

time (sub-plots measured 100 m2, Fig. 4). A lower degree of spatial variance was observed 

at this larger scale (variance in September is 0.13 and 0.06 for small and large plots, 

respectively),   corroborating   a  negative   scaling   relationship   between   the   scale   of  
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Figure 3 Changes in the amount of tuber biomass for different processes in the life cycle of Fennel 

Pondweed as a function of initial tuber biomass density. A. biomass produced in summer (biomass in 

September – biomass in March). B. biomass removed by swans in autumn (biomass October – biomass 

November). C. biomass died off in winter (biomass November – biomass March). Lines represent linear 

regressions. Slopes (a), intercepts (b), and r2-values are presented. In these graphs x- and y-axis are 

not independent. Tuber biomass densities are measured with an error of 20% (as determined in the 

field)(Nolet & Mooij, 2002), causing spurious correlations. For swan grazing and winter mortality, but 

not for plant growth, this is smaller than the 95% confidence interval for the observed slope (see 

Appendix B). At right a seasonal clock (1=January, 6=June, 12=December) clarifies the intervals 

concerned between successive sampling moments. 
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Figure 4 Spatial variance in tuber biomass density (coefficient of variation) in large-scale plots during 

different periods in the life cycle of Fennel Pondweed, for un-manipulated control (filled dots, n=8) and 

manipulated (open dots, n=24) plots. 

 

measurement and the observed level of spatial variance (Levin, 1992; Wiens, 1989). In 

accordance with our observations at a smaller spatial scale, plant growth increased and 

swan foraging decreased the degree of variance. Interestingly, winter mortality reduced the 

degree of variance, which is opposed to the effect observed at a smaller spatial scale (Fig. 

4). Apparently, the direction of an effect can be scale dependent. At this large spatial scale 

we also experimentally increased the degree of large-scale spatial variance in September by 

removing aboveground biomass in subplots at different times in summer. Within one year 

experimentally enhanced variance had returned to the natural level of variance, which 

indicates that equilibrium levels of variance might be rather stable. 

The direction of an effect of a biological process on the degree of variance and pattern is 

not straightforward but depends on specific circumstances. We might for example expect 

that small-scale variance decreases if a forager depletes patches down to a fixed threshold 

level (as swans apparently do)(Nolet et al., 2006a; Klaassen et al., in press). In contrast, we 

observed that swan foraging strongly increased the level of variance, which is explained by 

the swans giving-up foraging (and leaving the pondweed bed) before all patches are 

exploited, as demonstrated by Nolet et al. (2006b). A general rule for the effects of a 

process on variance and pattern remains to be established (Adler et al., 2001). 

Spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of food not only affects the behaviour and 

survival of foragers (Valone & Brown, 1989; Fryxell et al., 2005; Klaassen et al., in press), 

but also is key to understanding interactions between species and the coexistence of species 

(Maron & Harrison, 1997; Stoll & Prati, 2001; Tilman, 1994). In this study we showed that 

spatial variance and spatial pattern are different and independent aspects of a 

heterogeneous environment that have their own temporal dynamics. We advocate that it is 

in any case important to make a distinction between variance and pattern to be able to 

ultimately understand biodiversity and the functioning of ecosystems (Levin, 1992; Sparrow, 
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1999; Stewart et al., 2000). For our study system, the most urgent question is to investigate 

the long-term interaction between swan exploitation and the renewal of the pondweed 

resource at the same site year after year. The integrity of the long-distance migratory 

system of the swans depends on site-specific and reliable tuber stocks at critical fuelling 

episodes during spring as well as autumn. 
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Appendix A. Small-scale spatial pattern in the abundance of pondweed tuber densities. 
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Figure A1 Spatial pattern in the distribution of tuber biomass densities, as depicted in omni-directional 

variograms, for different moments during the life cycle of Fennel Pondweed: A. March, B. September, 

and C. November. γ(h)/s2 is the relative variation in food abundance between pairs of points, as a 

function of the separation distance h of these points (after Rossi et al., 1992). A relative variance of 1 

(horizontal grey line) equals the degree of variation in tuber biomass independent of separation 

distance. 
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Appendix B. Estimating the slope for spurious correlations between biomass changes and 

initial biomass density 

 

In Fig. 3 we depict changes in tuber biomass density for different processes in the Fennel 

pondweed’s life cycle as a function of initial tuber biomass density. In these graphs x- and 

y-axis are not independent because the change in biomass on the y-axis was calculated 

from the initial biomass on the x-axis. For example, the amount of biomass consumed by 

swans (Fig. 3b) was calculated by subtracting the density in November from the density in 

September. When biomasses are measured with an error, this could result in spurious 

correlations. We estimated the slope for these spurious correlations as a function of the 

degree of sampling error by simulation. 

One thousand patches were considered in these simulations. For each patch we drew an 

initial density Di from the observed normal distribution of initial densities, a final density Df 

from the observed normal distribution of final densities, and a density change δD from the 

observed normal distribution of density changes. The linear regression between Di and δD 

has a slope of 0 since Di and δD are not related. Subsequently we simulated that densities 

were measured with a relative error e. For every patch we generated a random sampling 

error (E) for Di and Df . The frequency distribution of all relative errors equals a normal 

distribution with an average of 0 and a standard deviation of e. The adjusted initial density 

Di’ is calculated by adding the sampling error 
iDE  to the initial density Di. The adjusted 

density change δD’ is calculated by adding the sampling errors 
iDE  and 

fDE  to the 

density change δD. For e>0, spurious correlations between Di’ and δD’ exist (see Fig. B1b-

d). 

The slope of this spurious correlation is a function of the sampling error e (see Fig. B1a). 

Tuber biomass densities are measured with an error of 20% (as determined in the field, see 

Nolet & Mooij, 2002). This corresponds to spurious correlations between initial densities and 

biomass changes with slopes of -0.20, 0.19 (see Fig. B1c), and 0.17 for plant growth, swan 

grazing, and winter mortality, respectively. The observed correlation between initial 

densities and biomass changes is significantly different from the spurious correlation 

resulting from a 20% sample error, when the slope of the spurious correlation falls outside 

the 95% confidence interval for the slope of the observed correlation. For swan grazing (see 

Fig. B1a) and winter loss, but not for plant growth the slope of the spurious correlation is 

smaller than the 95% confidence interval for the observed slope. In other words, the 

change in biomass is a function of initial density for both swan grazing and winter loss, but 

for plant growth there is no statistical evidence for an effect of density. 
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Figure B1 Here we consider the example of the correlation between the tuber biomass in September 

and the amount of biomass subsequently consumed by swans (see Fig. 3b). (a)  Slope of the spurious 

correlation between initial densities and biomass changes as a function of sampling error e (black dots). 

The grey bar depicts the 95% confidence interval for the slope of the observed correlation (see Fig. 

3b). The slope of the spurious correlation is much smaller than this interval for an error of 20%, 

indicating that the observed relationship between biomass change and initial biomass is significant. 

Panels b-d provide the relationship between simulated initial densities (Di’) and biomass changes (δD’) 

for sampling errors e of 0% (panel b), 20% (panel c), and 40% (panel d). 
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Chapter 7 

 

 

Intake rate at differently scaled heterogeneous food 

distributions explained by the ability of tactile-foraging 

Mallard to concentrate foraging effort within profitable areas 

 

Raymond H.G. Klaassen, Bart A. Nolet & Jim de Fouw 

Oikos 112: 322-331 (2006) 

Jim de Fouw counting millet seeds. On the right two food distributions used in the 
experiment, just before the final layer of sediment was applied. 
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Abstract 

The ability to respond to spatial heterogeneity in food abundance depends on the scale of 

the food distribution and the foraging scale of the forager. The aim of this study is to 

illustrate that a foraging scale exists, and that at larger scaled food distributions foragers 

benefit from the ability to subdivide a continuous (non-discrete) heterogeneous environment 

into profitable and non-profitable areas. We recorded search patterns of mallards Anas 

plathyrhynchos foraging in shallow water on cryptic prey items (millet seeds), distributed at 

different scales. A small magnet attached to the lower mandible allowed us to record in 

great detail the position and movements of the bill tip within a feeding tray underlain by 

magnet sensors. Instantaneous intake rate was determined in a subsequent experiment. We 

successfully determined the foraging scale (about 2 x 2 cm), defined as the scale above 

which foragers do respond (coarse scaled distribution) and below which foragers do not 

respond (fine scaled distribution) to spatial heterogeneity, by concentrating foraging effort 

within areas of high food density. A response resulted in a significantly higher intake rate, 

compared to a homogeneous distribution with an equal overall density. Unlike systematic 

search cell revisitation was common in trials, and at coarse scaled food distributions even 

slightly (but significantly) more frequently observed than predicted for random search. 

Mallards respond to food capture by restricting displacement (area restricted search) at food 

distributions that are considered to be clumped for the forager (large scaled coarse 

distributions). We argue that partitioning the environment at the foraging scale in itself 

could be a mechanism to concentrate foraging efforts within profitable areas, because 

mallard were able to respond to heterogeneity at coarse scaled food distributions even 

when non-clumped (i.e. without conducting area restricted search). 
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Introduction 

The abundance of food items is heterogeneous in space and time (Wiens 2000). The current 

view is that most foraging organisms benefit from this heterogeneity (Sparrow 1999). 

However, spatial heterogeneity can only be profitable to a forager in case it can concentrate 

foraging efforts within areas of high resource density (Schmidt and Brown 1996, Valone and 

Brown 1989) and in case benefits are not outweighed by costs to find or assess high 

resource density spots. Only when foragers are able to recognize spatial heterogeneity may 

they be able to profit from it. 

Many studies show that animals indeed react to spatial heterogeneity in food 

abundance. Granivorous rodent species for example are able to respond to small scale 

heterogeneity even within discrete spatial units (patches). Fierer and Kotler (2000) and 

Schmidt and Brown (1996) show that animals do not need physical barriers to respond to 

differences in food density, but are able to place boundaries based on the food distribution 

itself.  

Kawata and Agawa (1999) however show that foragers do not always react to existing 

spatial heterogeneity, depending on the spatial scale of heterogeneity and the perceptual 

abilities of the forager. Animals exploit the environment at a certain scale and geometry, to 

which we refer as the foraging scale. Animals only react to existing heterogeneity in coarse 

grained environments, where the scale of food distribution is larger than the foraging scale 

and not in a fine grained environment, where the scale of food distribution is smaller than 

the foraging scale. In fact, animals respond to a fine grained environment as if it is 

homogeneous (Kotliar and Wiens 1990).  

Moreover, the foraging scale not only determines whether animals respond to existing 

heterogeneity, but also determines the range of food densities a forager perceives, and 

consequently food intake. This can be shown in a simple exercise. Imagine a one-

dimensional environment consisting of a large number of small spatial units (cells). Every 

cell has an equal probability of containing one food item or being empty. We assume that a 

forager perceives food densities at the foraging scale. If we compare the perceived food 

densities of foragers differing in their foraging scale (number of cells sampled) there is no 

difference in the average food density, but the range of the detected densities differs 

dramatically (Fig. 1a). A forager with a small foraging scale (for example 10 cells) regularly 

perceives food densities larger than 0.6 items/cell whereas a forager with larger foraging 

scales (100 or 1000 cells) rarely perceives such densities. A forager with a small foraging 

scale can potentially profit from the strong heterogeneity it perceives, whereas the situation 

for a forager with a large foraging scale does not differ much from a homogeneous 

environment (Haskell et al. 2002, Ritchie 1998). If for example foragers deplete all foraging 

spots (with a size equal to the foraging scale) to an average of 0.5 food items/cell, the 

relative cumulative  intake of the  forager with the small foraging scale would be three times  
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Figure 1 A. Relative frequency distributions of food densities that foragers encounter and also perceive 

at different foraging scales (10 cells, 100 cells and 1000 cells) in a random environment (cells have an 

equal probability to contain one food item or no food item). B. Density-specific relative expected intake 

for foragers with a different foraging scale (10 cells, 100 cells and 1000 cells), if the food density within 

a foraging spot (size equal to foraging scale) is depleted to a threshold density DT of 0.5 items/cell. 

Relative expected intake for a certain food density DC  is calculated by: 
CDTC fDD *)( − , in which 

CDf  is the frequency in which a patch of quality DC is encountered. The surface below the curve 

equals the relative cumulative intake and is 0.627, 0.199 and 0.062 for foragers with a foraging scale of 

10, 100 and 1000 cells respectively. If these foragers would deplete an environment consisting of 

10.000 cells to an average of 0.5 prey/cells, the total number of prey they would eat are on average 

627, 199 and 62 respectively. 

 

as high as the intake of the forager with the intermediate foraging scale, and even ten times 

as high as the intake of the forager with the large foraging scale (Fig. 1b).  

The ability to subdivide patches into smaller units is called micropatch partitioning and is 

limited by the foraging scale (Brown and Mitchell 1989, Fierer and Kotler 2000). Partitioning 

the environment at the foraging scale and subsequently depleting food density to a certain 

threshold level (Arditi and Dacorogna 1988, Fierer and Kotler 2000, Schmidt and Brown 

1996) would result in an exploitation pattern in which foraging effort is effectively 

concentrated within areas of high food density. It is assumed that food density is assessed 
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at every spot during foraging, for example via instantaneous intake rate. An alternative way 

to concentrate foraging effort within areas of high food density is to respond to a foraging 

reward (food capture) by an area restricted search. Smith (1974) for example showed that 

in an environment with a clumped prey distribution Thrushes (Turdus sp.) respond to prey 

captures by displacing themselves less than was expected from the search pattern before a 

prey capture. This kind of area restricted search could be a mechanism involved in 

subdividing an environment into favourable and unfavourable areas, if the food distribution 

is clumped (Benhamou 1992). It can even work both ways if foraging in areas of low 

densities is avoided either by not changing the search path or even enlarging displacement 

after a non-rewarding foraging experience (no food capture).  

Many waterfowl species including mallard Anas platyrhynchos are confronted with 

substantial differences in food abundance in the field and react to this (for example Nolet et 

al. (2001), Van Eerden (1990)). Mallards are familiar with foraging on cryptic prey (seeds) in 

a non-discrete heterogeneous environment (Cramp and Simmons 1977, Nummi 1993), 

which makes them a suitable species to study the ability to concentrate foraging effort 

within profitable areas. 

In this study we demonstrate that mallards have a foraging scale. We explore whether 

mallard concentrate their search in profitable areas when confronted with different scaled 

food distributions. Our observatory technique relies on recording search paths in great detail 

(tracking the bill tip at a fine scale). In a subsequent experiment we measure the 

instantaneous intake rates at fine and coarse scaled food distributions to test the hypothesis 

that mallards achieve a higher intake rate at scales of food distributions at which they are 

able to concentrate foraging efforts within areas of high resource density.  

 

Methods 

Experiments were conducted from November 2002 to February 2003. Between trials 

mallards were kept in outdoor aviaries where food (mixture of grains and pellets) was 

provided after experimental trials for a period of 1-3 hours.  

 

Study species 

The six mallards (two males and four females) used in the experiments originated from a 

waterfowl breeder and were 3 ½ years of age. Maximum bill length and bill width (upper 

and lower mandible) of these ducks measured 51.9 (range 50.0 – 54.5), 23.5 (22.1 – 24.9) 

and 15.4 mm (15.1 – 15.9) respectively. Birds weighted on average 1024 g (range 908 – 

1341).  

 

Experiment A: Foraging scale 

To assess the foraging scale we determined if mallards responded to existing heterogeneity 

on food distributions differing in the scale of heterogeneity (general idea similar to Kawata 
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and Agawa (1999)). If mallards respond to existing heterogeneity we conclude that the 

foraging scale is smaller than the offered scale of heterogeneity. When mallards do not 

respond to existing heterogeneity we conclude that the foraging scale is larger than the 

offered scale of heterogeneity (Kotliar and Wiens 1990). A crucial assumption to this method 

is that it is possible to record a potential response to heterogeneity at fine scaled food 

distributions. Otherwise we are unsure whether the forager does not respond to 

heterogeneity or that we are unable to record a response. In this experiment we are able to 

measure a response to small scale heterogeneity, down to the size of a food item. 

 

 

Figure 2 A. Upper view of the feeding tray. The position of the magnetic sensors is indicated by small 

circles. Distance between two sensors measures 1.0 cm. One example of a heterogeneous food 

distribution is presented (cell-width 3.0 cm). Food was only distributed in the grey shaded cells. For the 

analysis the sensors at the borders of these cells (grey) were excluded from the analysis for this specific 

food distribution. B. Head of a mallard with a small magnet mounted to the lower mandible of the bill 

(left) and view from below of mandible with mounted magnet to indicate position of the magnet. C. 

Side view of the feeding tray. Indicated are the magnetic sensors mounted in the bottom (grey shaded 

sensors were excluded from the analyses for this specific food distribution), two layers of sediment with 

a layer of food items in between (small circles) and a layer of water. 
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A heterogeneous food distribution was created by distributing commercial husked millet 

seeds on a 1 cm thick layer of sediment (mixture of aquarium sand, commercial potting clay 

and water; weight-ratio 4:2:1) in a Perspex feeding tray (13 x 13 x 4 cm). Mallards are able 

to forage extremely efficiently on millet seeds (94-98% of food is retained during filtering) 

and high intake rates can be achieved (average 55 seeds/s, SD 14.2) (Kooloos et al. 1989), 

which makes it a favoured prey type. The functional response of Mallards feeding on seeds 

is a non-linear type II curve (Fritz et al. 2001). Heterogeneity of the food distribution was 

generated by subdividing the tray in imaginary cells, which were filled with seeds (8.8 

seeds/cm2) or left empty (0 seeds/cm2) in a chessboard pattern (Fig. 2a). Cell-size was 

varied between distributions to create different scales of heterogeneity. In this experiment 

distributions were used with cell-widths of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 6.5 cm. To ensure seeds were 

cryptic to the mallards, the layer of food items was covered with another 0.5 cm thick layer 

of sediment. The tray was topped off with water.  

To determine whether mallards respond to heterogeneity we measured the time devoted 

to filled and empty cells, unlike Kawata and Agawa (1999) who measured the speed at 

which animals were moving in filled and empty cells, which is a less direct trait. Because we 

could not see the (tip of) the bill as soon as the bill was inserted into the sediment we 

developed a system that automatically registered the position of the tip of the bill.  

The system consisted of 121 magnet sensors, mounted in the bottom of the feeding tray 

in a regular array (11 x 11), with a distance between two sensors measuring 1.0 cm (Fig. 

2a,c). The presence or absence of a magnet to all sensors was continuously monitored at a 

frequency of 10 s-1. Below the tip of the lower jaw of the bill we mounted a small magnet 

disc (Neodinium; diameter 9.0 mm, thickness 2.0 mm, mass 1.3 g; Northwest Magnet Inc. 

Oregon, USA) using pieces of waterproof adhesive tape (Leukoplast; Beiersdorf AG, 

Hamburg, Germany) (Fig. 2b). To ensure a firm attachment the tape was shortly moistened 

with di-ethyl-ether. After a trial the magnet and tape were removed with Aceton. The size of 

the magnet determined the maximum distance at which a sensor was activated. We used a 

magnet with a specific size, for which a sensor was activated as soon as the tip of the bill 

was in the sediment and not when the bill was outside the sediment. Occasionally two 

sensors were activated, presumably when the bill was inserted deeply into the sediment and 

the magnet was close to the bottom of the feeding tray. 

Mallards were fasted for 12 h before each experimental trial. Just before a trial started a 

magnet was attached. Subsequently, the duck was placed in an experimental unit (cage of 1 

x 1 x 1 m with layer of sand on the ground) where it was allowed to feed from the tray. One 

food distribution was offered to one individual duck per trail. We conducted one to four 

replicates per food distribution per individual duck. The order in which different food 

distributions were offered to the ducks was randomized per individual duck, to avoid that a 

duck would get habituated to a certain distribution. In total 14, 17, 18 and 15 successful 
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trials were collected for food distributions with a cell width of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 6.5 cm 

respectively. 

 

Experiment B: Instantaneous intake rate  

For the same six individual mallards we determined the instantaneous intake rate on four 

differently scaled heterogeneous food distributions. In this experiment heterogeneous food 

distributions with a cell-width of 1.5, 2.1, 3.0 and 7.5 cm were used. The Perspex feeding 

tray used in this experiment measured 15 x 15 x 4 cm.  

In theory the intake rate at a fine scaled heterogeneous food distribution equals the 

intake rate at a homogeneous distribution with an equal overall food density (i.e. in our case 

half of the food density of filled cells; 0.5 x 8.8 = 4.4 seeds/cm2), because the forager 

reacts to a fine scaled heterogeneous distribution as if it is homogeneous, i.e. fully mixed 

(Kotliar and Wiens 1990). The predicted intake rate at a coarse scaled food distribution 

equals the intake rate at a homogeneous distribution with a food density equal to the 

density within a filled cell of the coarse scaled distribution (in our case 8.8 seeds/cm2), if all 

foraging effort can be allocated to the filled cells. To investigate these predictions the 

instantaneous intake rate was also determined at two homogeneous food distributions with 

low (4.4 seeds/cm2) or high (8.8 seeds/cm2) food densities. 

In order to avoid effects of food depletion, the feeding tray was removed after the 

mallard had fed approximately 30 s. Feeding trials were video-taped and analyzed using The 

Observer Video-Pro software (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, the 

Netherlands). We defined feeding time as the total time that the tip of the bill was below 

the water surface. After the trial remaining millet seeds were collected by pouring the 

sediment over a 1-mm sieve and weighted after drying for 12 hrs in a stove (80 °C). The 

number of remaining seeds was determined by dividing the weight by seed weight 

(determined by weighing 100 seeds). Instantaneous intake rate was calculated by dividing 

the total number of seeds eaten by the feeding time. Per trial one food distribution was 

offered to one individual duck. One to four replicates were conducted per food distribution 

per duck. The order in which different food distributions were offered to the ducks was 

randomized per individual duck, to avoid that a duck would get habituated to a certain 

distribution. In total 21, 23, 23 and 31 trials were successful for food distributions with a cell 

width of 1.5, 2.1, 3.0 and 7.5 cm respectively. 20 and 21 successful trials were collected for 

homogeneous food distributions with a low and high food density.  

 

Data analysis 

Experiment A: Foraging scale 

From a complete registration only the first 150 recordings (equivalent to 15 s of foraging) 

were used in the analysis to avoid effects of foraging itself on the distribution of the food 

items, and hence on the reaction to the distribution. In the analyses we only used 
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information from sensors below a filled or an empty cell and not from sensors below cell 

borders (Fig. 2a,c).  

If mallards do not respond to existing heterogeneity, the probability that a filled or an 

empty cell is visited is equal. The number of visits to filled cells can be described by a 

binomial distribution (p (and q) = 0.5), given the total number of magnet registrations. A 

minor correction was used for p and q when the total number of cells was uneven. For 

every trial we calculated the probability of the observed number of visits to filled cells based 

on the total number of visits (one tailed test using the probability density distribution of the 

corresponding binomial distribution). When P < 0.05 we concluded that mallards did react 

to the offered heterogeneity because significantly more time was spent in filled than in 

empty cells.  

 

To get a general impression of the exploitation patterns we explored whether mallards 

searched systematically or randomly within a tray by calculating the rate at which the tray 

was exploited for the whole registration. The tray was divided into 121 cells (or sectors 

conform Price and Correll 2001), corresponding to the position of the magnet sensors (every 

sensor is placed in the middle of a 1x1 cm cell). The presence in a cell and movements 

between cells were recorded by the magnet sensors. The tip of the bill had moved to the 

next cell at the moment that the sensor related to the current cell was not activated 

anymore, and therefore the time of one move is variable. We described exploitation patterns 

by relating the cumulative number of cells entered at least once to the number of between-

cell moves. Predictions of exploitation patterns for random and systematic search were 

calculated according to Price and Correll (2001). Because occasionally two cells were visited 

at the same time we included the average number of cells visited per move (A) in the 

calculations. For random search the expected number of cells E(X) that was visited at least 

ones after N moves was calculated by:  

 

For perfect systematic search E(X) was calculated by: 

 

To investigate if a foraging reward results in an area restricted search we calculated the 

displacement for five successive steps for search paths starting in a an empty or full cell 

(tray divided in 121 cells; every cell measures 1x1 cm and is situated above a magnet 

sensor).  We assumed that mallards received a positive foraging reward if they were visiting  
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Figure 3 A. Cumulative time (s) allocated to the positions in a feeding tray as recorded by magnetic 

sensors during the first 15 s of sample trials on four food distributions differing in the scale of 

heterogeneity (from left to right cell-width of food distribution is 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 6.5 cm). B. Search 

patterns as recorded by magnet sensors of the same trials. C. Positions of filled and empty cells 

classified for the same trials for the different food distributions. Black: cell is filled with 8.8 seeds/cm2, 

white: cell is empty. 

 

 

Figure 4 Proportion of time allocated to filled (black) and empty (open) cells for all experimental trials 

for four food distributions, differing in the scale of heterogeneity (from left to right cell-width of 

distribution: 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 6.5 cm). Trials in which significantly more time was devoted to filled cells 

are indicated by an asterisk. Individual ducks (A-F) are indicated below bars (at each cell dimension at 

sequence of trails). 
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a full cell. The position of the bill tip was recorded by the magnet sensors and a step was 

defined as a change in the recorded position. Displacement was calculated as the beeline 

distance from the initial magnet sensor (Smith 1974). If mallards conduct an area restricted 

search we expect a smaller displacement when the initial cell of the search path was filled, 

and a larger displacement when the initial cell was empty. The effect of initial cell content, 

step number and individual on beeline distance was analysed by general linear modelling 

(General Liner Models module of STATISTICA software package version 5.5 (Statsoft 

1999)), with initial cell content and individual as categorical factors (fixed and random 

respectively) and step number as a continuous factor. Log transformed beeline distances 

were used to meet model assumptions.  

 

Experiment B: Instantaneous intake rate  

Trials in which birds foraged less than 25 s or more than 35 s were excluded from the 

analysis to avoid an effect of total feeding time. The effect of food distribution and individual 

on instantaneous intake rate was analysed in a two-way ANOVA with individual as a random 

factor. A Tukey post hoc test (for unequal sample sizes) was used to identify the effect of 

food distribution on intake rate. Analyses were conducted using the STATISTICA software 

package version 5.5 (Statsoft 1999). 

 

Results 

Experiment A: Foraging scale 

The foraging pattern of mallards matched the distribution of food items at food distributions 

with a cell-width of 3.0 and 6.5 cm (Fig. 3a). At these food distributions mallards spent 

significantly more time in filled than in empty cells (Fig. 4). Mallards clearly responded to 

heterogeneity and were able to concentrate foraging effort in profitable areas. At a food 

distribution with a cell-width of 2.0 cm it is difficult to conclude if the foraging pattern 

matched the distribution of food items (Fig. 3a). However in 7 out of 17 trials significant 

more time was spent in full than in empty cells (Fig. 4). At least in these trials mallards 

responded to heterogeneity and allocated foraging effort successfully to cells containing 

food items. The foraging pattern of mallards did not match the distribution of food items at 

the food distribution with a cell-width of 1.0 cm (Fig. 3a). Also the time devoted to filled and 

empty cells did not differ significantly (Fig. 4). At this scale mallards did not respond to 

heterogeneity and failed to concentrate foraging effort in profitable areas. We conclude that 

the foraging scale of mallard is in between a cell-width of 1.0 and 2.0 cm. We reason that 

the foraging scale is very close to a cell-width of 2.0 cm because at a food distribution with 

a cell-width of 2.0 cm mallards responded to heterogeneity in only 7 out of 17 trials.  

Mallards revisited cells frequently during foraging at all food distributions (Fig. 3b). 

Observed exploitation patterns were below the pattern predicted for systematic search and 

matched the pattern predicted for random search (Fig. 5). We tested if observed exploration 
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patterns deviated from the pattern predicted for random search by comparing the amount 

of observations above and below the predicted number of cells visited at least once after 

100 steps, in a one tailed test using the probability density distribution of a binomial 

distribution (p=q=0.5). At the fine scaled food distribution (cell-width 1.0 cm) previously 

searched cells were revisited at a frequency as predicted for random search (Fig. 5) 

(p=0.16). For the coarse scaled food distributions (cell-widths of 2.0, 3.0 and 6.5 cm) 

mallards made more revisits than predicted for random search, resulting in significantly 

lower values of the number of cells visited at least once at 100 steps (p<0.001 for all 

distributions).  

The number of revisits increased with scale for the coarse scaled food distributions. After 

100 steps fewer cells were visited with increasing scale of food distribution (Jonckheere-

Terpstra test, J=414, p<0.001).  

 

 

 

Figure 5 Exploitation patterns of a feeding tray for four food distributions, differing in the scale of 

heterogeneity (cell-width of different distributions: A. 1.0 cm, B. 2.0 cm, C. 3.0 cm, D. 6.5 cm) for all 

experimental trials. Tray was divided in 121 cells (of 1 x 1 cm each). Movement between cells and 

present position was recorded by magnet sensors. Exploitation patterns predicted by systematic and 

random search are indicated by a thick dashed line and a thick curved and continuous line respectively.
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Table 1 Results (F-values and significance levels: * P < 0.05, *** P < 0.001, NS: not significant) of 

General Linear Modelling, analysing the influence of individual, initial cell content and step number on 

beeline distance with initial cell content and individual as categorical factors (fixed and random 

respectively) and step number as a continuous factor, for food distributions with different cell-widths. 

Beeline distances were log-transformed to meet model assumptions. 

 Individual Initial cell content Step number df error 

df (effect) 5 1 1  

Food distribution     

1.0 22.61*** 4.77* 403.06*** 745 

2.0 4.65*** 0.80NS 378.00*** 744 

3.0 44.36*** 39.45*** 388.22*** 980 

6.5 6.12*** 26.72*** 232.56*** 494 

 

 

 

Table 2 Results of a two-way ANOVA testing the influence of food distribution and individual on the 

instantaneous intake rate, with food distribution as a fixed and individual as a random factor. 

Source of variation df MS F p 

Intercept 1 71463.85 239.3480 0.000020 

Individual 5 310.15 20.2056 0.000000 

Food distribution 5 242.90 15.8242 0.000000 

Residual 138 15.35   

 

 

 

Table 3 Results (P-values) of Tukey post hoc test to identify the effect of food distribution on intake 

rate, as analysed in a two-way ANOVA with food distribution as a fixed and individual duck as a random 

factor. HE: Heterogeneous food distribution with a cell-width of 1.5, 2.1, 3.0 or 7.5 cm. HO: 

Homogeneous food distribution with a food density of 4.4 or 8.8 seeds/cm2. 

 HE 1.5 HE 2.1 HE 3.0 HE 7.5 HO 4.4 

HE 1.5      

HE 2.1 0.0195     

HE 3.0 0.0002 0.7351    

HE 7.5 < 0.0001 0.4329 0.9992   

HO 4.4 0.6780 0.8003 0.1118 0.0465  

HO 8.8 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.0026 0.0078 < 0.0001 
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The content of the initial cell had a significant effect on the beeline distance for the food 

distributions with a cell-width of 3.0 and 6.5 cm (Table 1). For these distributions the 

displacement was larger if the initial cell did not contain food items and smaller if the initial 

cell did contain food items (Fig. 6). We conclude that mallards showed an area restricted 

search on these food distributions.  

For the food distribution with a cell-width of 1.0 cm the initial cell content had a 

significant effect on beeline distance (Table 1), but the effect was opposite to our 

predictions (displacement was smaller if the initial cell was empty). For the food distribution 

with a cell-width of 2.0 cm no significant effect of initial cell content was found (Table 1), 

also not when we only considered the trials in which mallards responded to heterogeneity 

(separate GLM; F=0.06, P=0.80). We conclude that an area restricted search was not 

conducted on food distributions with a cell-width of 1.0 and 2.0 cm. 

 

Experiment B: Instantaneous intake rate 

Food distribution and individual had a significant effect on the instantaneous intake rate 

(Table 2). The intake rate at a fine scaled food distribution (cell-width 1.5 cm) was 

significantly lower than at the coarse scaled food distributions (cell-widths 2.1, 3.0 and 7.5 

cm) (Fig. 7, Table 3). 

As predicted the intake rate at the low density homogeneous food distribution (4.4 

seeds/cm2) was significantly lower than the intake rate at the coarse scaled food distribution 

with a cell-width of 7.5 cm. It did not differ from the intake rates at the other food 

distributions, although it tended to be significantly lower than the intake rate at the food 

distribution with a cell-width of 3.0 cm (Table 3). The intake rate at the homogeneous 

distribution seems to be intermediate to the intake rates of the fine scaled distribution and 

the coarse scaled distributions.  

Mallards reached the highest intake rate at the homogeneous high density food 

distribution (8.8 seeds/cm2), which was significantly different from the intake rates at all 

other food distributions.  

 

Discussion 

Foraging scale 

In this research we successfully demonstrate that mallards have a foraging scale, defined as 

the scale above which foragers do respond and below which foragers do not respond to 

spatial heterogeneity. The foraging scale of mallard is small (slightly smaller than 2x 2 cm) 

and is probably related to the morphology of the bill tip (bill width 1.5 and 2.4 cm for lower 

and upper mandible respectively). The foraging scale of several other species is also related 

to the morphology of their foraging apparatus. Oystercatchers Haemotopus ostralegus for 

example probe for buried prey with a slightly opened bill, and a small area is sampled at 

every  probe  (0.15  cm2).  Assuming  that  prey  are  only  detected  by  direct  touch  prey  
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Figure 6 Movement patterns at food distributions, differing in the scale of heterogeneity (cell-width A. 

1.0 cm, B. 2.0 cm, C. 3.0 cm, D. 6.5 cm), for parts of foraging paths starting in a cell with food items 

(Full cell, filled circles, solid line) or in a cell without food items (Empty cell, empty circles, dashed line). 

Numbers refer to trials in each condition. Beeline distance is defined as the displacement from the 

starting point. Movements and present position were recorded by magnet sensors.  

Figure 7 Instantaneous intake rate (± se) during the first 30 s for different food distributions. At the 

left (white panel) four heterogeneous food distributions differing in scale (from left to right the cell-

width of the distributions is 1.5, 2.1, 3.0 and 7.5 cm respectively, as indicated below the figure) were 

on offer. In the grey panel (at right) two homogeneous food distributions are considered, differing in 

food density (left: 4.4 seeds per cm2, equal to overall food density of heterogeneous distribution; right: 

8.8 seeds per cm2, equal to food density within a filled cell of a heterogeneous distribution). Above the 

figure the outcome of a Tukey post-hoc test is indicated (at the 0.05 level). 
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encounter rates can be explained when this foraging scale is taken into account (Hulscher 

1982). Knots Calidris canutus also probe for buried prey, but in addition to direct touch, 

these birds are able to detect prey items from a distance, which results in a larger foraging 

scale or detection area (5.2-6.4 cm2) (Piersma et al. 1998, Piersma et al. 1995). The 

foraging scale (bite size) of different herbivorous mammalian and avian species is also 

related to the size of the mouth/bill and scales with body mass (Durant et al. 2003, Shipley 

et al. 1994, Wilson and Kerley 2003). In contrast, the foraging scale of other species, for 

example freshwater snails Physa acuta (Kawata and Agawa 1999) and Bewick’s swans 

Cygnus columbianus bewickii (Van Eerden et al. 1997), is larger than the body size. The 

large foraging scale of Bewick’s swans is the result of specific foraging behaviour. Swans dig 

pits (~1m2) in order to retrieve food items from the sediment. Clearly, foraging behaviour in 

addition to bill morphology seems to be a factor determining the foraging scale.  

The foraging scale differs between species, and consequently the response to the 

environment. It has been suggested that differences in the foraging scale can be a 

mechanism behind the coexistence of different species (Fierer and Kotler 2000, Illius and 

Gordon 1987). This would also hold for Anseriform species regarding the large differences in 

bill morphology (see for example Kooloos et al. (1989)). 

If the behaviour of a forager is related to the abundance of food it is important to 

describe the environment at the foraging scale, because the foraging scale determines the 

range of food densities a forager perceives. In several studies the scale at which food 

abundance is described is based on practical considerations instead of the foraging scale 

(for example Bautista et al. (1995), Ens and Goss-Custard (1984), Lovvorn and Gillingham 

(1996) and Piersma et al. (1993), with the exception of for example Nolet and Mooij (2002) 

and Wanink and Zwarts (2001)). However, if a forager is able to respond to heterogeneity 

within the sampling scale of the observer, the food density the forager responds to can 

differ from the food density the observer measured at that spot. Also when the carrying 

capacity is calculated it is important to describe the food abundance at the appropriate 

foraging scale (Pielou 1977). If food abundance is described at a larger scale the food stock 

is underestimated because small scale heterogeneity is ignored (like for example in 

Beekman et al. (1991)). 

 

Allocating foraging effort 

The ability to concentrate foraging efforts within areas with high food density is constrained 

by the scale of the food distribution, as shown in our research. At coarse scaled distributions 

mallards spent more time in filled than in empty cells, in contrast to fine scaled distributions, 

at which mallards failed to concentrate their effort. This difference is partly explained by the 

search mode because exploration patterns differ between fine and coarse scaled food 

distributions. At coarse scaled food distributions more cells are revisited during exploitation 

than predicted by random search patterns. The number of revisits increases with the scale 
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of the food distribution. A possible explanation for an increase of revisits is area restricted 

search (Benhamou 1992).  

However, evidence for area restricted search was only found at food distributions with 

cell-widths of 3.0 and 6.5 cm. Interestingly, these food distributions are clumped 

distributions (filled foraging scales neighbour filled foraging scales and empty foraging 

scales neighbour empty foraging scales), whereas the other food distributions (cell-widths 

2.0 and 1.0 cm) are a regular distribution (2.0 cm: filled foraging scales neighbour empty 

foraging scales and visa versa) or a homogeneous distribution (1.0 cm), if delimited at the 

foraging scale. We hypothesize that area restricted search is only conducted in clumped 

food distributions, where this behaviour may have an adaptive value for the forager 

(Benhamou 1992, Smith 1974).  

Because mallards are able to concentrate foraging efforts within areas with high food 

density even without conducting an area restricted search (food distribution with cell-width 

of 2.0 cm), we conclude that micropatch partitioning by itself can be a mechanism that 

results in an appropriate response to heterogeneity. This would imply that mallards are able 

to assess the quality of individual spots within the tray (at the foraging scale), and use 

sampling information to decide on local residence times. A similar response rule in treating 

the environment is described by Arditi and Dacorogna (1988), who predict that foraging 

spots are depleted to a fixed giving up density. However, their hypothesis, though 

fascinating, is still not verified by empirical data. 

 

Benefit of a response to heterogeneity 

The instantaneous intake rate is significantly higher at heterogeneous food distributions 

where mallards are able to concentrate foraging effort in filled cells than at heterogeneous 

food distributions where mallards fail to do so. Hence under certain conditions Mallard profit 

from their ability to concentrate foraging effort within areas with high food density. 

In this experiment mallards were not omniscient regarding the position of filled and 

empty cells, but had to sample the environment to assess the quality of a spot. As a result 

they could not perfectly address all their feeding efforts to filled cells because they have to 

search for them. This explains why the intake rate at the coarse scaled food distributions is 

lower than the intake rate at the homogenous food distribution with a high food density (in 

this experiment identical to the food density within a filled cell in the heterogeneous 

distributions). 

Although differences were not significant in all comparisons, a strong trend exits that the 

intake rate at the homogeneous low-density food distribution is lower than the intake rate at 

the coarse scaled food distributions and is equal to the fine scaled distribution, according to 

our predictions. Therefore the mallard joins the ranks of studies where a forager benefits 

from spatial heterogeneity whenever it is able to respond to it (Sparrow 1999).  
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Summary 

1. Heterogeneity in food abundance allows a forager to concentrate foraging effort in 

patches that are rich in food. This might be problematic when food is cryptic, as the 

content of patches is unknown prior to foraging. In such case knowledge about the 

spatial pattern in the distribution of food might be beneficial since this enables a 

forager to estimate the content of surrounding patches. A forager can benefit from this 

pre-harvest information about the food distribution by regulating time in patches and/or 

movement between patches. 

2. We conducted an experiment with Mallard Anas platyrhynchos foraging in environments 

with random, regular, and clumped configurations of full and empty patches. An 

assessment model was used to predict the time in patches for different spatial 

distributions, in which a Mallard is predicted to remain in a patch until its potential 

intake rate drops to the average intake rate that can be achieved in the environment. A 

movement model was used to predict lengths of inter-patch movements for different 

spatial distributions, in which a Mallard is predicted to travel to the patch where it 

expects the highest intake rate. 

3. Consistent with predictions, in the clumped distribution Mallard spent less time in an 

empty patch when the previously visited neighbouring patch had been empty than 

when it had been full. This effect was not observed for the random distribution. This 

shows that Mallard use pre-harvest information on spatial pattern to improve patch 

assessment. Patch assessment could not be evaluated for the regular distribution. 

4. Movements that started in an empty patch were longer than movements that started in 

a full patch. Contrary to model predictions this effect was observed for all distributions, 

rather than for the clumped distribution only. In this experiment Mallard did not 

regulate their movements in relation to pattern. 

5. An explanation for the result that pre-harvest information on spatial pattern affected 

patch assessment rather than movement is that Mallard move to the nearest patch 

where the expected intake rate is higher than the critical value, rather than to the patch 

where the highest intake rate is expected. 
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Introduction 

Spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of food provides a forager an opportunity to 

enhance its food intake rate by concentrating foraging effort within profitable areas (Valone 

& Brown 1989). However, when food items are cryptic this might not be a simple task since 

the content of patches is not obvious prior to exploitation. We see a patch as a discrete 

spatial entity of the environment (e.g. a branch for a foraging woodpecker; Olsson et al. 

1999) or as the spatial entity that is exploited during the time the forager does not move 

(e.g. the part of the field that is grazed without moving the front legs for an ungulate, also 

called a foraging station; Focardi, Marcellini & Montanaro 1996). 

Basically, there are two ways in which a forager can realize a beneficial skew in the 

allocation of feeding effort: (i) by regulating the time in patches (Charnov 1976), and (ii) by 

regulating movement between patches (Walsh 1996). Information about the food 

distribution is essential in order to regulate time and movement in the most profitable way 

(Dall et al. 2005). A forager can have access to different sources of information about the 

content of patches. Firstly, a forager acquires information during patch exploitation. This is 

called ‘patch sample information’ and it typically includes the number of prey found and the 

time spent foraging (Valone 1991). Secondly, a forager may have acquired information 

about characteristics of the food distribution during earlier visits to the habitat. This prior 

knowledge is called pre-harvest information (Valone 1991). Finally, a forager can perceive 

information about the quality of patches by monitoring the foraging success of other 

foragers. This vicarious sampling of resource quality has been termed ‘public information’ 

(Valone and Templeton 2002). 

In order to be able to regulate the time in the patch a forager in an environment with 

cryptic food densities has to assess (rather than ‘knows’) the quality of a patch (Oaten 

1977). A faster assessment is beneficial to a forager since less time is devoted to poor 

patches and more time can be devoted to rich ones (Valone & Brown 1989; Clark & Mangel 

1986). Patch assessment is enhanced by combining patch sample information with pre-

harvest information, a process called Bayesian updating (Iwasa, Higashi & Yamamura 1981; 

Green 1984; Olsson & Holmgren 2000; Van Gils et al 2003). In current Bayesian assessment 

models, the frequency distribution of food densities is considered to be the pre-harvest 

information the forager has access to (Green 1984; Olsson et al 1999; Van Gils et al 2003). 

In these models, the probability that a certain food density is encountered is thus equal to 

the frequency in which this density occurs in the environment. The frequency distribution of 

food densities is related to spatial variation in the abundance of food. However, this so-

called spatial variance is not the only characteristic of a heterogeneous food distribution (Li 

& Reynolds 1995; Wiens 2000), and is consequently not the only possible source of pre-

harvest information. Different food densities are usually not randomly distributed throughout 

the area, but spatial pattern exists (Li & Reynolds 1995; Wiens 2000). Spatial pattern 

implies that the probability to encounter a certain density in a nearby patch depends on the 
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content of the current patch (Mangel & Adler 1994). For example, in a clumped food 

configuration the probability that a high-density patch is encountered nearby is higher if the 

density in the current patch is high. Thus, knowledge about the content of a patch provides 

information about the content of nearby patches. Knowledge about the spatial pattern is 

another form of pre-harvest information, which can be used to improve patch assessment 

by a Bayesian forager. 

To efficiently regulate its movement, a forager, in an environment with cryptic food 

densities, should have pre-harvest information on the spatial pattern of the food 

distribution. A forager that is sensitive to spatial pattern can enhance its intake rate by 

regulating the length and/or direction of movements between patches to its recent foraging 

experience. For example, in a clumped food configuration a forager can enhance the 

encounter rate with high-density patches and avoid area with low-density patches by 

intensifying search from a high-density patch (shorter movements, increased sinuosity; also 

called area-restricted search) and weaken search  from a low-density patch (longer 

movements, decreased sinuosity) (Benhamou 1992; Klaassen et al. in press b). 

We are aware of only one study in which an effect of spatial pattern is demonstrated on 

both patch assessment and movement pattern. Fortin (2003) described foraging behaviour 

of free ranging Bison Bos bison. During winter, Bison dig craters in the snow to reach 

vegetation. A crater is considered equal to a foraging patch. Movement between patches 

appears to be non-random and linked to the spatial pattern in vegetation, as suggested by 

the observation that poor patches are encountered less often than the proportions available. 

Moreover, it was shown that areas of similar food quality were searched with different 

intensities, which was explained by differences in recent foraging experiences. The latter 

result indicates that also the assessment of a patch was affected by spatial pattern in 

vegetation. 

In the current study we explore whether pre-harvest information on spatial pattern 

affects patch assessment and/or movement patterns in tactile-foraging Mallard Anas 

platyrhynchos. Qualitative theoretical predictions are tested in a laboratory experiment in 

which Mallard were solitarily foraging in environments with random, clumped and regular 

spatial distributions of cryptic food densities. To our best knowledge, this study is the first 

experiment to assess the significance of pre-harvest information about the spatial 

distribution of food densities on both patch assessment and movement patterns, using 

contrasting spatial configurations of food densities. 

 

Theoretical predictions 

We here introduce two models to illustrate the effects we expect of spatial pattern on patch 

assessment and on movement pattern. Models provide predictions about assessment and 

movement for the specific food distributions used in the laboratory experiments. This 

includes a random, a clumped and a regular configuration of full (20 wheat seeds buried in 
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sediment) and empty (sediment only) patches. Distributions do not differ in the frequency of 

full and empty patches, i.e. always half of the patches are full. We describe spatial pattern 

by so-called structure functions, since this describes spatial pattern from the forager’s 

perspective (Mangel & Adler 1994). A structure function is the probability that a patch at 

distance i is full, given the state of the current patch (full or empty, Fig. 1). Further details 

about the food distributions are provided below. 
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Figure 1. A-C: Examples of a random (A), clumped (B) and regular (C) spatial configuration of full 

(grey squares) and empty (open squares) food trays. A tray represents a patch for a foraging Mallard. A 

full patch contains 20 wheat seeds, an empty patch contains no seeds. Distance between the centres of 

neighbouring patches measures 0.3 m. D-I: Structure functions, i.e. the probability that a patch at 

distance i from a current patch is full, given that the current patch is empty (upper row, D-F) or that the 

current patch is full (lower row, G-I). Dots correspond to structure functions for the particular 

configurations depicted in panels A-C. Grey lines depict average structure functions for the 

corresponding type of spatial distribution used in this study (thick line is average, thin lines are 95% 

confidence limits). D&G random, E&F clumped, F&I regular distribution. 
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Energy expenditures were not considered in the models. To make our point it appeared 

to be sufficient to derive (qualitative) predictions from gross intake rate estimates, because 

in this case differences in intake rate are predominantly effectuated by time rather than by 

energy. 
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Figure 2. Probability that a patch is full over time in the patch as long as no food item is found, if the 

previous (neighbouring) patch had been full solid line) or empty (dotted line). (A) random, (B) clumped 

and (C) regular spatial configuration of full and empty patches throughout the environment. 
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(i) Patch assessment model 

Seeds are cryptic and we thus assume that a forager is incapable of an instantaneous 

assessment of the content of a patch upon arrival (Valone & Brown 1989). A forager has a 

prior expectation about the content of a patch based on pre-harvest information. In a 

random food distribution spatial pattern contains no information, thus the prior expectation 

is solely based on pre-harvest information about the frequency distribution of food densities 

(i.e. spatial variance). In this case, the probability that a patch is full, upon arrival, is 0.5, 

irrespective the content of the previous patch. In clumped and regular food configurations, 

there is spatial information, thus the prior expectation about the content of a patch is based 

on a combination of pre-harvest information about both the frequency and the spatial 

pattern of densities. In these cases, the probability that a patch is full depends on the 

content of the (adjacent) previously visited patch, as described by the structure functions 

(see Fig. 1). For example, for the clumped configuration considered in this study, the 

probability that a patch is full is 0.76 if the adjacent patch was full and 0.24 if the adjacent 

patch was empty. 

During exploitation the expectation about the content of a patch is continuously updated 

with patch sample information (Iwasa et al. 1981). In our experiment we only have two 

patch types (empty and full), thus when a forager finds one food item it instantaneously 

knows that it is in a full patch. It is consequently most interesting to examine how the 

expectation about the content of a patch develops over time as long as no prey is found. 

The (posterior) probability that a patch is full (PoF) as a function of time in the patch (t), 

when no food items are found is (after Olsson 2006): 

At
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At
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F ePP

eP
tPo

20

20

1
)( −

−

⋅+−
⋅

=        (1) 

where PF is the (prior) probability that the patch is full at t=0 (i.e. upon arrival in the patch) 

and A is the search efficiency (A=0.04 patch⋅s-1, based on the type II functional response 

with handling time th=0.65 s as observed in this study). PF  can be derived from the 

structure function. The expectation that a patch is full, given the incident that no food items 

are found, decreases over time (Fig. 2). This decrease is more pronounced for the clumped 

configuration when the previous patch was empty and the regular configuration when the 

previous patch was full, which is the result of lower PF’s (Fig. 2). 

As pointed out by Green (1984), Olsson & Holmgren (1998), and Olsson & Brown (2006) 

an assessing forager maximizes its long-term intake rate by leaving a patch as soon as the 

expected potential intake rate during the remainder of the patch visit drops to a certain 

critical intake rate C. In order to predict the time a forager spends in an empty patch (patch 

residence time, PRT), we calculated the potential intake rate over time in a patch from the 

posterior probability that the patch is full, according to Olsson (2006). Since we are 

interested   in  the   effect  of   pre-harvest   information   about  spatial  pattern  on   patch  
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Figure 3. The expected potential intake rate in a patch over time, as long as no food item is found, if 

the previous (neighbouring) patch had been empty (A) or full (B). The dashed line corresponds to a 

random configuration, the grey solid line to a clumped configuration, and the black solid line to a 

regular configuration of full and empty patches. Horizontal lines depict the critical intake rates at which 

a forager is predicted to leave a patch (dashed line for random, grey line for clumped, and solid line for 

regular configuration). The grey arrow indicates the time after which a forager is predicted to leave a 

patch for the clumped food configuration; about 1.7 s when the previous patch had been empty, and 

about 4.3 s when previous patch had been full. 

 

assessment we calculated the potential intake rate over time for the situation that the 

previous (neighbouring) patch had been empty (posterior distribution for previous empty 

patch) and for the situation that the previous patch had been full (posterior distribution for 

previous full patch). The critical intake rate that maximizes long-term intake rate is different 

for these situations (except for the random distribution), because these situations represent 

different environments. We took the average of these critical intake rates as the critical 

intake rate for the specific spatial distribution, and calculated the potential intake rate over 

time for the previous patch being empty and for the previous patch being full, for this 

average critical intake rate. The critical intake rate was 0.24 for the random distribution, 

0.26 for the regular distribution, and 0.25 for the clumped distribution. We checked for each 
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spatial distribution that the intake rate that was achieved by the forager was equal to the 

specific critical intake rate (results not shown). 

For clumped and regular distributions, the time after which the estimate of the potential 

intake rate reaches the critical level C depends on the content of the previous patch (Fig. 3). 

Consequently we predict that the time that a forager spends in an empty patch depends on 

the content of the previous adjacent patch in the clumped and regular, and not in the 

random distribution. In particular, for the clumped configuration we predict that the PRT in 

an empty patch is longer if the previous patch had been full than if the previous patch had 

been empty. In contrast, for the regular configuration we predict that the PRT in an empty 

patch is longer if the previous patch had been empty than if the previous patch had been 

full. For the random configuration we predict no differences in PRTs if the previous patch 

had been full or empty. 

 

(ii) Inter-patch movement model 

In order to evaluate the optimal movement between patches we calculated the expected 

gross intake rate over distance (see also Klaassen et al. in press b). The probability that a 

patch at distance i is full, given the content of the current patch, is described by the 

structure functions (Mangel & Adler 1994). Mallard consumed an average of 9 seeds in a full 

patch (this study), thus we can calculate the expected gross intake in a patch at distance i, 

given the content of the current patch b (b can be full (F) or empty (E)), by: 

0)|(9)|(|)(ˆ ⋅+⋅= bEPbFPbin ii       (2) 

which equals: 

9)|(|)(ˆ ⋅= bFPbin i         (3) 

where P(Fi|b) and P(Ei|b) stand for the probability that a patch at distance i is full (F) or 

empty (E), respectively, conditioned on the content of the current patch, as given by the 

structure function. 

The expected time to travel to and spend in a patch at distance i, given the content of 

the current patch, is correspondingly calculated by: 

)()|()()|(|)(ˆ
v

i
tbEP

v

i
tbFPbit EiFi +⋅++⋅=     (4) 

where tF is the time foraging in a full patch (11.22 s, this study), tE is the time foraging in an 

empty patch (2.33 s, this study), and v is the velocity of a Mallard (0.25 m⋅s-1, this study). 

Subsequently, we can calculate the expected gross intake rate N̂  in a patch at distance 

i, given the content of the current patch by dividing the expected gross intake by the 

expected time: 

bit

bin
biN

|)(ˆ
|)(ˆ

|)(ˆ =         (5) 
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Figure 4. The gross intake rate that is expected in a patch at distance i from the current patch, given 

that the current patch is empty (open symbols) or that the current patch is full (grey symbols). 

Different panels relate to different spatial distributions of full and empty patches: (A) random, (B) 

clumped and (C) regular configuration. Lines and symbols overlap for the random configuration. For the 

random configuration the highest intake rate is always expected in the neighbouring patch. For the 

clumped configuration the highest intake rate is expected in the neighbouring patch when the current 

patch is full, and in the 3rd patch (i=0.9) when the current patch is empty. For the regular configuration 

the highest intake rate is expected in the neighbouring patch when the current patch is empty, and in 

the 2nd patch (i=0.6) when the current patch is full. 
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The intake rate that a Mallard should expect in a patch at distance i is affected by the 

content of the current patch in clumped and regular but not in random configurations (Fig. 

4). For the random configuration the highest intake rate is always expected in the adjacent 

patch (Fig. 4). For the clumped configuration the highest intake rate is expected in the 

adjacent patch if the current patch is full and in a more distant patch if the current patch is 

empty (Fig. 4). For the regular configuration the highest intake rate is expected in the 

adjacent patch if the current patch is empty and in a more distant patch if the current patch 

is full (Fig. 4). Thus a Mallard that moves to the patch where the highest intake rate is 

expected, is predicted to always move to the adjacent patch in the random configuration, to 

the adjacent patch if the current patch is full and to a distant patch if the current patch is 

empty for a clumped configuration, and to the adjacent patch if the current patch is empty 

and to a distant patch if the current patch is full for a regular configuration (Fig. 4). 

 

Experiments 

Food distribution 

Food was distributed over 81 plastic trays (12 x 12 x 6 cm), placed in a 9 x 9 array (30 cm 

between centres of two adjacent trays; examples in Fig. 1; a tray is treated as a foraging 

patch for a Mallard). All trays were filled with a 4 cm layer of coarse grained sand, and 

water was added until the water level equalled the level of sand. In half of the trays 20 

wheat seeds per tray were buried in the sediment. We checked by visual inspection that 

seeds did not protrude the sediment in order to ensure that seeds were cryptic to the 

Mallard. 

We created food distributions with random, clumped and regular spatial configurations 

of full and empty trays, by selectively positioning full and empty trays throughout the array. 

In a random configuration no spatial relationships exist. In a clumped configuration, a 

positive spatial autocorrelation exists, whereas in a regular configuration a negative spatial 

autocorrelation exists (Legendre 1993). Spatial pattern was quantitatively described by 

Moran’s I, a measure of spatial autocorrelation, under the randomization hypothesis using 

the Rookcase add-in, with adjacency defined as Rook’s (Sawada 1999). No significant spatial 

autocorrelations could be detected for the random configurations (average Moran’s I index 

of 0.4, average P=0.24). Spatial autocorrelation was highly significant for all clumped and 

regular configurations (average Moran’s I index of 6.5 and -8.4, respectively, all P < 0.01). 

Moreover, spatial pattern was described from the perspective of the forager by structure 

functions (Fig. 1, and Mangel & Adler 1994). Structure functions differed dramatically for 

different types of spatial distributions (Fig. 1). For random configurations, the probability 

that a patch was full was about 0.5 for all distances, irrespective the content of the current 

patch. For clumped configurations, the probability that a patch was full decreased over 

distance if the current patch was full and increased and subsequently decreased over 
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distance if the current patch was empty (Fig. 1). Structure functions for regular 

configurations strongly fluctuate (Fig. 1). 

 

Experimental trials 

Experimental trials were conducted from 7 – 26 March 2005 with eight Mallard (four males, 

four females). Between trials, Mallard were kept in an outside aviary where food (mixture of 

grains and pellets) was provided after experimental trials for a period of 1 hour. Ducks were 

feeding solitarily and one trial was performed per duck per day. 

Food was offered in the same spatial distribution (random, clumped or regular) to a duck 

for 6 successive days. After one day without a trial, another type of spatial distribution was 

offered to the same individual duck for another 6 successive days. Again, after one day 

without a trial, the remaining spatial distribution was offered to the same duck for another 6 

successive days. The order in which different types of spatial distributions were offered to 

individual ducks was according to a random block design. Configurations with the same 

spatial distribution differed in the exact position of full and empty patches to avoid that 

ducks could learn the position of full patches. The structure function of a particular 

configuration always fell within the 95% confidence limits around the average structure 

function for that specific distribution (determined by excluding the focal configuration, like in 

a cross validation, see Fig. 1). 

A trial was started at the moment that the duck was released into the experimental 

room. During a trial a duck was continuously observed from a separate room through a one-

way mirror. The order in which food trays were visited was recorded. Furthermore, the 

whole trial was recorded by a video system. After a duck visited 50 patches or after a period 

of 15 minutes, whichever was the shortest, a trial was ended. After a trial trays were 

collected, and the content of all full trays that were visited by the bird was sieved in order to 

determine the number of seeds eaten (per tray). 

 

Analyses 

Video captures were analyzed using The Observer Video-Pro software (Noldus Information 

Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands), in which media files were played back at half 

speed. From these captures we determined for every tray the time feeding in the tray 

(defined as the time having the tip of the bill below the sediment surface) and the length of 

the movements to the next tray (defined as the distance between the centres of the current 

and the next visited tray). Furthermore, for every trial we calculated the gross intake rate 

the duck achieved by dividing the total number of seeds eaten by the total time feeding and 

moving. 

We restricted the data analyses to the last experimental day of a week (we assume that 

ducks had learned characteristics of the spatial distribution by this day). Cases related to 

revisits of patches and cases related to full patches where less than 2 seeds were eaten 
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were excluded. For the analysis of feeding time in empty patches, we only included cases 

where the previous and the current patch were adjacent (i.e. 0.3 m between centres of 

trays). The feeding time in an empty patch was analysed as a function of the food 

distribution and whether the previous patch was full or empty by general linear modelling 

(GLM), with ‘content of the previous patch’ (F or E), ‘spatial distribution’ (random, clumped 

or regular) and ‘individual duck’ as factors. Time in a patch was log transformed to meet 

model assumptions. 

The length of a movement to the next patch, given the spatial pattern of the food 

distribution and the content of the patch where this movement was started was analysed by 

GLM, with ‘content of the previous patch’ (F or E), ‘spatial distribution’ (random, clumped or 

regular) and ‘individual duck’ as factors. Movement lengths were log transformed to meet 

model assumptions. 

The average gross intake rate as a function of the food distribution was analysed by an 

factorial ANOVA, with ‘spatial distribution’ (random, clumped or regular) and ‘individual 

duck’ as factors. All analyses were conducted using STATISTICA software package version 

7.1, StatSoft 2005). 
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Figure 5. The average time that a Mallard spent in an empty patch after a visit to a neighbouring patch 

that had been full (filled circles) or that had been empty (open circles) (log-transformed values on left, 

untransformed values on right axis). Panel A corresponds to an environment with a random and panel B 

to an environment with a clumped spatial distribution of full and empty patches. Error bars denote 95% 

confidence limits. 
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Results 

We obtained enough data for the random and clumped distribution for 7 ducks. Data for 

one female duck were discarded because accidentally a regular instead of a clumped 

configuration was offered on the 4th day. Naturally, we did not obtain enough data for the 

regular distribution about the time that ducks spend in empty patches after a visit to an 

adjacent empty patch due to the fact that such a combination hardly occurs in this 

distribution. PRTs in empty patches were very different for different individual ducks 

(F6,194=4.8, P<0.01, Fig. 5). More importantly, in a clumped environment all ducks spent 

more time in an empty patch if the previous patch was full than if the previous patch was 

empty (F1,82=6.6, P=0.01, Fig. 5A). In a random environment no such effect of the content 

of a previous patch could be detected (F1,112=0.9, P=0.35, Fig. 5B). 

There was considerably less variation in the length of movements between ducks (no 

effect of individual: F6,834=0.5, P=0.80), which is probably caused by the fact that almost all 

movements (96.3%) were to neighbouring patches. However, the length of a movement to 

the next patch was significantly affected by the content of the previous patch (F1,834=7.4, 

P<0.01) and by the type of spatial distribution (F2,834=4.7, P<0.01), but the effect of 

content of a previous patch was not different for different spatial patterns (interaction 

F2,834=0.8, P=0.45). For all spatial distributions duck tended to make larger movements 

from empty than from full patches, and the average length of a movement was largest in 

clumped and smallest in regular distributions (Fig. 6). 

Finally, type of spatial distribution had a significant effect on the average intake rate 

(F2,12=4.1, P=0.04). A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that the intake rate in clumped 

configurations (average 0.43 seeds⋅s-1) was significantly higher than in regular 

configurations (average 0.33 seeds⋅s-1; P=0.04), and a strong trend existed that it was also 

higher than in random configurations (average 0.34 seeds⋅s-1; P=0.05). 
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Figure 6. The average length of movements  that started in a full patch (grey dots) and or that started 

in an empty patch (white dots) (log-transformed values on left, untransformed values on right axis), for 

environments with a regular, random or clumped spatial distribution of full and empty patches. Error 

bars denote 95% confidence limits. 
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Discussion 

Patch assessment and movement pattern 

In accordance to our predictions, Mallard spent less time in an empty patch when the 

previous (neighbouring) patch had been empty than when the previous patch had been full, 

in environments with a clumped configuration of food. Such regulation of foraging time was 

not observed for environments with a random configuration of food densities. Unfortunately, 

due to the very nature of regular configurations we could not evaluate whether Mallard 

regulated the time in patches in environments with a regular distribution of food densities. 

Nevertheless, Mallard appear to be sensitive to spatial pattern in the distribution of food 

densities, and use this pre-harvest information in their assessment of the content of 

patches. 

There was no consistent agreement between prediction and observation for the length 

of movements between patches. As predicted for the clumped distribution, a movement that 

started in an empty patch was larger than a movement that started in a full patch, but a 

similar response was also observed in the other two spatial distributions where this response 

was not predicted. It appeared that Mallard in all distributions almost always moved to a 

neighbouring patch (96.3%). 

We conclude that the Mallard in this experiment did learn the spatial pattern in the 

distribution of food densities, but that this knowledge only affected the assessment of 

patches and not the movement pattern between patches (at least not according to the 

predictions). An enhanced assessment in a clumped food distribution seems to be linked to 

a higher intake rate. 

 

Conditions for regulating inter-patch movement 

In this study the Mallard responded to spatial pattern by mainly regulating the time in 

patches rather than by regulating the movement between patches. In other studies an 

effect of spatial pattern on the movement pattern was observed (e.g. Smith 1974; 

Pienkowski 1983; Nolet & Mooij 2002; Fortin 2003; Klaassen, Nolet & Bankert, in press a). 

This raises the question why movement was not so much regulated in this study and why it 

was regulated in other studies. Obviously, one condition for regulating movement in 

response to spatial pattern is that the spatial pattern in the distribution of food is non-

random. For example the distribution of the food for Canvasbacks Aythya valisineria (winter 

buds of Vallisneria americana) appeared to be random (Lovvorn & Gillingham 1996). In a 

random food distribution knowledge of the content of a patch does not provide information 

about the content of nearby patches, which prevents any possibility to adjust movement in 

a profitable way. However, random configurations seem to be the exception rather than the 

rule, thus in most natural situations there seems to be an opportunity to fine-tune 

movement. 
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One possible explanation why such response was not observed in our experiment is that 

Mallard do not travel to the patch where the highest intake rate is expected, but to the 

nearest patch where the expected intake rate upon arrival is higher than the critical intake 

rate. For the clumped distribution used in our experiment, the expected intake rate upon 

arrival in a patch is always higher than the critical intake rate. This is illustrated in figure 7 

where we show how the expected potential intake rate develops over time for patches at a 

different distance from the previous patch (when no prey is found in the patch, and when 

the previous patch was empty). This might explain why Mallard in our clumped configuration 

(almost) always moved to the neighbouring patch, also when the previous patch had been 

empty. It would consequently be interesting to determine movement patterns of Mallard in 

a clumped distribution in which the expected intake rate upon arrival in a patch is lower that 

the critical intake rate. Observing that Mallard skip a patch after an encounter with an 

empty patch would corroborate the idea that Mallard travel to the nearest patch where the 

expected intake rate upon arrival is higher than the critical intake rate rather than to the 

patch where the highest intake rate is expected. 

The optimal patch-leaving behaviour (PRT) is different for a solitarily forager, like in our 

experiment, than for a forager in a group. A forager in a group is under exploitative 

competition, and then the best tactic is to “catch as catch can”, i.e. to deplete patches down 

to the current average intake rate of the environment rather than down to the final quitting 

intake rate (Nolet, Klaassen & Mooij 2006). In analogy with these results we might expect 

that a forager under exploitative competition moves to the patch where the highest intake 

rate is expected (i.e. is sometimes skipping patches), rather than to the patch where the 

expected intake rate is higher than the final quitting intake rate. Interestingly, in all cases 

where an effect of pattern on movement was observed (see above) the foragers were 

presumably under exploitative competition. An appealing follow-up experiment would be to 

establish movement patterns for the different spatial distributions for a Mallard that is under 

exploitative competition, i.e. that is foraging in a group. 

 

Interaction between PRT and movement pattern 

A forager maximizes its long-term intake rate by leaving a patch as soon as the expected 

potential intake rate drops to the maximum average intake rate of the environment (Green 

1984; Olsson & Holmgren 1998; Olsson & Brown 2006). Spatial pattern allows a forager to 

improve patch assessment, and consequently less time is spent in empty and more time is 

spent in rich patches. A forager can thus achieve a higher intake rate in an environment 

with spatial pattern, which is reflected in the slightly higher critical intake rates predicted for 

the clumped and regular distributions (Fig. 3).  

Obviously, the critical intake rate depends on the average prey density of the 

environment, since in an environment that is richer in food a higher average intake rate can 

be achieved.  A forager  that does not regulate  movement between patches, as observed in  
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Figure 7.  The expected potential intake rate in a patch over time, as long as no food item is found, 

given that the previous patch had been empty, for an environment with a clumped distribution of full 

and empty patches. Different panels correspond to different distances from the previous patch, 

increasing from A (0.3 m, neighbouring patch) to D (1.2 m, 4th patch). The horizontal dotted line 

indicates the critical intake rate (which maximizes the long-term intake rate, 0.25 prey⋅s-1) at which 

patches are left. Note that for these patches the expected intake rate upon arrival in a patch is above 

the critical intake rate. 

 

this study, encounters full and empty patches in proportion to their availability (Klaassen et 

al. in press b). That is why we could take the average of the optimal critical intake rates for 

the for the situation that the previous patch had been empty and for the situation that the 

previous patch had been full as the optimal critical intake rate for the specific spatial 

distribution. However, a forager that moves strategically through an environment with 
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spatial pattern, encounters empty patches less often and rich patches more often than the 

proportions these patches occur throughout the environment (Klaassen et al. in press b). In 

other words, such forager perceives a much richer environment, and is consequently 

expected to leave patches at a higher critical intake rate. To calculate the critical intake rate 

for such situation one should account for the frequency in which full and empty patches are 

encountered by the forager. 

 

Directions in studies on patch assessment and movement pattern 

We can recognise different directions in the study of responses of foragers to spatial 

variance and spatial pattern in the abundance of food. Firstly, what we like to call ‘patch 

assessment models’ describe how a forager can enhance its intake rate by improving patch 

assessment by combining patch sample information with pre-harvest information about the 

frequency distribution of food densities (i.e. spatial variance) (Iwasa et al. 1981, Green 

1984; Olsson et al. 1999; Olsson 2006). These models typically assume discrete patches and 

no spatial pattern in the distribution of densities (random distribution). Furthermore, 

foragers are assumed to encounter food densities in proportion to their availability since 

movement between patches is random. A field study on woodpeckers feeding on 

invertebrate prey and an experimental study with Knots Calidris canutus feeding on buried 

shellfish demonstrated that foragers asses patch quality in close agreement with the model 

predictions (Olsson et al. 1999; Van Gils et al. 2003). Olsson et al. (1999) do not provide 

details about the spatial pattern in the distribution of food densities and about the inter-

patch movements of woodpeckers. Van Gils et al. (2003) ensured that food densities were 

randomly distributed among patches, according to their model assumptions. Patch 

assessment models pass over the fact that most natural food distributions are spatially 

patterned, and that this spatial pattern is another source of pre-harvest information about 

the content of patches. Hence, a spatially explicit version of this model, as introduced in this 

paper seems very valuable in predicting PRTs. 

Secondly, what we like to call ‘movement velocity models’ describe how a forager can 

enhance its intake rate by regulating the velocity of their movement to the spatial pattern in 

the distribution of food densities (Knoppien & Reddingius 1985; Krakauer & Rodriguez-

Girones 1995). These models assume that the environment is continuous, i.e. suitable 

foraging habitat occurs everywhere throughout the environment. Foragers move through 

the environment with a certain velocity that is inversely related to the search efficiency 

(Gendron & Staddon 1983). When a forager moves at a low velocity (intensive search 

mode) much time is spent at a certain point (that we could consider as a patch, Kacelnik & 

Bernstein 1988), whereas when a forager moves at a high velocity (extensive search mode) 

little time is spent at a certain point. Foragers do not regulate the length of inter-patch 

movements, i.e. they always travel to a neighbouring point. An adaptive response to spatial 

pattern is realized by adjusting the velocity of movement, and consequently the time in a 
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patch, to the recent foraging experience. In essence, these models predict the time a 

forager spends in a patch, given the content of the current patch, and the spatial pattern of 

the environment. An example of the time spent in a patch in relation to the recent foraging 

experience and the spatial pattern is provided by Van Gils (2004). He shows that Knots and 

Great knots Calidris tenuirostris spent more time per step (i.e. per patch if we consider the 

area searched in one step as a patch) close to a captured prey than further away from a 

captured prey, in a food distribution that was thought to be clumped. ‘Movement velocity 

models’ also seem to be applicable for our experimental situation since we only observed an 

effect of pattern on the time in the patch and not on the movement pattern between 

patches. 

Thirdly, ‘two-dimensional movement models’ describe how a forager can enhance its 

intake rate by regulating the sinuosity of the foraging path, in response to spatial pattern in 

the distribution of food densities (Benhamou 1992; Hill, Burrows & Hughes 2003). As the 

previous ‘movement velocity models’ these models assume that the environment is 

continuous and that foragers invent their patches during foraging (Kacelnik & Bernstein 

1988). Foragers regulate the sinuosity of their path based on their recent foraging 

experience, in relation to the spatial pattern in the food distribution. A fundamental 

difference with ‘patch assessment models’ and ‘movement velocity models’ is that due to 

their non-random movement rich patches are encountered more frequently and poor 

patches less frequently than the proportion in which they occur throughout the 

environment. An application of the model is found in the movement pattern of thrushes, 

studied by Smith (1974). It was shown that thrushes increased the sinuosity of their path 

after a capture in a naturally clumped distribution of earthworms. Furthermore, Smith 

(1974) conducted a series of experiments with artificial food items, and showed that an 

increase in the sinuosity in the patch was not observed if these artificial food items were 

regularly distributed. In our experiment Mallard moved in straight lines and only made turns 

when approaching the edge of the food distribution. Furthermore, the frequency distribution 

of turning angles was equal for movements from empty and from full patches, for all 

distributions (χ2
7<0.20, P>0.98 for all distributions). In other words a ‘two-dimensional 

movement model’ seems not to be applicable for this particular situation. It remains to be 

established why foragers adjust the sinuosity of their path in some but not in other cases. 

Finally, we recognise ‘discrete movement models’ that describe how a forager can 

enhance its intake rate by regulating the length of movements between patches (Klaassen 

et al. in press b). A forager estimates the content of patches based on the content of the 

current patch and the spatial pattern of the food distribution and subsequently travels to the 

patch where it expects the highest intake rate. When a forager makes a longer movement, 

the patches in between the current and the distant patch are not visited. This ‘skipping’ of 

patches is not considered by the aforementioned models. The movement model used in this 

study is an example of a ‘discrete movement model’. This model is for example applicable 
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for Bewick’s swans Cygnus columbianus bewickii feeding on Fennel pondweed tubers 

Potamogeton pectinatus (Klaassen et al. in press a). Swans dig craters to retrieve the buried 

tubers (a crater is considered to be a patch). The distances swans swim between craters 

appeared to be related to the food density in the crater where movements started: swans 

moved a short distance to the next crater if the food density in the crater had been high, 

whereas they moved a long distance to the next crater when the food density had been low. 

This behaviour was thought to enhance the swan’s intake rate since the food distribution 

was clumped. The ‘discrete movement model’ could not explain movement patterns 

observed in this experiment. Mallard seemed not to regulate movement patterns in relation 

to spatial pattern in this experiment. 

These models all find their application in specific situations, i.e. each model is useful to 

interpret and/or predict specific aspects of the patch use and movement behaviour of an 

intake rate maximizing forager. It seems that there is no general model that grasps all the 

possible ways in which a forager can respond to spatial variance and spatial pattern in the 

abundance of food. It is now the challenge to understand why foragers regulate particular 

aspects in certain but not in other circumstances. This not only needs a detailed review of 

the different ways different types of foragers respond to spatial heterogeneity, but also 

detailed experiments that tackle specific questions, similar to this study. 
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Chapter 9 

 

 

General discussion: 

How spatial pattern in the distribution of Fennel pondweed 

tubers shapes migratory patterns of Bewick’s swans 

A part of the flock of Bewick’s swans takes a late-afternoon rest in the Babbelaar, 
Lauwersmeer. The birds in the background remain foraging. 
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Introduction 

The idea that an environment or a habitat is homogeneous is an oversimplified view of 

reality (Sparrow 1999). Just try to think of an example of an entirely homogeneous habitat 

(I bet you can’t find a single one). Spatial heterogeneity, i.e. discontinuity in space, is the 

norm. Nevertheless, in many studies spatial homogeneity was assumed for convenience and 

simplicity, and heterogeneity was considered as a necessary evil or an unwelcome 

complication (Pickett & Cadenasso 1995; Wiens 2000). Nowadays, it is becoming 

increasingly clear that the functioning of an ecosystem can only be understood by explicitly 

considering heterogeneity, and that effects of heterogeneity on individuals, populations and 

communities is a study in itself (Stewart et al. 2000). An illuminating example is the 

coexistence of (plant) species that differ in their competitive abilities. Long-lasting 

coexistence can only be explained by acknowledging spatial heterogeneity in the abundance 

of the dominant species, since this creates refuges for less competitive species that would 

be outcompeted in a homogeneous setting (Stoll & Prati 2001; Tilman 1994). 

The world of the migratory Bewick’s swan Cygnus columbianus bewickii is likewise 

heterogeneous. We can view this world at different spatial scales, ranging from foraging 

patches to the entire migratory flyway, in which discontinuities in space are observed at 

each spatial level. This world is hierarchical, i.e. each spatial entity consists of several spatial 

entities that are in turn composed of several spatial entities at a smaller scale, etc. (see 

Kotliar & Wiens 1990; Fauchald 1999; figure 1). I define a foraging patch as the smallest 

spatial unit over which a forager makes a decision (see also chapter 1). For a Bewick’s 

swan feeding on Fennel pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus tubers a foraging patch is equal 

to the crater that a swan digs to retrieve the deeply buried tubers. Patches are not randomly 

distributed throughout the area, but patches with relatively similar food densities are found 

together in so-called clumps that measure about 10 x 10 m (Nolet & Mooij 2002). Many 

such clumps are found within a pondweed bed, which is delimited by shorelines and gullies. 

Several pondweed beds are in turn found within a lake or bay. Finally, a number of lakes, 

bays, and the breeding- and winter grounds make up the flyway of the Bewick’s swan. 

Every level in this hierarchy involves specific optimality decisions (Stephens & Krebs 

1986; Kotliar & Wiens 1990; Fauchald 1999). At the scale of patches a swan has to decide 

on the time it spends in a patch, whereas at the scale of the flyway a swan has to decide on 

whether it should use a lake for a migratory stopover or carry on to the next (see Beekman 

et al. 2002). Figure 1 shows to which spatial scales the different chapters in this thesis are 

related. At a glance it becomes clear that my work focussed on processes acting at the 

smallest spatial scales. In this chapter I will show that insight in the behaviour of animals at 

a small spatial resolution is key to understanding processes that act at much larger spatial 

scales (see e.g. Fryxell et al. 2005). In particular, I link the swans’ foraging responses to 

small scale spatial heterogeneity in food abundance to their migration strategy and 

reproductive  success.   Furthermore,   I  show   that   in  some   cases   it  is  important  to  
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acknowledge small scale heterogeneity in the abundance of food for carrying capacity 

calculations. 

 

The impressive journeys of the Bewick’s swan 

The migratory Bewick’s swan has an extremely short time window for successful 

reproduction. At their sub-arctic breeding grounds the frost-free period lasts about 120 

days, whereas swans need about 110 days to complete their breeding cycle (from territory 

establishment to fledging of young) (Beekman et al. 2002). Consequently, it is important for 

a swan to arrive on time at the breeding site to preserve a prospect for successful 

reproduction. Arriving too early might be disadvantageous, since the frozen state of the 

landscape denies access to food. Nevertheless, because swans compete for good territories 

(Beekman et al. 2002), it is predicted that they arrive at a date that precedes the optimum 

date in absence of competition (Kokko, 1999).  

 

Figure 1 Hierarchical patchiness in the world of the of Bewick’s swan; scaling up from foraging patches 

to the swans’ flyway. For every spatial scale (i.e. level of patchiness) relevant optimality decisions that 

the swans have to make are listed. Encircled numbers refer to different chapters of this thesis. 
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Figure 2 Fitness in relation to the date of arrival at the breeding ground, for birds that differ arrival 

condition. 1: birds arrive lean (without extra reserves), 2. birds arrive with a moderate amount of 

reserves, 3. birds arrive with the maximum amount of reserves. Black dots indicate the earliest possible 

arrival date for a bird: Birds that travel light can arrive earlier than birds that arrive with larger amounts 

of energy stores. The upper panel represents a scenario in which there is no competition for territories, 

whereas the lower panel represents a scenario in which birds that arrive early occupy the best 

territories. Based on Prop et al. (2003). 
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birds at northern latitudes requires bringing energy reserves along that can be used to 

prepare eggs and incubate them (Drent & Daan 1980; Klaassen et al. 2001). Since there is a 

trade-off between arrival date and energy stores upon arrival it is expected that individuals 

that arrive slightly later, though with more energy reserves, achieve the highest fitness 

(Prop et al. 2003, figure 2). Competition for good breeding territories might alter this picture 

and favour birds that arrive slightly earlier, though with fewer energy stores (figure 2). 

Irrespective of whether swans minimize the time of migration or maximize the amount 

of energy they bring to the breeding grounds, it is expected that swans maximize their 

energy gain rate at stopover sites in spring (Hedenström & Alerstam 1998). In autumn 

swans pass-by (skip) a stop-over site that is extensively used in spring (White Sea) which is 

explained by this site being of a much lower quality than the preceding site (Pechora delta, 

their autumn starting point, see Beekman et al. 2002). The phenomenon that a possible 

staging site is skipped is only expected for time-constrained migrants, thus we can expect 

that swans also in autumn maximize their energy gain rate at stopover sites (Beekman et al. 

2002). The maximum daily metabolizable energy intake of a swan feeding on pondweed 

tubers appears to be limited by foraging time rather than their capacity to process food 

(Nolet & Klaassen 2005). Nolet and Klaassen (2005) suggested that this is related to the 

fact that feeding by swans can be considered as a form of diving, since swans submerge 

their head and half of their body during feeding. Diving animals do not fully maintain body 

temperature during feeding, and body temperature cannot be restored during the short 

periods of surfacing interspersing feeding events. Consequently diving imposes a 

considerable time cost since diving animals need long resting and preening sessions to 

recuperate body temperatures (Nolet & Klaassen 2005). In the next paragraph I will discuss 

how a forager can maximize its energy gain rate in an environment that is heterogeneous in 

the abundance of food. 

 

Exploitation of heterogeneously distributed food 

Food distributions, such as the distribution of Fennel pondweed tuber densities, are typically 

heterogeneous (Sparrow 1999; Wiens 2000; see also chapters 1, 3 & 6). Basically, there 

are two ways in which a forager can enhance its energy gain rate in relation to spatial 

heterogeneity in the food distribution, (1) by regulating exploitation time within a patch and 

(2) by regulating movement in between patches (see also chapter 1). 

 

Regulating time within patches 

Spatial variance in the abundance of food allows a forager to bias its searching effort 

towards rich patches and away from poor patches (Stephens 1989). To devote time to 

patches in the most profitable way, a forager has to decide on when to leave a patch. The 

optimal solution for a solitary forager that is omniscient or prescient (see Valone & Brown 

1989) about the quality of patches is to leave a patch as soon as the intake rate in the patch 
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drops to the maximal long-term intake rate achievable in the particular habitat (Charnov 

1976). Intake rate can be translated to prey density, thus omniscient and prescient foragers 

are expected to leave all patches at the same specific prey density termed “Giving Up 

Density” or GUD for short (Charnov 1976; Valone & Brown 1989). No time is spend in 

patches with an initial prey density (IPD) < GUD. 

However, most foragers, such as Bewick’s swans, are not omniscient or prescient about 

patch content because food items are cryptic. Such foragers must first assess the quality of 

a patch before they can benefit from a more efficient allocation of effort (Olsson & Brown 

2006). In order to assess the quality of a patch a solitary forager has two sources of 

information about the content of the patch: patch sample information, i.e. the number food 

items found and the time required to find them, and pre-harvest (or prior) information, i.e. 

characteristics of the food distribution throughout the environment learned during earlier 

visits (Valone 1989; Dall et al. 2005). The frequency distribution of food densities is the pre-

harvest information usually considered in patch assessment models. Bayesian statistics 

provide a framework how the different sources of information can be combined to assess 

the content of patches (Iwasa et al. 1981). As pointed out elsewhere (Green 1980, 1988; 

McNamara 1982; Olsson & Holmgren 1998; Olsson & Brown 2006) the optimal solution for a 

Bayesian forager is to leave the patch as soon as the estimate of the potential intake rate in 

the patch drops to a constant critical intake rate. This leads to an interesting patch use 

pattern in which GUDs are not constant for different IPDs, but a humped relationship 

between GUD and IPD is predicted (Olsson & Holmgren 2000; Olsson & Brown 2006). In 

practice this relationship will be linearly increasing which is caused by a skew in the patch 

quality distribution (see Olsson & Holmgren 2000 for details). 

In chapter 8 we point out that the frequency distribution of food densities is not the 

only form of pre-harvest information that is available to a forager. Different food densities 

are usually not randomly distributed throughout the environment, but a clear spatial pattern 

exists (Wiens 2000; see also chapter 1). This spatial pattern is also a form of pre-harvest 

information because the position of a patch in relation to previously visited patches provides 

an expectation about the food density in that patch, for a forager that knows the spatial 

pattern of the food distribution. For example, the probability that a Bewick’s swan finds a 

high density patch near the current patch is much higher if the density in the current patch 

is high, than if the density in the current patch is low (figure 3). Whether Bewick’s swans 

use pre-harvest information about the spatial pattern to assess the quality of a patch could 

not be studied in the field because the laborious character of the tuber sampling procedure 

prevents a detailed description of pondweed densities in a large area. To get around this, 

we investigated this concept in a laboratory experiment (chapter 8) in which we 

determined the time Mallard Anas platyrhynchos spent searching for buried wheat seeds in 

full and empty patches, in environments with different spatial configurations of full and 

empty patches. Mallard appeared to be sensitive to spatial pattern and used this (pre-
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harvest) information to enhance their assessment of patches. Such a response to pattern 

leads to a higher gain rate. Given the similarities between Mallard and Bewick’s swans and 

their food we have all reason to believe that swans as well take advantage of pre-harvest 

information about spatial pattern to assess the quality of patches in the field. 

Bewick’s swans spend more time in rich than in poor patches (chapter 3), and thus 

regulate the time in patches in the field. This can also be inferred from tuber depletion 

patterns. Figure 4 shows the relationship between tuber densities before (initial: IPD) and 

after (final: GUD) swan grazing. A swan that spends an equal amount of time in every patch 

removes a fixed proportion of biomass in every patch (assuming a linear functional 

response, which is justifiable for Bewick’s swans, see Nolet et al. 2002). However, in the 

field swans consume a higher proportion from rich than from poor patches, as indicated by 

the intercept of the regression between IPD and GUD being significantly greater than 0 

(figure 4). In other words, also from the depletion pattern we can see that swans regulate 

their time in patches. 

 

Figure 3 The frequency in which a swan expects to encounter different food densities in patches at 

different distances from the current patch. Intensity of shading indicates the density class (classes 1-4, 

lowest density class in white, see figure 1 chapter 3 for details). In the upper track the density in the 

current patch is low (class 1), whereas in the lower track de density in the current patch is high (class 

4). Note that a swan that is currently in a poor patch expects to find poor patches nearby, whereas a 

swan that is currently in a rich patch expects to find rich patches nearby. 
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Figure 4 Illustration of the exploitation of Fennel pondweed tuber biomass densities by Bewick’s 

swans. Panel C and panel A show the relative frequency distributions of tuber biomass densities before 

swan exploitation (October, panel C) and after the foraging of swans (November, panel A). In panel B 

the relationship between the tuber biomass densities in October against the tuber biomass densities in 

November is plotted. The solid line represents the linear regression (y=0.24x + 9.1351), the dotted line 

represents the relationship y=x. The estimated intercept of this regression equals 9.1 (stdev 2.0) which 

is significantly larger than 0 (t98=4.5, p<0.001). Data were collected in autumn 2003 in a 10 x 10 m plot 

where biomass densities were determined per 1 m2 (see chapter 3). 

 

Interestingly, the slope of the relationship between IPD and GUD is significantly larger 

than 0 (figure 4), i.e. GUD is an increasing function of IPD. Such positive relationship 

between IPD and GUD is predicted for Bayesian foragers that leave patches according to a 

potential assessment rule (Olsson & Holmgren 2000). An alternative explanation for a 

positive relationship between IPD and GUD is that the forager exploits patches down to a 

fixed threshold, where a certain fraction of the food in patches is not accessible (i.e. out of 
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reach, see Nolet et al. 2006). The slope of the regression between IPD and GUD equals the 

proportion of food that is inaccessible. In the example depicted in figure 4 the slope equals 

0.24, thus 24% of the food was out of reach of the swans. The (fixed) GUD practiced by the 

swans is equal to the intercept of the regression between IPD and GUD, in the example in 

figure 4 this equals 9.1 g/m2. Pondweed tubers that occur deeper than 86 cm from the 

water surface are out of reach for foraging Bewick’s swans (Nolet et al. 2006). Maximum 

tuber burial depth is 30 cm, thus whether swans can reach tubers depends on the water 

level (Nolet et al. 2006). Water depth for our study plot was about 60 cm. Nolet et al. 

(2006) estimated that in this case exactly 24% of tuber biomass is out of reach for the 

swans! 

Although it remains to be established why swans exploit patches down to the threshold 

levels we observed, we can conclude that swans regulate their time in patches and 

consequently profit from existing small-scale spatial variance in the abundance of tuber 

biomass densities. 

 

Regulating movement between patches 

The second way in which an animal can enhance its gain rate in relation to spatial 

heterogeneity is by regulating the movement between patches. A forager can regulate 

movement by adjusting the (turning) angle between subsequent movements (i.e. sinuosity 

of the path) and/or by adjusting the length of movements. Gain rate is enhanced for a 

forager that moves strategically through the environment as it encounters high densities 

more frequently and low densities less frequently than they are on offer. This effect was 

observed both in two-dimensional models in which movement is regulated by changes in 

turning angles (Benhamou 1992; Fortin 2002), and in one-dimensional models in which 

movement is regulated by changes in the length of movements (chapter 2). Benhamou 

(1992) determined the optimal level of sinuosity in relation to differently clumped food 

distributions. In chapter 2 we determined the optimal lengths of inter-patch movements 

for different spatial distributions of full and empty food patches (clumped, regular, and a 

random configuration). 

Viewed at the scale at which swans sample the environment (see also chapter 7), a 

positive spatial autocorrelation in pondweed tuber biomass density was observed (i.e. the 

distribution of food densities is clumped, chapter 3). We parameterized the one-

dimensional movement model introduced in chapter 2 for the swan-pondweed system to 

predict inter-patch movement lengths for the specific spatial pattern observed in a 

pondweed bed. A swan that always moves to the patch where it expects the highest gain 

rate was predicted to move a longer distance from a starting point in a poor patch and a 

shorter distance from a starting point in a rich patch (defined by tuber biomass density) 

(chapter 3). To test this hypothesis we conducted an experiment in the field: during 

different stages in the growing season we removed all aboveground biomass in large 
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subplots to create plots with different tuber biomass densities. In autumn we subsequently 

accurately recorded the movement paths of swans foraging in these subplots by taking a 

triangular fix of the position of the swan every time it submerged its head, by 

simultaneously measuring the angle to the swan from two hides, using two total station 

range finders. In accordance with our theoretical predictions it was observed that the inter-

patch distance was large for a movement from a patch that had been poor, and small for a 

movement from a patch that had been rich in food (chapter 3). At this spatial scale, swans 

only related the length of inter-patch movements to the density of food, and not the angle 

of these movements, so we can conclude that the fact that the swans perceive a much 

richer environment than is on offer can be ascribed to regulating movement lengths. Such 

non-random movement was calculated to enhance the gain rate by 1.4 times (chapter 3). 

These observations accord well with the large-scale movements described by Nolet & Mooij 

(2002). At a larger spatial scale, say the scale of the whole pondweed bed, the swans seem 

to alternate between an intensive (low-speed, sinuous) and extensive (high-speed, directed) 

search mode. This appears to be an optimal way to locate large (10 x 10 m) food clumps 

(Nolet & Mooij 2002). Our results elucidate how movement is fine-tuned to the small scale 

heterogeneity that exists within such food clumps (chapter 3). Taking these two studies 

together, the foraging behaviour of the swans can be viewed as an adaptive response to 

this hierarchical patchiness in food abundance (Kotliar & Wiens 1990; chapter 3). 

A number of other studies, listed in table 1, also report that foragers respond to spatial 

pattern in an adaptive way. In some studies the forager regulates the sinuosity of the path 

whereas in other studies the forager only regulates the length of inter-patch movements. All 

studies on natural spatial patterns that we are aware of involved clumped configurations of 

food, which is not surprising since examples of natural non-clumped spatial configurations 

are rare. However, Lovvorn and Gillingham (1996) describe the distribution of densities of 

belowground winter buds of the submerged plant Vallisneria americana as being random, 

i.e. no spatial correlations in winter bud densities were found. Consequently, a Canvasback 

Aythya valisineria that feeds on these buds has the same expectation of food density 

regardless of distance moved (Lovvorn and Gillingham 1996), thus in this case the length of 

a movement is not expected to be related to the food density in the patch this movement 

started. Regular configurations of organisms seems to be the result of competition between 

conspecifics. Kenkel (1988) for example describes that the distribution of living Jack pines 

Pinus banksiana is regular, which was explained by a strong competition for soil resources 

and light. Regular patterns were also observed in coastal macrobentic communities in soft-

bottom habitats (Thrush 1991). However, all foraging studies devoted to shorebirds preying 

on benthos that I am aware of concerned clumped distributions of food (e.g. Van Gils et al. 

2006). Adaptive foraging responses in experimentally induced non-clumped spatial patterns 

indicate that a response to pattern is not restricted to clumped configurations, which 

strongly argues for studies on natural spatial patterns that are not clumped.  
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Table 1 Examples of studies where foragers respond to natural or experimentally induced spatial 

pattern in the distribution of food by regulating the sinuosity (s) of their path or the length of inter-

patch movements. 

Species Spatial pattern Response Study 

natural: clumped 
sinuosity of path (s) is increased after 

prey encounter 

Thrushes 

Turdus sp. 

experimental: 

- clumped 

- random 

- regular 

 

always increase s after prey encounter 

sometimes increase s after prey encounter 

never increase s after prey encounter 

Smith 1974 

Bumblebee 

Bombus terricola 
natural: clumped 

length of movements are shorter and 

sinuosity of path is higher in rich than in 

poor area 

Heinrich 1979 

Starling  

Sturnus vulgaris 
natural: clumped 

birds tend to land close to a previous 

visited patch when foraging success had 

been high in that patch, and further away 

when foraging success had been low 

Tinbergen 1981 

Grey plovers 

Pluvialis squatarola 
natural: clumped 

birds move less far after taking a large 

prey than after taking a small or no prey 
Pienkowski 1983 

Bison 

Bos bison 
natural: clumped 

non-random movement results in 

successfully avoiding poor feeding area 
Fortin 2003 

Plaice 

Pleuronectes platessa 

experimental: 

- clumped 

- regular 

 

intensive search near prey 

always extensive search 

Hill et al. 2002 

Bewick’s swan 

Cygnus columbianus 

bewickii 

natural: clumped 
inter-patch distance is long from poor and 

short from rich patch 
chapter 3 

 

Bewick’s swans experience a richer environment than the environment actually on offer 

due to the strategic non-random way they move through the environment (chapter 3). In 

other words, there is a mismatch between the average density swans experience and the 

average density we sample in the field. This is an important result for the interpretation of 

critical threshold densities observed in the field. The average food density we observe after 

the exploitation episode is lower than the critical threshold density practiced by the forager, 

since this forager experienced a richer environment than the environment on offer. 

Consequently, a response to spatial pattern might explain discrepancies in observed and 

expected threshold densities. For example, Nolet et al. (2002) reported that Bewick’s swans 

left a pondweed bed at slightly lower gain rates that swans could achieve at nearby 

agricultural fields. An alternative explanation for the delayed switch would be that the swans 

experienced a slightly richer pondweed bed due to their fine-tuned response to pattern, and 

that swans thus left the pondweed bed exactly at the gain rate that was achieved at the 
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alternative site, as predicted from an optimal foraging perspective. On the other hand we 

know that swans markedly reduce the degree of spatial pattern in the distribution of 

pondweed densities (chapter 6), which would preclude any opportunity to respond to 

pattern at the end of an exploitation episode. 

 

Costs and benefits of social foraging 

The ideas about regulating time in a patch and movement between patches listed above are 

applicable to an animal foraging alone. However, just as with the assumption that the world 

is homogeneous, this is a severe simplification of reality. Presumably without exception, 

animals do not forage solitarily but rather socially, i.e. social foraging seems be the rule 

rather than the exception. For example, the studies listed in table 1 all deal with socially 

feeding species. Here I mean with ‘social foraging’ that energetic gains and losses of the 

forager are influenced by other foragers (definition cf. Giraldeau & Caraco 2000). There are 

two important differences between a solitary and socially feeding forager. 

Firstly, by watching the behaviours of others, a social forager acquires information about 

novel prey types, novel behaviours in prey acquisition, location of (high quality) patches, 

and the quality of patches (Giraldeau et al. 2002). The latter has been termed ‘public 

information’ and is defined as sampling information acquired vicariously by monitoring the 

sampling behaviour of others (Valone and Templeton 2002). By combining the pre-harvest 

and personal patch sample information with public information, an individual can estimate 

patch quality faster and more precisely, which results in more efficient resource exploitation 

(Clark & Mangel 1986; Valone 1989; Valone and Templeton 2002; Sernland et al. 2003). 

Bewick’s swans are strongly gregarious and most probably use public information to assess 

and to keep track of changes in food density. The time a swan spends at a patch, or 

equivalently the number of foraging bouts (see chapter 3) is a good indication for the 

quality of a patch. A swan that newly arrives at a pondweed bed can quickly assess the 

average density of the bed by watching the feeding behaviour of other individuals. However, 

a swan cannot observe successful and unsuccessful sampling activities by other individuals 

during feeding, since it then has its head submerged. Since swans have their heads 

submerged for about half of the time (see chapter 3), access to public information could 

be constrained by their mode of feeding. Acquisition of public information comes at a cost, 

as a missed foraging opportunity, if a swan acquires public information by suspending 

feeding, as pointed out by Giraldeau et al. (2002). 

It was beyond the scope of this thesis to establish the use and significance of public 

information for foraging Bewick’s swans. Nevertheless, a study on the role of public 

information in the estimation of characteristics of the food distribution (quality and spatial 

configuration) would be very valuable for the understanding of pondweed exploitation. I 

would not be surprised if it turns out that access to public information rather than the 

predation risk is the “main reason” for the flocking behaviour of swans. 
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Another important difference between a solitarily and a socially feeding forager is that 

optimal decisions of a social forager depend on the decision or behaviour of other foragers 

(Giraldeau & Caraco 2000). What is optimal for a solitary forager might be sub-optimal for a 

social forager. This certainly holds for swans feeding on pondweed. For a swan feeding 

solitarily, the average food density in the environment is more or less stable (as long as 

patches are not revisited and tubers do not yet sprout), whereas for a socially feeding swan 

the food density in the environment progressively decreases over time due to exploitation 

by conspecifics. In a flock, swans compete for food either directly by fighting over rich 

patches (interference competition) or indirectly by exploiting patches (exploitative 

competition). Direct competition might induce a skew in intake rates, since the more 

dominant swans will occupy the best patches. The dominance rank of a Bewick’s swan is 

strongly related to its social status, in which singletons are the lowest and families the 

highest in rank (Van Eerden et al. 1997; Badzinski 2003; chapter 4). Field observations 

confirm that the most dominant birds (families) occupy the best patches (Van Eerden et al. 

1997). Given these differences between foraging alone and in a group we might expect that 

the optimal time in a patch is also different for solitary and social foragers. We modelled the 

optimal decision when to leave a patch for swans that keep track of these changes in food 

abundance (chapter 5). The optimal behaviour was to leave a patch at a fixed threshold 

for a swan feeding solitarily, and at a flexible threshold for a swan foraging in a flock 

(chapter 5). In a changing environment, information about food density that is collected 

during foraging becomes  rapidly outdated, so we might expect that foragers continuously 

update the estimate about the quality of the environment with recent (foraging) 

information, and that older (outdated) information is disregarded (linear operating model; 

Bernstein et al. 1988; see also Rodríguez-Gironès& Vásquez 1997). In the simulations we 

determined the optimal length of the interval between collecting and discarding information 

(memory trace, a longer interval means that the estimate of the quality of the environment 

is based on a larger number of patches). Interestingly, a short memory trace, corresponding 

to only one patch, appeared to be optimal (see chapter 5). Very different food exploitation 

patterns were predicted for a fixed in comparison to a flexible exploitation rule. Surprisingly, 

the exploitation pattern observed in the field matched best with the predictions for a fixed 

threshold. A possible explanation, apart from that swans are not under exploitative 

competition, is that other factors are also important, for example the depth distribution of 

pondweed tubers (see chapters 1 & 5). 

Apart from the time in a patch we might expect that social foraging also impinges on the 

movement between patches. In chapter 3 we focussed on movements that were not 

related to social interactions, which constitutes 76% of all inter-patch movements. We 

assumed that these movements are representative for a solitary forager and that they were 

predominantly a response to food density. The other 24% of recorded movements were the 

basis for an analysis on the effect of social interactions on the length of inter-patch 
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movements (chapter 4). In line with the social hierarchy we observed that singletons were 

more often chased away from patches than paired swans or swans that are part of a family. 

A swan that was chased away from a patch moved a longer distance before it initiated 

exploitation of a new patch than a swan that voluntarily left a patch; moreover, this 

displacement was greater for subordinate than for paired swans. One possible explanation 

for the longer movements of singletons is that this enables them to remain at the front edge 

of the flock where resources are unexploited (Prop & Loonen 1989; Stahl et al. 2001; 

chapter 4). In this line of reasoning it would be interesting to see how the movements of 

foragers with different social rankings are related to the position of conspecifics, and the 

position within the flock (see e.g. Rowcliffe et al. 2004). 

 

The role of spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of food at stopover sites for a 

migratory bird 

What is the significance of small-scale spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of food for a 

migrating Bewick’s swan? In general we can state that heterogeneity provides an 

opportunity for an animal to bias foraging effort to area that is rich in food, which is related 

to a higher gain rate (Valone & Brown 1989; Schmidt & Brown 1996). In general, 

heterogeneity in the abundance of food is thought to be beneficial for a forager (Sparrow 

1999). Tufted ducks Aythya fuligula diving for benthic prey provide one of the few examples 

where an animal is not capable of taking advantage of spatial heterogeneity (De Leeuw 

1999). These ducks achieved lower intake rates when Zebra mussels Dreissena polymorpha 

were distributed in tight clumps than when distributed more homogeneously. In the 

previous paragraphs I pointed out how a forager can enhance its gain rate by regulating the 

time in a patch or the movement in between patches. For the pondweed-feeding Bewick’s 

swans, which are limited by the available feeding time (Nolet & Klaassen 2005), an 

enhanced gain rate would result in a higher daily metabolizable energy intake.  

Correspondingly, heterogeneity in the distribution of food at a stopover site would 

mean that higher fuelling rates can be achieved, which in turn can be translated into an 

increased speed of migration (figure 5; Hedenström & Alerstam 1998). In particular, in the 

light of the strong competition between swans we could imagine that it is crucial for a 

migrating swan to take advantage of the opportunity to enhance gain rates and thus 

migration speed to get ahead of its competitors at the next site. 

Heterogeneity in the abundance of food and responses of foragers to this heterogeneity 

seem to be very common in natural ecosystems. Therefore, a better question to ask in this 

context might be ‘what would be the effect on swans if heterogeneity would disappear, i.e. 

if the environment would become homogeneous?’ Obviously, it would make life, or at least 

the migratory period, much more demanding for the swans since they would be confronted 

with decreased gain rates and thus reduced migration speeds (figure 5). If food was 

homogeneously distributed swans would fail to achieve the intake rates that we observe in 
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the field. Given the dependence of swans on Fennel pondweed and the very thight time 

window for successful reproduction we could even imagine that absence of heterogeneity 

could negatively affect the reproduction of swans, and consequently the viability of the 

population (Fryxell et al. 2005). In a homogeneous world swans would arrive too late or 

with too few energy stores to breed successfully, particularly in years with low food 

densities. Different studies on geese demonstrated that the body condition realized during 

migratory stopover has pronounced effects on the probability of successful reproduction 

(Ebbinge & Spaans 1995; Drent et al. 2003). 

 

Figure 5 Power required for flapping flight (W) in relation to the flight speed (m/s), for a Bewick’s 

swan with a mass of 6.05 kg, a wing span of 1.92 m, and a body drag coefficient of 0.1 (calculations 

according to Pennycuick 1975). The maximum speed of migration (Vm) can be found by drawing the 

tangent from the rate of fuel deposition (plotted on the downwards extended ordinate) to the power 

curve. Two scenarios are depicted. Scenario A represents the natural situation observed in the 

Lauwersmeer in 2003, i.e. a heterogeneous food distribution (see chapter 3). The rate of fuel 

deposition (99 W) was extrapolated from Daily Energy Expenditure (DEE: 3⋅106 J/day) and 

Metabolizable Energy Intake (MEI: 12⋅106 J/d) observed in 1995-1996 (Nolet & Klaassen 2005). 

Scenario B represents the hypothetical situation where the same amount of food is homogeneously 

distributed, which is expected to be linked with a lower deposition rate. A doubled deposition rate 

implies a 67% advantage in overall migratory speed. This figure is based on Hedenström & Alerstam 

(1998). 
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A scenario in which food is homogeneously distributed throughout the environment 

seems unrealistic (Sparrow 1999; Wiens 2000), but raises the question how heterogeneity is 

maintained in a system. In chapter 6 we explored how heterogeneity in the abundance of 

pondweed tuber biomass developed throughout the year to determine how the three most 

important biological processes (growth of plants, predation by swans and winter mortality) 

affect heterogeneity. The novelty of this study was that we distinguished between different 

forms of heterogeneity: spatial variance and spatial pattern (see also chapter 1). It 

appeared that the degree of variance and pattern strongly fluctuated throughout the year, 

although not in a similar fashion, but rather independently. The effect of a biological process 

on variance could be very different from, and even opposed to, the effect on pattern 

(chapter 6)! Consequently, the fact that swans meet a heterogeneous rather than a 

homogeneous food distribution in autumn is not the result of a single biological process. If 

spatial variance is enhanced by the foraging activities of swans, we would expect that 

exclusion of feeding swans from an area would tend to homogenize the food distribution. 

Spatial pattern is in fact not enhanced by the foraging activities of swans. After the foraging 

episode by the swans, the underlying tuber distribution pattern had even disappeared from 

the system (chapter 6). After the winter spatial pattern in the distribution of tuber densities 

re-occurred again, indicating that pattern is enhanced by winter mortality. The observation 

that exploitation decreases the degree of spatial pattern is not a general one. Adler et al. 

(2001) reviewed the effects of grazers on spatial pattern in the vegetation and concluded 

that foraging causes decreases in spatial pattern in some cases, but increases in others. 

 

Calculating the carrying capacity of a site in relation to small scale spatial 

heterogeneity 

The number of birds that can be supported by a site has been termed the site’s carrying 

capacity, and can be expressed as the maximum number of bird-days or as the maximum 

number of birds. Here I consider carrying capacity as an energetic rather than a 

demographic concept, thus I will focus on carrying capacity expressed in bird-days (De 

Leeuw 1997; Van Gils et al. 2004). The carrying capacity is an important tool for 

management decisions since it establishes the conservation value of a site. In essence, the 

site’s carrying capacity is determined by the amount of food on offer and by the rate at 

which food is consumed. The carrying capacity of a site that has 6,000,000 units of food 

available (Zwarts et al. 1992) equals 60,000 bird-days when a bird consumes 100 food items 

per day, or 30,000 bird-days when a bird consumes 200 food items per day (I here assumed 

that all food items are eaten, i.e. GUD=0). 

To calculate the number of bird days it is important to know the forager’s currency, i.e. 

whether the forager maximizes daily intake or whether it satisfies daily requirements (Nolet 

et al. submitted). This can be illustrated by considering the effect of social interference on 

the carrying capacity. Social interference between foragers lowers food intake rates, at least 
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for subordinate birds (Vahl et al. 2005). A lower intake rate for satisfiers implies that they 

need more time on a day to accumulate their daily energy requirements. However, the 

number of bird days the site can sustain remains unchanged. For rate-maximizers a lower 

intake rate implies that less food is consumed during a day (maximizers continue foraging 

when daily requirements are met), which leaves more food that can be consumed on other 

days. Consequently, lower intake rates increases the number of bird-days for rate-

maximizers! 

There has been some debate about whether we need multi-patch models that 

incorporate spatial heterogeneity in the site’s characteristics to calculate carrying capacity, 

or that we can use a simpler one-patch model that assumes a homogeneous environment 

(Goss-Custard et al. 2003; Van Gils et al. 2004). Van Gils et al. (2004) advocate that multi-

patch models are needed to improve carrying capacity predictions when patches differ in 

fitness costs of foraging (i.e. metabolic and predation costs) or in availability (i.e. time 

exposed to foragers). Goss-Custard et al. (2003) compared predictions of a one-patch model 

and a more complex spatial depletion model in which different patches are treated 

separately, and concluded that model predictions are often the same, even tough initial food 

densities varies between patches. From these studies we might get the impression that 

spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of food does not affect carrying capacity 

calculations, as long as patches are equal in fitness costs or temporal availability. In the 

next paragraph I will point out that this is not always true. 

I consider the case that the carrying capacity is calculated from initial food density Di, 

the critical density Dc at which patches are left, and the forager’s functional response. For 

simplicity I assume that the environment is homogeneous in foraging costs and availability 

of patches, and that the forager is a rate-maximizer that feeds all day long. The 

environment consists of only 2 patches, each measuring 1 m2. I consider two models. The 

one-patch type model (OPM) assumes that both patches contain the same Di, which equals 

the average initial density for the two patches iD . The multi-patch type model (MPM) 

recognizes that the two patches differ in initial food density (Di,1 and Di,2). In this example 

patch 1 can contain less food than patch 2. See figure 6 for four different environments that 

are equal in iD , but differ in initial densities in patches 1 and 2. Environment A is 

homogeneous: for both patches Di= 30 g/m2. Environments B-D are heterogeneous: the 

smallest difference in food density is observed for environment B, and the largest difference 

for environment D. For the OPM the carrying capacity C, expressed in bird days, is 

calculated by: 

ϕtCOPM ⋅= 2  

where tϕ is the feeding time required to deplete a patch from iD  to Dc (t is expressed in 

days). For the MPM carrying capacity is calculated by: 

2,1, ϕϕ ttCMPM +=  
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where tϕ ,1 is the time required to deplete patch 1 from Di,1 to Dc, and tϕ ,2 is the time 

required to deplete patch 2 from Di,2 to Dc. The forager has a type I functional response 

with a slope of 0.41, i.e. it takes a forager exactly 1 day to exploit a patch with Di=30 g/m2 

down to Dc=20 g/m2. 

In table 2 COPM and CMPM are presented for the environments that only differ in the 

variation in the initial food densities. The OPM only correctly calculated carrying capacity for 

environment A (no variation in initial food densities). In other words, in this example it is 

important to consider spatial variance in initial food densities to calculate carrying capacity. 

This is the result of two effects. Firstly, the rate at which food is consumed is different for 

heterogeneous than for homogeneous environments. The average rate at which food is 

consumed is an increasing function of the level of heterogeneity in the abundance of food 

(table 2), because food intake rate is an increasing function of food density. This explains 

why CMPM  is lower for environment B than for environment A (remember that for rate-

maximizers carrying capacity is lower if food is consumed at a higher rate). Secondly, the 

harvestable food supply, i.e. the total amount of food that can be harvested from an 

environment, is different for heterogeneous than for homogeneous environments. 

Harvestable food supply is higher for environments C and D than for environments A and B 

(table 2), which is caused by the fact that in environments C and D the initial density in 

patch 1 is already  less than  the GUD.  This  effect was  not  detected in the model of Goss- 

 

Figure 6 Schematic representations of four simple environments (A-D) that consist of two patches. The 

average food density in all environments is 30 g/m2. Environments differ in the degree of spatial 

heterogeneity (spatial variance). Environment A is homogeneous, i.e. both patches contain 30 g/m2. 

Environments B-C are heterogeneous, i.e. the food density in patch 1 is lower than the food density in 

patch 2, in which B is slightly, C is intermediately, and D is strongly heterogeneous. The horizontal line 

depicts a hypothetical critical food density threshold of 20 g/m2 at which patches are left by the forager. 

See table 3 for the amount of biomass that is available to the forager (dark gray) and the average time 

a forager needs to exploit 1 g of biomass, for these different environments. 
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Table 2 Carrying capacity, expressed in number of bird days, four environments (A-D) that are equal in 

the average food density (30 g/m2) but differ in the degree of spatial variance in the abundance of food 

(see figure 6 for corresponding examples). The carrying capacity is calculated by a one-patch type 

model (OPM) that assumes that the environment is homogeneous and a multi-patch type model (MPM) 

that acknowledges that initial food densities vary. Furthermore, the harvestable amount of food (food 

that is above a critical threshold density of 20 g/m2) and the average time a forager would need to 

harvest 1 g of food, is presented. The average time to harvest 1 g of biomass (in days) is calculated by 

dividing the time required to forage the available amount of food by the available amount of food. 

Environment A B C D 

Carrying capacity according 

to OPM (d) 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Carrying capacity according 

to MPM (d) 
2.0 1.7 2.3 2.7 

Harvestable amount of 

biomass (g) 
20 20 30 40 

Time to harvest 1 g of 

biomass (d) 
0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07 

 

Custard et al. (2003) since the initial food density in a patch was always higher than the 

GUDs they employed. The larger harvestable food supplies for environments C and D 

explain why CMPM for these environments is larger than CMPM of environments A and B. 

 In the light of the abovementioned effects of spatial heterogeneity on carrying capacity 

calculations, we can ask the question whether acknowledgement of heterogeneity in 

pondweed abundance is required for carrying capacity calculations in the Bewick’s swan-

Fennel pondweed study system. Firstly, only in 3% of the patches is the initial density lower 

than the threshold density (own data, here we assume a fixed threshold density, see 

paragraph on ‘regulating time in patches’). Consequently, the effect of ignoring small scale 

heterogeneity in the determination of the harvestable food supply is negligible. Secondly, a 

swan needs on average 46 s to harvest 1 g of pondweed biomass, both if food is distributed 

heterogeneously (field situation) and if food is distributed homogeneously (hypothetical 

situation) (own data, given a functional response cf. Nolet et al. 2002). This is explained by 

the high intake rates at high densities are in this case outweighed by low intake rates at low 

densities (densities lower than the average density but higher than GUD). In this specific 

case, the effect of spatial variance on the rate at which food is consumed is negligible. 

Consequently, for a pondweed bed that is homogeneous in foraging costs we do not have to 

acknowledge spatial heterogeneity to calculate the number of bird-days from the average 

initial pondweed biomass, the GUD employed by swans, and the swan’s functional response. 

However before we could draw this conclusion we needed to have a sound idea about 

spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of food in the system. 
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The level of spatial variance that is observed is a function of the scale at which food 

densities are determined (see chapter 1, Kotliar & Wiens 1990; Levin 1992). Consequently 

it is important to measure food density at a scale appropriate to the forager, which is 

normally the foraging scale or grain, which is the smallest scale at which an animal can 

respond to heterogeneity (Kotliar & Wiens 1990). In chapter 7 we showed in a laboratory 

experiment that Mallards are limited in their response to spatial variance by the scale at 

which heterogeneity is present. This corroborated the existence of a foraging scale. In 

Mallard the foraging scale is presumably related to the morphology of the bill tip (chapter 

7). Bewick’s swans dig craters to loosen pondweed tubers, which makes it impossible to 

respond to heterogeneity at a smaller scale than the size of a crater. Consequently, the 

foraging scale of Bewick’s swans seems to be determined by their foraging behaviour rather 

than the size of their foraging apparatus. 

 

Conclusion 

The arrival of Bewick’s swans at a staging site is an impressive sight. After a period of 

favourable weather conditions the swans suddenly arrive in large numbers. The hundreds of 

vigorously calling swans turn the silent lake into a vivid white field. The intensity with which 

the swans plough through the pondweed bed gives the impression that they are not at ease 

but work hard to achieve their goals. In the light of the strong exploitative competition 

between swans this impression might be very right. Migration seems to be a game in which 

optimal decisions depend on the decisions of conspecifics. In this game it is of uttermost 

importance for a swan not to end up in the rear of the population but to remain in the 

leading front. Otherwise the swan is confronted with depleted pondweed beds at stopover 

sites, which ultimately inhibits successful reproduction (in spring) or risks of a freeze-over 

(in autumn). 

Consequently, it is expected that the swans take advantage of every opportunity to 

enhance their energy gain rate at a site. Such opportunity is provided by the small-scale 

heterogeneity in the abundance of food. Therefore it does not come as a surprise that 

swans indeed enhance their gain rate by regulating the time they spend in patches and the 

movement pattern between patches, as shown in different chapters in this thesis. Although 

we now have a relatively good understanding of the way in which swans exploit pondweed 

at the local level, some details remain to be assessed. For example, it is not completely clear 

how swans decide to leave a patch, in particular given the fact that they forage in flocks: we 

have been unable to quantify to what extent swans rely on or use public information. 

Furthermore it is unclear how swans distribute themselves throughout a pondweed bed, and 

whether this is controlled by exploitative competition or social interference. 

 

It is my conviction that it is important to understand the rules governing the time swans 

spend in patches and the way swans move in between patches in great detail (i.e. at a small 
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spatial and temporal resolution) to understand processes that act at much larger scales, 

such as use of the flyway in swan migration. The challenge is to build on our understanding 

of the individual swan, to bridge the gap between individual behaviour and lifetime 

performance (a combination of survival and reproductive output). Is the success of an 

individual swan related to its foraging performance? The Bewick’s swan is a long-lived 

species and individuals can be recognized from neck-collars or coloured leg-bands. 

Furthermore, body condition, as a reflection of foraging performance, can be estimated in 

the field by observing the abdominal profile (API; see Bowler 1994). This provides a unique 

opportunity to relate individual variation in foraging behaviour to survival and reproductive 

success. Not that this will be a simple task! Such study not only requires a meticulous 

description of the foraging behaviour of a large number of individually marked birds, but 

also a detailed picture of their whereabouts and a reliable estimate about survival and 

reproduction allowing estimation of the fitness correlates associated with the observed 

foraging decisions. However, new technologies (e.g. satellite transmitters and recently 

applied GPS-loggers) and the devotion of a growing number of ring-reading amateur 

ornithologists might soon bring this within our scope. 
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Summary 

The gathering of food is an important aspect of an animal’s life. When food is harvested at a 

higher rate, a fixed amount of food is collected in less time, leaving more time for 

alternative activities (e.g. searching for mates), or more food is collected in a fixed amount 

of time, allowing a forager to assemble (more) energy resources (e.g. to prepare for a 

migratory journey). In many circumstances it is thus beneficial for a forager to collect food 

at a higher rate. 

Heterogeneity in the abundance of food provides a forager an opportunity to bias 

foraging effort towards area that is on average richer in food, and thus to enhance food 

intake rate. However, this might not be a simple task since in many natural situations food 

items are cryptic, for example because they are buried in the sediment, and consequently 

the content of patches is not obvious prior to exploitation. We see a patch as the smallest 

discrete spatial entity of the environment encountered/perceived by the forager or as the 

spatial entity that is exploited during the time the forager does not move (also called a 

foraging station). 

The central research theme in this thesis is how animals should forage in order to 

maximize their food intake rate in an environment that is heterogeneous in the abundance 

of cryptic food items. In particular, we ask how long foragers should stay in patches and 

how foragers should move between patches. We distinguish between two different forms of 

heterogeneity: spatial variance, the frequency distribution of densities, and spatial pattern, 

the spatial distribution of densities. Inspired by the pioneering work of Mennobart van 

Eerden and co-workers we choose the migratory Bewick’s swan Cygnus columbianus 

bewickii feeding on buried Fennel pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus tubers as the main 

study system. 

 

Bewick’s swans dig craters to reach the buried tubers. Consequently, their foraging path is 

an alternation between feeding in patches (craters) and movements between patches. A 

forager that does not know the exact location of rich patches, but that knows the spatial 

pattern of the food distribution, for example because it learned this during earlier visits, can 

achieve a higher intake rate by regulating the length of movements between patches. In 

chapter 2 we determined the optimal movement rule (i.e. the rule that maximizes long-

term intake rate), for such incompletely informed forager that has prior knowledge about 

the spatial configuration/arrangement of food items (called a Bayesian assessor), for 

environments with different spatial patterns in the food distribution (clumped, random, and 

regular). 

By comparing the best performance of the Bayesian forager with the performance of 

foragers that are uninformed (ignorant forager) and fully informed (prescient forager) about 

the content of patches, we could establish in which food distributions prior knowledge about 
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spatial pattern is beneficial to a forager. In most clumped and regular distributions there is a 

benefit of assessment, i.e. Bayesian assessors achieve substantially higher intake rates than 

ignorant foragers. 

However, both in environments with a less strong spatial pattern and in environments 

that are very rich or very poor in food, the assessor did not achieve a higher gain rate than 

the ignorant forager. In these environments there is no benefit of assessment despite the 

presence of spatial pattern. In environments with a less strong spatial pattern and in very 

poor environments the information about the content of nearby patches is valueless due to 

high unpredictability in the distribution of food items. In very rich environments there is not 

much to gain from a sophisticated movement rule, since already the ignorant strategy 

achieves a gain rate close to the maximum achievable rate (prescient forager). In other 

words, in rich environments there is no penalty of ignorance. 

In chapter 3 we return to our specific example of an incompletely informed forager 

moving in a spatially patterned food distribution: Bewick’s swans feeding on Fennel 

pondweed tubers. Pondweed tuber biomass densities appeared to be distributed in a 

clumped fashion, i.e. biomass densities showed a positive spatial auto-correlation at a short 

(< 3 m), but not at a larger distance (3-8 m). We used the model introduced in chapter 2 to 

establish quantitative predictions about the optimal lengths of inter-patch movements of 

swans for this spatial pattern. A swan that moves to the patch with the highest gain rate 

was predicted to move to the adjacent patch (at 1 m) if the food density in the current 

patch had been high (>25 g/m2) and to a more distant patch (at 7-8 m) if the food density 

in the current patch had been low (<25 g/m2). These predictions were tested in the field by 

measuring lengths of inter-patch movements in plots where the abundance of food was 

manipulated experimentally by removing aboveground biomass at different stages during 

the growing season.  

Swans regulated the time in patches, which is a response to spatial variance. Swans 

consume more food from rich than from poor patches, which indicates that swans harvest 

patches down to a constant quitting harvest rate. Moreover, in accordance with our 

predictions, swans responded to spatial pattern and moved a long distance (>3m) from a 

low density patch and a short distance (<3m) from a high density patch. The result of this 

strategic movement is that the frequency in which a forager encounters high-density 

patches is higher than the frequency in which high-density patches occur throughout the 

environment. Consequently swans achieve a 38% higher long-term intake rate. 

The movement pattern (foraging path) is thus a reflection of the spatial pattern in the 

distribution of tuber densities and can be understood from an optimal foraging perspective. 

However this is not the complete story. Swans are gregarious and individuals frequently 

interact about foraging patches. In chapter 3 we only considered inter-patch movements 

that were not related to social interactions (76% of all movements) because we were 

interested in the response of swans to spatial pattern. In chapter 4 we focus on the 
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remaining 24% of inter-patch movements and studied how social interactions affect the 

length of inter-patch movements. A swan that was chased away from a patch moved a 

significantly larger distance before it started to exploit a new patch than when it choose to 

leave the patch by itself. Individual swans differed in their dominance rank which was 

related to the swan’s social status, in which families are dominant over pairs and singletons, 

and pairs are dominant over singletons. Singletons more often retreated from patches than 

paired swans and families, and thus social interactions had the largest influence on the 

foraging path of singletons. Because it is thought that longer movements deteriorate the 

efficiency in which high-density patches are encountered, we expect that singletons 

consequently achieve the lowest intake rates. However singletons might partly compensate 

for more frequent retreats from patches by moving larger distances to arrive at the front 

edge of a flock where they encounter unexploited resources. 

In chapter 5 we had a closer look at how social foraging affected patch residence 

times. Swans forage in groups and thus compete for food by exploiting patches. We 

modelled the decision ‘when to leave a patch’ for solitary feeding swans and swans feeding 

in a flock under exploitative competition. Model swans continuously update their expectation 

about the quality of the environment, and thus could keep track of changes in food 

abundance. Patches were left as soon as the intake rate in the patch dropped to the 

average intake rate that could be achieved in the whole environment. Since the food 

distribution is more or less stable for the solitary forager, it was predicted to leave patches 

at a fixed threshold. In contrast, a swan foraging in a group was predicted to leave patches 

at a flexible threshold since the abundance of food in the environment progressively 

decreases over time. Game simulations confirmed that model swans that leave patches at a 

flexible threshold were superior to swans that leave patches at a fixed threshold. Very 

different exploitation patterns were predicted if swans foraged with a fixed or flexible 

threshold. Surprisingly, the exploitation pattern observed in the field matched best with our 

predictions for swans foraging with a fixed threshold! Swans might be constrained to 

behave optimally in this respect, for example due to social behaviour or due to the (vertical) 

depth-distribution of tuber biomasses. 

In many natural situations, food items are cryptic to foragers. Consequently, a forager 

needs time to assess the content of a patch, before it can respond to it. In such case 

knowledge about the spatial pattern in the distribution of food might be beneficial since this 

gives a forager a better estimate of the content of surrounding patches prior to foraging, 

which enhances the assessment of the content of a patch. We investigated whether a 

forager uses (pre-harvest) information about spatial pattern to enhance patch assessment 

(in addition to adjustment of its movement rule) in an experiment with Mallard Anas 

platyrhynchos foraging in environments with random, regular, and clumped configurations 

of full and empty patches (chapter 8). An assessment model was used to predict the time 

a Mallard would spend in an empty patch, given that the previous patch had been full or 
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empty, for the different spatial distributions used in the experiment. Consistent with 

predictions, in the clumped distribution Mallard spent less time in an empty patch if the 

neighbouring patch had been empty than if it had been full. This effect was not observed 

for the random distribution. This shows that Mallard use pre-harvest information on spatial 

pattern to improve patch assessment. (Patch assessment could not be evaluated for the 

regular distribution). 

In this experiment Mallard surprisingly did not respond to spatial pattern by regulating 

the length of their inter-patch movements, but virtually always moved to a neighbouring 

patch. An explanation for the result that pre-harvest information on spatial pattern affected 

patch assessment and not movement is that Mallard move to the nearest patch where the 

expected intake rate is higher than the critical value, rather than to the patch where the 

highest intake rate is expected. 

 

Foragers can lift their long-term intake rate by regulating the length of inter-patch 

movements and time in patches, as illustrated above for the Bewick’s swan feeding on 

Fennel pondweed. Therefore, heterogeneity in the abundance of food is considered to be, in 

most cases, beneficial for a forager. As such foragers eat more from high than from low 

density patches, the question arises how spatial heterogeneity is maintained. 

In chapter 6 we investigated how spatial heterogeneity in the abundance of Fennel 

pondweed tubers developed throughout the year, with the novelty that we distinguished 

between spatial variance and spatial pattern. We identified three important processes in the 

pondweed’s life cycle: plant growth (summer), swan foraging (autumn), and winter loss 

(winter). Since we sampled tuber biomass densities after each period we could assess the 

effect of each process on variance and pattern in isolation. Surprisingly, variance and 

pattern appeared to have their own temporal dynamics and the effect of a process on 

variance could be very different from the effect on pattern. Spatial variance was mostly 

enhanced by swan grazing whereas plant growth strongly reduced the degree of variance in 

the system (but could not wipe it out). Spatial pattern had disappeared after the foraging 

activities of swans but had re-appeared again after winter losses. We concluded that 

variance and pattern are maintained by different biological processes, and that it is 

important to distinguish between these different forms of heterogeneity when trying to 

understand the functioning of an ecosystem. 

 

An important assumption in these studies on foraging in heterogeneous environments is 

that the foragers are able to respond to heterogeneity. However, the heterogeneity a 

forager perceives depends on the scale of the food distribution and the scale at which the 

forager samples the environment. This concept was investigated in a laboratory experiment 

with Mallard (chapter 7). We recorded search patterns of Mallard feeding on cryptic prey in 

differently scaled food distributions. A small magnet attached to the lower mandible allowed 
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us to record the position of the duck’s bill in great detail in a feeding tray that was underlain 

by magnet sensors. Ducks responded to heterogeneity by allocating more time to full than 

to empty cells, but only when the size of the cells was larger than 2x2 cm, which 

corroborates the existence of a foraging scale, i.e. a limit below which a forager cannot 

respond to existing heterogeneity. A response to heterogeneity was linked to a higher food 

intake rate, thus a forager benefits from the ability to subdivide the environment into 

profitable and non-profitable areas. At large scaled distributions Mallards responded to a 

food capture by an area-restricted search. However, we argue that partitioning the 

environment at the foraging scale in itself could be a mechanism to concentrate foraging 

efforts within profitable areas, because Mallard were able to respond to heterogeneity even 

without conducting area restricted search. 

 

In the general discussion (chapter 9) we viewed our study system at a much wider spatial 

scale: the scale of the swans’ flyway. We recognized that swans have an extremely tight 

time window for successful reproduction: the frost-free period at their sub-arctic breeding 

grounds lasts only about 120 days, whereas they need about 110 days to complete their 

breeding cycle. Consequently it is important for swans to arrive on time at their breeding 

grounds, and presumably also to arrive with some surplus energy reserves that can be used 

to prepare eggs and incubate them. Heterogeneity in the abundance of pondweed tuber 

densities allows a Bewick’s swan to substantially enhance their food intake rate by 

regulating time in and movement between patches, and thus to increase fuelling rates 

(energy deposition rates) at stopover sites. For the Bewick’s swan a doubled deposition rate 

implies a 67% advantage in the overall migration speed! Given the strong dependence of 

Bewick’s swans on Fennel pondweed and the very short time window for successful 

reproduction we could imagine that absence of heterogeneity could preclude swans to 

reproduce successfully, especially in years with low initial tuber biomass densities at 

stopover sites, and thus strongly negatively affects the viability of the population. 
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Nederlandse samenvatting 

(deze samenvatting is bedoeld voor niet-vakgenoten die zich op de hoogte willen stellen van 

de globale inhoud van dit proefschrift) 

Foerageren, het verzamelen van voedsel, is een belangrijk onderdeel van het leven van een 

dier. Dit blijkt bijvoorbeeld uit het feit dat dieren veel tijd en energie steken in het zoeken 

naar voedsel. Een dier dat zijn voedsel snel weet te vergaren hoeft minder tijd te besteden 

aan het verzamelen van een bepaalde hoeveelheid voedsel (en heeft dus meer tijd over 

voor andere activiteiten, zoals het zoeken naar een partner), of kan in dezelfde hoeveelheid 

tijd veel meer voedsel verzamelen (en kan dus sneller opvetten, onder andere belangrijk 

tijdens de vogeltrek). In verschillende omstandigheden is het dus profijtelijk om een hogere 

voedsel opnamesnelheid te behalen. 

Heterogeniteit in de verspreiding van voedsel geeft een foerageerder de mogelijkheid 

een hogere opnamesnelheid te behalen omdat de foerageerder zijn inspanningen kan 

concentreren op plekken die relatief rijk in voedsel zijn. Dit is echter niet eenvoudig in 

natuurlijke situaties omdat voedsel meestal verborgen is, en dus de locatie van rijke 

voedselplekken niet bekend is voorafgaande aan een foerageersessie. De centrale vraag in 

dit onderzoek is hoe een dier moet foerageren om zijn opnamesnelheid te maximaliseren in 

een omgeving die heterogeen is in de verspreiding van verborgen voedseldeeltjes. We 

maken onderscheid tussen twee vormen van heterogeniteit: ruimtelijke variatie, de 

frequentie waarin verschillende dichtheden voorkomen, en ruimtelijk patroon, de ruimtelijke 

verspreiding van de verschillende dichtheden. Geïnspireerd door de studies van Mennobart 

van Eerden en collega’s, bestudeerden we de Kleine zwaan Cygnus columbianus bewickii 

foeragerend op knolletjes (tubers) van het Schedefonteinkruid Potamogeton pectinatus. 

 

Kleine zwanen graven kuilen om de in het sediment zittende tubers te bereiken. Het 

foerageren van een zwaan is dus een afwisseling tussen het zoeken naar tubers in een kuil 

(voedselplek) en bewegingen tussen kuilen. Voorafgaande aan een foerageersessie kennen 

zwanen niet de locatie van rijke voedselplekken omdat de tubers verborgen zitten in het 

sediment. Wel kennen ze het ruimtelijk patroon in de verspreiding van tubers, bijvoorbeeld 

omdat ze dit geleerd hebben tijdens een eerder bezoek aan het fonteinkruidveld. In 

hoofdstuk 2 werkten we uit hoe een foerageerder deze voorkennis over het ruimtelijk 

patroon kan gebruiken om een hogere opnamesnelheid te behalen. We bepaalden de 

optimale bewegingsregels voor omgevingen met geklonterde, regelmatige en willekeurige 

ruimtelijke patronen in de verspreiding van voedsel. Door de prestaties van foerageerders 

met en zonder voorkennis te vergelijken gingen we na in welke omgevingen voorkennis over 

het ruimtelijk patroon voordeling is. 

In ons studiegebied, het Lauwersmeer, bleek de verspreiding van fonteinkruidtubers 

geklonterd te zijn; hoge tuberdichtheden kwamen voor nabij hoge tuberdichtheden en lage  
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tuberdichtheden werden gevonden nabij lage tuberdichtheden (hoofdstuk 3). De optimale 

bewegingsregel voor een zwaan in zo’n omgeving was om een lange afstand te zwemmen 

naar de volgende plek als de huidige plek arm aan tubers was, en een korte afstand te 

zwemmen naar de volgende plek als de huidige plek rijk aan tubers was. Om deze 

voorspelling te testen hebben we de dichtheden aan tubers gemanipuleerd in grote 

proefvlakken in het veld door de bovengrondse biomassa op verschillende momenten in het 

groeiseizoen af te maaien. Vervolgens hebben we de afstand tussen foerageerplekken 

gemeten van zwanen die foerageerden in deze proefvlakken. Zwanen bleken in 

overeenstemming met onze voorspellingen lange bewegingen te maken vanaf kuilen die 

gelegen waren in een proefvlak met weinig tubers, en korte bewegingen te maken vanaf 

kuilen die gelegen waren in een proefvlak met veel tubers. Door deze strategische manier 

van bewegen kwamen zwanen rijke plekken vaker en arme plekken minder vaak tegen dan 

verwacht op basis van de frequentie waarin rijke en arme plekken voorkwamen. We 

schatten in dat zwanen hierdoor een 38% hogere voedsel opnamesnelheid behalen! 

Het foerageerpad van een zwaan door een fonteinkruidveld is dus een reflectie van het 

ruimtelijk patroon in de verspreiding van het voedsel. Dit is echter niet het complete 

verhaal. Zwanen foerageren namelijk in groepen en hebben dus regelmatig interacties met 

elkaar, met name over (rijke) voedselplekken. In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we bekeken wat het 

effect van sociale interacties is op het foerageerpad van de zwanen. 24% van alle 

bewegingen tussen voedselplekken bleek te maken te hebben met sociale interacties. Als 

een zwaan door een andere zwaan werd weggepest, bleek deze verder te zwemmen 

voordat hij een nieuwe plek begon te bemonsteren dan dat als de zwaan uit zichzelf 

besloten had een plek te verlaten. De mate van dominantie van een zwaan bleek samen te 

hangen met zijn sociale status: families waren dominant over gepaarde zwanen, die zelf 

dominant waren over ongepaarde zwanen. Ongepaarde zwanen bleken het vaakst 

weggepest te worden van een foerageerplek, en dus sociale interacties lijken het meeste 

effect te hebben op de bewegingspatronen van ongepaarde zwanen. 

 

Een andere manier waarop een zwaan een hogere opnamesnelheid kan behalen in een 

heterogene omgeving is door meer tijd te besteden op rijke dan op arme voedselplekken. In 

het veld bleken zwanen inderdaad meer tijd te besteden in een kuil gelegen in een proefvlak 

met veel tubers dan in een kuil gelegen in een proefvlak met weinig tubers (hoofdstuk 3). 

Zwanen lijken een voedselplek leeg te eten tot een bepaalde opgeefdichtheid, waarbij de 

tubers die diep in het sediment zitten buiten bereik blijven (hoofdstuk 9). 

In hoofdstuk 5 modelleren we de optimale opgeefdichtheid voor een zwaan die alleen 

foerageert (hypothetische situatie) en voor een zwaan die in een groep foerageert 

(natuurlijke situatie). De optimale strategie voor een zwaan die alleen is, was om 

foerageerplekken altijd op dezelfde opgeefdichtheid te verlaten. In een groep concurreren 

zwanen om voedsel, dus de optimale strategie voor een zwaan in een groep was om te 
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‘pakken wat je pakken kunt’, oftewel om in het begin van een exploitatieperiode voedsel-

plekken op een hogere dichtheid te verlaten. Simulaties bevestigden dat de zwanen die 

flexibel waren in hun opgeefdichtheid beter presteerden dan de zwanen die plekken op een 

vaste opgeefdichtheid verlaten. Echter, het exploitatiepatroon in het veld bleek het beste 

overeen te komen met een niet-flexibele strategie. Zwanen kunnen zich mogelijk niet 

optimaal gedragen in dit verband omdat ze beperkt worden door sociale interacties of door 

de diepteverdeling van tubers in het sediment. 

Als voedsel verborgen voorkomt moet een foerageerder steeds een inschatting maken 

van de dichtheid op een plek. De tijd die het kost een goede inschatting van een plek te 

maken hangt af van de hoeveelheid informatie die een foerageerder heeft over de 

voedselverdeling. Bijvoorbeeld een foerageerder die de frequenties weet waarin rijke en 

arme plekken voorkomen kan sneller inschatten of de huidige plek rijk of arm is, dan een 

foerageerder die deze voorkennis niet heeft. Informatie over het ruimtelijk patroon in de 

voedselverdeling is ook een bron van voorkennis die in dit geval voordelig zou kunnen zijn. 

In hoofdstuk 8 onderzochten we of Wilde eenden Anas platyrhynchos voorkennis over het 

ruimtelijk patroon gebruikten bij het maken van een inschatting van de kwaliteit van een 

plek. Hiertoe maten we de tijd die een eend nodig had om in te schatten dat een bakje leeg 

was in omgevingen met een willekeurige, geklonterde en een regelmatige verdeling van 

lege en volle voedselbakjes. In een willekeurige verdeling heeft voorkennis over het 

ruimtelijk patroon geen waarde omdat de inhoud van een bakje niets zegt over de inhoud 

van nabijgelegen bakjes. In een geklonterde en een regelmatige verdeling heeft voorkennis 

over het ruimtelijk patroon wel waarde omdat de inhoud van een bakje informatie geeft 

over de inhoud van nabijgelegen bakjes. In de geklonterde verdeling bleken eenden meer 

tijd te besteden in een leeg bakje als het naastgelegen bakje vol was, dan als het 

naastgelegen bakje leeg was. Dit effect werd niet waargenomen voor de willekeurige 

verdeling wat aangeeft dat eenden inderdaad gevoelig zijn voor het ruimtelijk patroon in de 

voedselverdeling en deze informatie gebruiken om de kwaliteit van een voedselplek in te 

schatten. 

 

Kleine zwanen profiteren van heterogeniteit in de verspreiding van fonteinkruidtubers. 

Gezien het sterke effect van het foerageren van de zwanen op de voedselverdeling (zwanen 

eten tot 80% van de biomassa weg) is het de vraag hoe deze heterogeniteit wordt 

gehandhaafd in het systeem, oftewel hoe het komt dat de zwanen in oktober elk jaar weer 

een heterogene dis voorgezet krijgen. In hoofdstuk 6 beschrijven we hoe heterogeniteit in 

de verspreiding van fonteinkruidtubers zich ontwikkelt door het jaar heen. We beschrijven 

de effecten van drie belangrijke processen (groei van de planten in de zomer, begrazing van 

de zwanen in de herfst, afsterven van de tubers in de winter) op zowel de ruimtelijke 

variatie als het ruimtelijk patroon in de verspreiding van de tubers. Variatie en patroon 

bleken onafhankelijk van elkaar te veranderen door het jaar heen. Ruimtelijke variatie werd 
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met name in stand gehouden door de begrazing door zwanen in de herfst, terwijl het 

ruimtelijk patroon met name in stand gehouden werd door het afsterven van de tubers in de 

winter. 

 

Of een foerageerder kan reageren op heterogeniteit hangt af van de schaal waarop 

heterogeniteit voorkomt. Dit concept hebben we onderzocht in een experiment met Wilde 

eenden (hoofdstuk 7). In dit experiment kregen de eenden heterogene voedselverdelingen 

voorgeschoteld die verschilden in de schaal waarop heterogeniteit voorkomt. In de bodem 

van de voedselbak waren magneetsensoren gemonteerd waardoor we de bewegingen van 

de snavel van een eend, waarop een klein magneetje was geplakt, zeer nauwkeurig konden 

volgen. De eenden bleken meer tijd op plekken met voedsel dan op plekken zonder voedsel 

door te brengen in de meeste verdelingen. Alleen in de voedselverdeling met de kleinste 

schaal van heterogeniteit konden de eenden niet reageren op de aanwezige heterogeniteit 

maar besteedden evenveel tijd op volle als op lege plekken. In verdelingen waar de eenden 

konden reageren op de aanwezige heterogeniteit behaalden ze een hogere opnamesnelheid. 

 

De Kleine zwaan broedt in sub-arctisch Rusland waar het grofweg 110 dagen nodig heeft 

om succesvol te broeden. De vorstvrije periode beslaat echter slechts 120 dagen, waardoor 

de Kleine zwaan een extreem strak tijdsschema kent. Het is dan ook belangrijk dat de 

zwanen in het voorjaar op tijd in de broedgebieden arriveren, en dat ze met enige 

vetvoorraden aankomen die ze kunnen gebruiken om eieren van te leggen en om deze uit 

te broeden. Ook in het najaar lijken de zwanen ‘haast’ te hebben hun 

overwinteringsgebieden te bereiken. Heterogeniteit in de verspreiding van de tubers van 

fonteinkruid, het belangrijkste voedsel op diverse ‘tankstations’ langs de trekroute, stelt de 

Kleine zwaan in staat een hogere opnamesnelheid te behalen, en dus om sneller op te 

vetten, en dus om de migratie sneller te voltooien. Voor de Kleine zwaan kan een 

verdubbeling van de opnamesnelheid vertaald worden naar een 67% toename in 

migratiesnelheid. Gegeven het krappe schema van de Kleine zwaan lijkt heterogeniteit in de 

verspreiding van het voedsel dus een voorwaarde voor succesvolle reproductie, met name in 

jaren met een minder voedselaanbod. Andersom geredeneerd kunnen we stellen dat de 

Kleine zwaan niet zou kunnen voortbestaan in een wereld die homogeen in de verspreiding 

van voedsel is. 
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Thijs de Boer (left) and Bart Nolet (right) on their way to the Babbelaar

Marcel Klaassen (left) and Koos Swart (right) enjoying a coffee-break 
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Dankwoord 

Ik heb het even opgezocht. Op 19 oktober 1993 was ik voor het eerst in het Lauwersmeer. 

Het was herfstvakantie en ik maakte samen met vogel-vriend Aad een ronde door 

Nederland langs de beste vogelgebieden. Het zag er wit van de honderden joeldende Kleine 

zwanen. Vier jaar later hoefde ik dus ook geen moment te twijffelen toen ik, samen met 

studiegenoot Marc, de collegebank voor een week kon verruilen voor het Lauwersmeer: 

zwanen kijken met het NIOO. We leerden gedragsprotocollen maken, keutels rapen en 

mochten met een bootje varen. Hier is ongetwijffeld een verknochtheid aan het onderzoek 

naar Kleine zwanen ontstaan. Veelzeggend in dit verband is dat ik mijn Wageningse 

medestudenten wist te motiveren om bij het practicum planten(!)-ecologie onderzoek te 

gaan doen naar het effect van Kleine zwanen-stront op de groei van Engels raaigras. In mei 

2005 begon ik aan mijn promotieonderzoek naar het foerageergedrag van de Kleine zwaan, 

waarvan dit boekje het resultaat is. 

Velen hebben op een of andere manier een bijdrage geleverd aan het welslagen van mijn 

promotieonderzoek, en ervoor gezorgd dat het voor mij uitermate leuk is geweest dit 

onderzoek uit te voeren. Ik wil iedereen daarvoor zeer hartellijk bedanken. Een aantal 

mensen wil ik in het bijzonder noemen. 

Allereerst mijn dagelijkse begeleider Bart Nolet. Ik had het niet beter kunnen treffen! Bart, 

jij hebt me alle vertrouwen en vrijheid gegeven, zonder daarbij mijn doen en laten uit het 

oog te verliezen. Sterker nog, ik heb altijd het idee gehad dat jij je om mij bekommerde, en 

dan wel in de positieve zin van het woord. Zoals het een goed begeleider betaamt kon ik op 

belangrijke momenten altijd rekenen op je steun en inzet, zoals bij het bespreken van 

manuscripten die altijd snel en van nuttig commentaar werden voorzien. Bart, ontzettend 

bedankt voor jouw enorm belangrijke aandeel in het welslagen van dit promotieonderzoek 

en voor de uitermate prettige en bovenal leuke manier waarop we dit gedaan hebben! 

Het was een absoluut voorrecht om onderdeel uit te maken van de werkgroep Plant-Dier 

Interacties (PDI), waarover Marcel Klaassen de scepter zwaait. Marcel, jij weet als geen 

ander mij te motiveren met je eigen enthousiasme en optimisme. Daarnaast ben ik blij dat 

jij je regelmatig met mijn onderzoek hebt bemoeid en me veel waardevolle suggesties hebt 

ingefluisterd. Met name jouw vindingrijkheid betreffende veld- en dierexperimenten is 

ongeevenaard. Marcel, onwijs bedankt! 

Toen de manuscripten hun voltooing naderden (tenminste dat dacht ik) kwamen er de 

reisjes naar Groningen. Artikelen bespreken met promoter Rudi Drent. Rudi, u wist altijd 

weer de kern van de zaak aan te snijden en bovenal orginele maar belangrijke 

dwarsverbindingen te leggen met andere studies. Ik heb de uurtjes dat we gebogen zaten 

over  de  manuscripten  altijd  als  zeer  prettig  en  bijzonder  ervaren.  Hoewel  ik  altijd uit 
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Tsjûkemar, the NIOO-boat that is indispensable for this kind of research

Daniëlle Bankert, Thijs de Boer, and Peter de Vries (from left to right) 
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Groningen terugkeerde met grote hoeveelheden werk, heb ik dus ook nooit spijt gehad van 

deze bezoeken. Rudi, bedankt voor de vele suggesties en de prettige discussies in Haren. 

Ik kan niet anders zeggen dat de PDI een bijzondere club is. Stuk voor stuk leuke mensen 

met wie het prettig vertoeven is. En als er iets moest gebeuren waren er altijd helpende 

handen voorhanden, die dan ook echt uit de mouwen werden gestoken. Want wat 

aanpakken is, dat weten de mannen van de PDI wel! Daarom, bedankt Ten Dekkers, Thijs 

de Boer (de ongekroonde maar desondanks altijd goedlachse tuberkoning), Harry Korthals, 

Koos Swart (he Dré), Bart van Lith (steunpunt Heteren!), Oscar Langevoord (‘zei die dat’) en 

collega vogelaar Peter P. de Vries (die haakbekken, onvergetelijk). 

Een belangrijk onderdeel van mijn onderzoek was het bepalen van de dichtheden aan 

Fontijnkruid-knollen in het Lauwersmeer. Ik bewaar zeer warme herinneringen aan deze 

zogenoemde steekweken. Na overdag het snot voor de ogen gestoken te hebben was het ’s 

avonds altijd goed bijkomen met een biertje, borreltje en kleine blokjes kaas. Ik ben in deze 

weken meer te weten gekomen over passies, angsten en de dames van het NIOO dan dat 

me soms lief was. Hoewel ik na een steekweek altijd total-loss was ga ik dolgraag nog eens 

mee, als is het maar om Koos bordrand-overschrijdende schnitzels te zien bakken of om de 

top 10 met Oscar door te nemen. 

Mede-oio’s en postdocs zijn gegaan (in het begin) en gekomen (op het eind). Jörn Pilon, 

jij was de eerste die me liet zien wat me nog te wachten staat. Iris Charalambidou, thank 

you for catching up on gossip during late diners. Helen Hangelbroek, het was fantastisch jou 

als kamergenoot te hebben en lief een leed te delen. Ik ben vereerd dat ik jouw promotie 

van zo dichtbij heb mogen meemaken! Silke Bauer, vielen dank für die Gemutlichkeit! 

Arnaud Elger, it was nice to have you as a collegue and a roommate, but I am not sure that 

our vegetarian hamburgers were healty in the end. Jan van Gils, Brabander, diverse 

manuscripten zijn een stuk helderder geworden nadat ze door jouw handen waren gegaan, 

niet in de laatste plaats ‘ons’ stuk (hoofdstuk 2) wat een mooi uitvloeisel van een 

assessment-discussie geworden is, bedankt! Bert Hidding, bedankt voor je vrolijke 

uitspattingen. Abel Gyimesi, ik geef het stokje met vertrouwen aan je door. 

Gelukkig heb ik een aantal studenten kunnen verleiden een project bij mij te komen 

doen. In chronologische volgorde waren dit Yvon van den Burg, Jim de Fouw, Mirte Buining 

& Rieneke de Jager, Daniëlle Bankert, Floor Boerwinkel en Casper van Leeuwen. Precies de 

helft van de projecten heeft geresulteerd in een hoofdstuk in dit boekje, wat niet wil zeggen 

dat de rest minder belangrijk is geweest! Ontzettend bedankt voor al jullie inspanningen. 

Jim, jouw enthousiasme en interesse zijn erg belangrijk geweest voor het succes van het 

experiment met de eenden. Dat we elkaar goed aanvoelden bleek ook in de Lauwersmeer 

toen we met 17 vakjes voor de lunch hebben laten zien wat tubers steken is. Het feit dat we 

afgelopen jaar samen op de Siberische toendra stonden was fantastisch! Daniëlle, het was 

bijzonder leuk een maand lang met jou op een bootje in de Lauwersmeer te vertoeven om 
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gedragsobservaties aan zwanen te doen. Mede door jouw doorzettingsvermogen hebben we 

een prachtige serie metingen kunnen doen waardoor hoofdstuk 3 en 4 niet bij ideëen alleen 

zijn gebleven. 

Het centrum voor Limnologie van het Nederlands Instituut voor Ecologisch Onderzoek 

(NIOO) is een kleine maar daardoor hechte gemeenschap. Ik wil iedereen danken voor de 

gezellige koffiepauzes, (kerst)diners, barbeques, voetbalsessies en andere activiteiten. Ik 

ben de ondersteunende diensten zeer erkentelijk voor een werkende computer (Erik 

Wessel), administratieve rompslomp (Edith de Munter, Mayra Albers, Rob Ekhart, Janien 

Ebert), publiciteit (Froukje Rienks) en last-but-not-least technische ondersteuning (Hennie 

Uittenhout, Dick Kroon). 

Activiteiten met OIO’s en postdocs werden vaak in Utrecht voortgezet. Speciaal de 

avonden met de NIOO dames waren altijd ehm.. erg gezellig. Dankjewel, Lisette de 

Senerpont Domis, Silke Bauer, Maiko Kagami!, Satie Ogawa en Marjolein Tijdens. 

I also like to thank all the roommates in Utrecht for the nice times! Thank you Boris 

Massieux, Maud Koek, the briljant Bert Janssen, Arnaud Elger and Virginie Roussel. 

Geen inspanning zonder ontspanning. Een belangrijke vorm van ontspanning waren de 

zondagse fietstochten door het Reichswald met de ‘bosclub’, in het kader van het onderzoek 

naar roofvogels zoals dat sinds 1969 door Gerard Müskens en Ronald Zollinger volgehouden 

wordt. Een dag bomen klimmen is een uitstekende manier om de batterij weer op te laden! 

Ik heb het als een voorrecht ervaren dat ik drie zomers de mogelijkheid heb gehad om als 

vrijwilliger deel te nemen aan de indrukwekkende expedities naar Siberië, onder de 

bezielende leiding van Bart Ebbinge. Het onderzoek naar de broedende steltlopers en 

Rotganzen bleek een uitstekende manier om het zwanenonderzoek even uit het hoofd te 

zetten, zeker met soulmate Roeland Bom aan m’n zijde. Verder wil ik iedereen in het 

algemeen bedanken die voor de nodige afleiding heeft gezorgd, of dat nou het opensnijden 

van een marter, het speuren naar vogels, of het drinken van een biertje was. Speciaal wil ik 

daarbij Marc Maas en Jasja Dekker noemen. 

Bijna tenslotte wil ik mijn ouders Henk en Ans danken voor hun onvoorwaarlijke steun en 

vertouwen. Ik kan altijd op jullie rekenen met kleine en grote dingen, wat enorm veel voor 

me betekent. Verder is het altijd heerlijk thuis komen in Groesbeek, na wat voor een 

omzwervingen dan ook. Ook wil ik mijn zussen Nancy, Tineke en Petra en hun ‘mannen’ 

Bart, Thomas, Theo en Joris bedanken voor hun interesse, bezorgdheid, steun en 

gezelligheid. 

Tenslotte, waar veel dankwoorden in proefschriften eindigen wil ik niet achterblijven. 

Wietske Lambert, hoe wij elkaar ooit gevonden hebben is me eerlijk gezegd nog steeds een 

raadsel. Bedankt voor alle steun, relativerende woorden en bovenal de mooie momenten die 

we samen mogen beleven. Jag älskar dig.
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift 

 
Foraging in a spatially patterned world: 

migratory swans (Cygnus columbianus) seeking buried pondweed (Potamogeton pectinatus) tubers 

 

door Raymond Klaassen 

 

1. There cannot be spatial pattern without spatial variance in food density. On the contrary there 
can be variance without spatial pattern in the distribution of food densities (after Tenhumberg 
et al. 2001, American Naturalist 158: 505-518; chapter 6). 

2. A heterogeneous environment with a random distribution of food densities is a better null 
model for a spatially patterned environment than a homogeneous environment (Sparrow 1999, 
Trends in Ecology and Evolution 14: 422-423). 

3. Models that predict the time in a patch (e.g. Olsson et al. 1999, Oikos 87: 264-276; Van Gils et 
al. 2003, American Naturalist 161: 777-793) neglect the fact that a forager that moves 
strategically through a spatially patterned food distribution perceives a richer environment, and 
thus should leave patches at a higher critical intake rate than predicted (chapter 2, 3 & 8). 

4. Due to the tight time window for successful reproduction Bewick’s swans Cygnus columbianus 
bewickii cannot persist in a world where Fennel pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus tuber 
densities are homogeneously distributed throughout the environment at migratory stopover 
sites (chapter 9). 

5. Small-scale heterogeneity in the distribution of food densities is an important ingredient in 
explaining optimal movement rules for swans in a pondweed bed (chapter 3) and we face a 
challenge in extending this finding to a larger temporal and spatial scale. Deploying GPS-based 
tracking devices on raptor birds during autumn migration offer tantalising opportunities to 
achieve this. 

6. Schedefonteinkruid kan predatie door Kleine zwanen minimalizeren door zijn tubers meer 
homogeen door de ruimte te verspreiden (hoofdstuk 7) en/of door zijn tubers dieper in het 
sediment te plaatsen (Santamaría & Rodríguez-Gironés 2002, Journal of Ecology 90: 303-315). 
Het laatste blijkt het geval te zijn (B. Hidding, B.A. Nolet, M.R. van Eerden, M. Guilleman & M. 
Klaassen, manuscript in voorbereiding) wat aangeeft dat er onvoorziene kosten verbonden zijn 
aan het homogeen verspreiden van nakomelingen. 

7. Ondanks dat Taimyr-meeuwen Larus argentatus taimyrensis belust zijn op ganzeneieren is het 
voor een Rotgans Branta bernicla die er voor kiest om op een ‘meeuweneiland’ te gaan 
broeden juist voordelig om de hoogste dichtheid aan broedende meeuwen op te zoeken. 

8. De zogenaamde milieubesparende maatregel om katalysatoren in auto’s te verplichten gaat 
gepaard met grootschalige zware milieuvervuiling in het afgelegen Norilsk (Siberië, Rusland) 
waar de essentiële bestanddelen palladium en platina worden gewonnen (de Volkskrant, 18 
januari 2003). Dit bevestigt de ‘wet van behoud van ellende’. 

9. In muizenrijke jaren is het moeilijker om ruiveren van Haviken Accipiter gentilis te vinden dan 
in muizenarme jaren. 

10. Een analytische benadering van een probleem hoeft niet te betekenen dat de schoonheid van 
de natuur uit het oog wordt verloren. Integendeel, zo lang men gedurende de analyse niet het 
dier als geheel uit het oog verliest, neemt de schoonheid van het dier toe naarmate men zich 
meer details bewust wordt (naar: Tinbergen 1960. In: Spieden en speuren in de vrije natuur. 
Uitgeverij Ploegsma, Amsterdam). 


